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Making sure every part of 
Kelowna is shown in the new 
visitors’ map is Phil Vibert,, 
chairman of the map com- 
' mittee of the area Jaycees. 
'.After emerging from a man-
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JAYCEES CHECK VISITORS' MAP
hole, making sure no hidden able by May 1 in the Kelowna 
attractions were missed, he ’ “
shows the map to pretty Mrs.
Chamber of Commerce office 










Check Legal Possibilities 
Before Release To Canada
MONTREAL (CP) Con-
Donald Simmons, wife of a Lake Bridge. Visitor attrac- 
Jaycee member. There will tions in the city are shown on 
be 50,000 of the .maps avai- ■ one side, and those in the
other. Last year 40,- 
000 maps were printed by the
Jaycees, who have provided 
them for several years.
(Courier Photo).
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Min­
ister Trudeau declined to re­
spond today to harsh criticism 
directed at him by the leader of 
the Capadian Labor Congress.
Mr. Trudeau sat quiet 
throughout a 50-minute presen­
tation by Congress President 
Donald MacDonald of the cen­
tral labor body’s annual brief to 
the cabinet.
The brief claimed that state­
ments by Mr. Trudeau offered 
no grounds for confidence that 
the government is committed to 
eliminating unemployment.
Several members of the cabi­
net, including Finance Minister 
John Turner and Labor Minister 
Martin O *C o n n e 11, had soft 
words for the indignant CLC at­
tack. Mr. Trudeau’s main re­
sponse, however, was a request 
that in future presentations, the 
Congress restrict its introduc­
tion to the meeting to a 10-min- 
ute statement. He also sug­
gested the CLC might like to ex­
press its opinions on foreign 
ownership.
When the cabinet withdrew
from the meeting, Mr. 
Donald expressed sharp < 




was an adequate response to 
our proposals,’’ he said.
Mr. MacDonald said the cabi­
net had been “courteous and at­
tentive’’ and that Mr. Turner’s 
promise that the government 
will work for full employment 
was an “admirable philosophy.”
“But we’re Interested in per­
formance and actions.”
Mr. MacDonald at first joked 
when Mr. Trudeau ’suggested 
that “we really should consider 
ways to spend this time more 
usefully.”
He replied that both men 
needed the exposure since “this 
is an election year for both of 
us.”
PROCEDURE UNCHANGED
Later, he told reporters that 
“the same procedure has been 
going on in exactly the same 
way since the turn of the cen­
tury.
“If they want to change the 
procedure, we’ll be happy to 
discuss it with them.”
vlcted murderer Yves Geoffroy 
and Carmen Parent, his bride of 
10 weeks, were arrested today 
in Barcelona, Spain, and Cana­
dian and Spanish authorities 
now are working out details of 
their return to Canada.
Quebec Provincial Police said 
the arrests were made at noon, 
Spanish time, today in the Gran 
Villa hotel in Barcelona.
A spokesman for Solicitor- 
General Jeanne-Pierre Goyer 
said, in the first announcement 
of the arrests, that the pair 
were picked up during the 
weekend.
Mr. Goyer said in an inter­
view here before travelling to 
Ottawa that he could not say
with making a false writtes 
statement to gain a passport for 
Geoffroy, providing a document 
she knew was false, making use 
of a document she knew was 
false and illegal possession of a
Latest Bombing Incident ,
In Ireland Injures 20
Vote Results
Explosion Rips Apartment
Rescurers Recover 12 Bodies
"e x a c 11 y” when the couple 
might be returned but police 
had assurances from Spanish 
authorities that they “won’t be 
released before we explore all 
the legal possibilities.”
Police said QPP Corporal Syl­
vano Tend! and Denis Giguere 
and an RCMP officer, as well 
as Barcelona police, made the 
arrests.
Geoffroy failed to return to 
prison here when granted com­
passionate leave after serving 
14 months of a life sentence for 
strangling his first wife and set­
ting fire to a bed on which her 
body was found, in an attempt 
to make her death appear acci­
dental.
passport
The spokesman said these 
charges are not covered by the 
extradition treaty with Spain.
The spokesman said numer­
ous possibilities were being 
studied but no request had been 
made as yet to the Spanish gov­
ernment for extradition of the 
Geoffroys, as far as he knew.
There was a possibility that 
Spanish law provided' for depor­
tation of persons using a false 
passport. There is such a provi­
sion in Canadian law.
The spokesman for Mr. Goyer 
said the Geoffroys were ar­
rested with the co-operation of 
Interpol, the international police 
network. He .said they were 
taken to a Spanish prison.
He added that RCMP and 
QPP officers currently were in 
Spain. Charges “hadn’t been 
worked out yet?’
The spokesman said no fur­
ther details were available im­
mediately.
WENT TO OSLO FIRST
The arrest followed disclosure 
■ during the weekend that Geof-
BELFAST (CP) - A bomb' 
exploded in a parking lot behind 
® big moyie theatre in central 
Belfast today, wounding about 
20 persons.
The blast came, in mid-after­
noon behind the Ritz Cinema at 
the junction of Grosvenor Road 
and Great Victoria St., close to 
the Northern Ireland capital’s 
main railway station.
People rushed screaming 
from the Ritz and two neighbor­
ing movie houses. Fleets of am­
bulances ferried away the in­
jured, most of them suffering 
from shock and cuts from flying 
glass.
The blast blew in windows of
the Europa Hotel about 100 
yards away. The Europa is Bel­
fast’s newest and largest hotel.
PUB DAMAGED
: Windows were also shattered 
up to 300 yards away. The blast 
blew in the frontage bf Belfast’s 
most famous Victorian pub, The 
Crown, which stands across the 
street from the railway station 
and was featured in the James 
Mason movie Odd Man Out.
A powerful blast Saturday 
tore through a central Belfast 
restaurant' crowded with shop­
pers and killed two women and 
wounded 136 other persons. The 
Irish Republican Army, fighting 
to unite Ireland and expel the
Snowslide North Of Hope 
Hits Truck Killing Three
VANCOUVER (CP) - Three 
men died in a snowslide north 
of Hope Sunday as heavy rain 
bit southern British Columbia, 
blocking highways and rail 
lines.
The men, employees of Giant 
Mascot Mines eight miles north 
of Hope, about 100 miles north­
least of Vancouver, were killed 
when their truck was hit by a 
LMawsIlde on a mine access HHk running .off the Fraser 
HIHon Highway.
MMBe men were identified ns 
[waiter Russell Morphy, 51, of 
Rosedale, Stefan Mlsta, 46, of 
lYarrow, nnd Fred Joseph Weh- 
Iner, 47, of Hope.
I The llope-Prlnceton Highway, 
[which runs east of Hope, re- 
[mained open Sunday night but 
[the Canyon Highway, running 
[north from Hope, was closed in- 
[deflnltely to through traffic be- 
[cause of snowslides.
| Farther east, the Rogers Pass
was expected to be re-opened 
today after weekend closures.
Snowslides also affected rail 
travel, blocking the Canadian 
National mainline Sunday in the 
Fraser Canyon. The line was 
expected to be cleared today.
Extensive flooding was re­
ported In the upper Fraser Val­
ley and on southern Vancouver 
Island. A mudslide north of Vic­
toria cut the Island Highway to 
o n e -1 a n e traffic for several 
hours Sunday.
The weather office reported 
2.35 inches of rain in 18 hours nt 
Victoria, 2.45 Inches at Abbots­
ford In 24 hours and 2.80 Inches 
at Hope In 18 hours.
In, Vancouver Sundny, James 
Thomas Jack, 30, of Vancouver 
was killed in a two-car colli­
sion at an intersection.
A similar accident in Victoria 
Sundny took the life of Ronald 
Morris, 17, of Victorin.
British from the North, denied 
it had anything to do with that 
explosion and blamed it on 
Protestant extremists to whip 
up public anger against the IRA 
guerrillas.
At about the. same time that 
the bomb went off in Belfast 
today, the Ardowen Hotel in 
Londonderry was wrecked by 
another blast.- There were no re­
ports of injuries.
STAFF WARNED
The bomb, described by army 
experts as "a big one," was 
planted by three men, two 
armed with pistols and the third 
with a sub-machine-gun. The 
men gave the.staff 25 minutes 
to clear out. I There were no 
guests in the hotel at the time.
Police said Sunday they be­
lieved IRA terrorists had 
planted the gelignite charge In 
the Abercorri restaurant Satur­
day. But a spokesman in Dublin 
for the ‘Provisional wing of the 
IRA called the bombing “a de­
liberate act of terror against un- 
involved civilians.”
A spokesman for Sinn Fein, 
the political organization of the 
IRA’s Official wing, said in 
Dublin; ‘we have consistently 
condemned attacks upon civil­
ian installations and we would 
very strongly condemn this 
one."
The blast shocked even the 
most hard-bitten communities 
of strife-torn Ulster and pro­
voked a storm of protest from 
church and political leaders. 
SISTERS LOSE LEGS
Known Today
OTTAWA (CP) — Whether 
striking air technicians accept 
or reject a proposed settlement 
worked out by union leaders 
and government negotiators 
was expected to be known later 
today.
Gary Meyers, assistant busi­
ness manager for Local 2228 of 
the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers, said today 
the ballots were still being tabu­
lated and the final results 
wouldn’t be known unfit the aft­
ernoon.
He said Sufiday night that the 
Initial results were too, close to 
indicate a likely outcome.
* The technicians have been on 
strike since January. They 
maintain electronic equipment 
at Canada’s airports.
BARCELONA (CP) — Res­
cuers pulled 12 bodies from the 
debris of a 10-storey apartment 
house early today after an ex­
plosion collapsed the structure. 
Police feared 20 or 30 more per­
sons were trapped in the"wreck- 
age.
The 10-year-old building in a 
hilly residential section blew up 
while most of its 50 residents 
were asleep. Many of the apart­
ment dwellers were believed to 
be Latin Americans.
The explosion was traced to 
the fourth floor, and City Engi­
neer Esteban Rlfa said he be­
lieved a gad leak was responsi­
ble.
Three hundred police, firemen 
and students from Barcelona 
University struggled with the 
debris, looking for the victims.
The blast blew out the walls 
of the building, and authorities
said all 10 storeys collapsed. 
Windows in nearby buildings 
were shattered.
Each of the IC ..>r< of the 
building contained vine apart­
ment, with most of them hous­
ing a family of four or mope. 
CHILDREN FOUND
• Bodies of several children 
were among the first recovered.
The building collapsed a' 
about 1 a.m. After it was 
rocked by an explosion heard up 
to two miles away and which 
shattered widows within a ra­
dius of 200 yards.
One man was saved from the 
eighth floor by a crane. He was 
spotted clinging to a window in 
the back wall of the building— 
the only part left standing after 
the explosion.
The building split down the 
middle and crashed to the 
ground after the blast.
An autopsy showed later she 
was strangled.
MARRIED HIS MISTRESS
Miss Parent, Geoffroy’s .mis- 
tress, married him Dec. 24, the 
day he disappeared while out on 
a three-day pass from nearby 
St. Vincent de Paul peniten­
tiary.
In Ottawa, an External Af­
fairs Department spokesman 
said Canada and Spain have an 
extradition treaty dating back 
to 1878 which covers persons 
convicted ot murder.
Miss Parent has been charged
froy had travelled to Oslo, Nor­
way, front here after his mar­
riage Christmas Eve to Carmen 
Parent while he was on a 
three-day pass from St. Vincent 
den Paid penitentiary.
More than two months of con- 
troversey has swirled around 
how Geoffroy, a life-term con­
vict, got a pass from prison to 
marry a woman who had been 
an important witness at the 
trial that convicted him of his 
wife’s murder.
In the Commons, the govern­
ment* and Mr. Goyer in particu­
lar, has been battered by oppo­
sition questioning and demands 
for an impartial Inquiry into the 
whole affair.
Case Highlights Commons
Most Difficult Mission Yet
■ /
Faces United Nations Chief
JOHANNESBURG (Reuter) 
- United Nations Secretary- 
Jeneral Kurt Waldheim arrived 
wre today on his most difficult 
mission yet—to end a bitter dis­
unite between South Africa and 
he UN over the future of Nami­
bia (South-West Africa).
Waldheim, first UN chief to 
L-hslt South Africa In 11 years, 
kas met al Johannesburg alr- 
teit by Foreign Minister Hd- 
hrd Muller and other senior of- 
idals.
I He was due to fly to Cape 
town later today for talks with 
[Time Minister Vorster.
[ Waldheim told an airport 
kw* conference:
[*T am grateful to the South 
[Mean government for inviting
me to come here..,
Asked whether he would visit 
Ovamboland, a tribal territory 
troubled recently by strikes by 
Ovambo workers, the UN chief 
had no comment
One of the most bitter critics 
of the government's South-West 
Africa policies, the Anglican 
bishop of,Damnraland, Rt, Rev. 
Colin Winter, has accused South 
African authorities of the mass 
imprisonment of Ovambos.
Bishop Winter and three other 
Anglican Church worker* were 
expelled last week from South- 
Weil Africa—apparently for 
their anti-apartheld activities In 
the territory Wre alwut eight 
OvamtKMi wore killed during re­
cent disturbances.
Many ot the Injured were 
maimed for life—Including two 
sisters who had their legs blown 
off.
One of the sisters, 22-year-olc 
Rosaleen McNalm, had just 
been shopping for a trousseau 
for her 'August wedding. She 
also lost an arm and an eye.
MONCTON, N.B. (CP) - Vot- 
Ing on a contract offer to air­
port electronic technicians was 
delayed in some parts of East­
ern Canada because a weekend 
snowstorm delayed arrival of 
ballots.
The Moncton unit was voting 
today with results expected to 
be known by. about 11 p.m. EST.
H. C. king of Moncton, chair­
man of the union's Moncton 
unit, said a weekend snowstorm 
delayed arrival of ballots In 
Moncton as well as in Prince 
Edward Island and on the Mag­
dalen Islands.
Reward Posted
U.S. Planes Step Up Raids
On North Vietnam Positions
Calgary Couple 
Rescued Today
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. (CP) 
A Calgary couple was in hos­
pital today after spending the 
night aboard a twin-engined air­
craft after an unscheduled 
landing Sunday about six 
miles northwest of the airport 
In this northeastern British Co­
lumbia community..
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Nabors 
were rescued early todoy nftcr 
their Piper Comanche, on a 
flight from Whitehorse, disap­
peared Sunday nlghl. Their in­
juries were not considered seri­
ous.
A search was begun after the 
plane radioed the control tower 
nt 7:45 p.m. Sunday that It was 
coming In for nn Instrument 




PENDLETON, Ore. (C?) - 
Relatives of a missing Okana­
gan pilot nnd his wife have 
offered a 52,000 reward, in a 
last-ditch effort to locate the 
couple and their plane, lost 
since Feb. 11 In the mountainous 
terrain of northeastern Oregon.
State aeronautics authorities 
have abandoned their official 
search for Ossie Baird, 55, and 
his wife Gretta, 49, ot Enderby, 
B.C., but three planes from the 
Okanagan will continue to look, 
at least through today.
A daughter, Maye Hebdltch 
of Cranbrook, B.C., said here 
Sundny the reward has been 
offered to snowmobile™ and 
others along the last-known 
route of the single-engine Cess­
na 182.
The Bairds were enroute to 
their winter home in Lake 
Havasu City, Aris., when they 
disappeared on n f’lvht to 
Baker, Ore., from* Pendleton.
They were last seen over the 
midway point ot La Grande, 
flying toward a narrow moun­
tain pass In deteriorating wea­
ther. \
SAIGON (AP) - American 
planes attacked two more anti­
aircraft batteries in North Viet­
nam Sunday, and B-52 heavy 
bombers stepped up their raids 
in neighboring Baos, the U.S. 
command reported.
It was the fifth successive day 
of raids in North Vietnam and 
brought the year’s total of 
strikes there to 80 so far.
The command said U.S. Navy 
fighter escorts bombed anti-air­
craft guns In the Ha Tlnh region 
96 and 106 miles north of the de­
militarized zono after they fired 
on U.S. reconnaissance planes.
The North Vietnamese foreign 
ministry In two statement^ 
charged that many of the
strikes in the last four days 
were in populated areas and 
killed or wounded many civil­
ians.
Meanwhile the focus of the B- 
52 bombing campaign shifted 
from South Vietnam back to 
supply routes in Laos and Cam: 
balls. For the first time since 
Jan. 27, the big bombers made 
no attack in South Vietnam,
The South Vietnamese Com­
mand reported scattered, 
small-scale ground action Sun­
day and early today, with 39 
North Vietnamese and Viet 
Cong killed and two captured 
and government casualties o 
six dead and 15 wounded.
MONTREAL (CP) — The 
capture of Yves Geoffroy and 
his bride in Spain climaxes a 
case around which contro­
versy has swirled. since they 
vanished while he was on 
brief leave from nearby St. 
Vincent de Paul penitentiary 
at Christmas.
The implications In the 
case of Geoffroy, 40-year- 
old notary serving a life 
sentence for the 1969 murder 
bf his first wife, grew in 
Parliament and elsewhere 
in the weeks and months fol­
lowing bis disappearance.
Solicitor - General J e a n- 
Plerre Goyer and‘the federal 
Liberal government became 
the target of attacks by op­
position members Incredulous 
about the whole affair.
Critics demanded to know 
how authorities could allow 
Geoffroy out of prison to mar­
ry Carmen Parent, 27, who 
had been Geoffroy’s mistress 
before the strangulation death 
of his wife, whose body was 
burned in an attempt to cover 
the crime.
Legal sources and politi­
cians stressed that, by mak­
ing Miss .Parent his wife, 
Geoffroy made It impossible 
for her to testify against him
in a possible appeal of his 
murder conviction.
DENIS WAS IMPLICATED
Some critics also said they 
were stunned to learn tfcat 
Raymond Denis, implicated in 
the famed 1966 Lucien Rivard * 
narcotics case, was best man 
at the Geoffroy wedding on 
Christmas, Eve.
Geoffroy’s appeal came up 
while he was at large and it 
was tossed out since he was 
not available to present hl* 
case. '
Rivard, now 55 and serving 
a 20-year term in Atlanta 
for smuggling narcotics, es­
caped from Bordeaux jail 
here when he was given per­
mission to flood a skating 
rink in above-freezing tem­
peratures,
Denis, former executive as­
sistant to the late federal Jus­
tice minister. Guy Favreau, 
was sentenced to two years In 
prison in 1966 for offering 
$20,000 to a Montreal lawyer if 
he would not oppose ball for 
Rivard.
■Tm, not guilty and I want 
to take advantage of the few 
years of youth I have left,” 
Geoffroy wrote In a loiter 
dated Dec. 24, Hie day of his 
'wedding. .
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Floods Isolate Town
ALICE SPRINGS, Australia (Reuter)—One man was 
missing today io floods which Isolated this normally parch­
ed town In the centre of Australia and also cut off a United 
States space tracking station. The Pino Gap space station 
in the mostly desert central region has been surrounded 
by flood-waters for three days but they were subsiding today.
To Court Of Justice
' LONDON (AP)—The British government announced to­
day It had referred to the International Court of Justice 
plans of Iceland to extend Ito fishing limits to 50 mllcs( 
MP Still Wants Inquiry
OTTAWA (CP)—Eldon Woolliamn, Conservative Justice 
spokesman, said today he Is pleased that convicted murderer 
Yves Geoffroy has been recaptured but that he still thinks 
there should be a judicial inquiry into the case. * 
Man Held In Bombing
ALbERSHOT, England (AP)-AIdcrshot Magistrate’s 
Court today ordered Noel Thomas Jenkinson held until Fri­
day on a mutder charge in connection with the bombing 
of nn Aldershot paratroop barracks which killed seven 
persons.
Could Harm Leave System
Authorities said ono of the 
saddest aspects of the spec­
tacular affair wasAho danger 
it might harm the system of 
granting prisoners leave for 
rehabilitation and campus- 
slonate purposes—a system 
that had generally yielded ex­
cellent results.
Officials said that as the 
story unfolded, a picture 
emerged ot long-term plan­
ning, rather than a sudden 
Impulse by Geoffroy and his 
bride to head for foreign parts 
In the midst of his 50-hour 
Christmas leave.
Warrants were Issued for 
tite arrest of Carmen Parent 
on charges of fraud and for­
gery In obtaining a passport 
for Geoffroy In the name of 
Real Rolland Lafond, a rela­
tive of Miss Parent. \
Lafond drowned In an acci­
dent tn I960. \
Geoffroy had served 14 
months of a life sentence fol­
lowing his 1070 trial in \wlilch
Miss Parent had been nn un­
willing prosecution witness 
against him.
Conservative MP Eldon 
Woolllatos sold In the Com­
mons Feb. 21 Geoffroy’s re* 
lease smacks of “absolute 
corruption” but Mr. Goyer re­
plied it was rather a “spec­
tacular” effort; resulting from 
“(indue credence” being given 
a social agency report,
A social worker had, he 
said, recommended the Geof­
froy marriage on the ground# 
that Geoffroy’s two brothers, 
who were caring for his three 
children, suffered from seri­
ous heart conditions and the 
children would ba left desti­
tute it the brothersdlcd. Mr. 
Goyer said th!* Iftlcr turned 
out to be “heamy,”
The government rejected 
opposition requests for a judi­
cial Inquiry, Prime Minister 
Trmleati saying Fen, 29 that 
all the circumstances were 
known to the public, ,
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
Mother Says Slain Son 
Had Tried To Quit Gang
The mother of a 15-year-old ed in Labrador West. Mr. Bur- 
Ladner, boy, whose body was gess and a Conservative switch- 
found shot and weighted down ed to the Liberals after the PCs 
with cement in Vancouver Fri- took office Jan. 18 following a 
day, said Sunday her son had series of legal battles over a 
been trying to break away from disputed seat. Two Liberals re- 
a gang of juvenile hoodlums, signed, leaving the standing at 
Mr*. Eileen Mawdslejr said in dissolution at Conservatives 20, 
an interview her son, David Liberals 20 and vacant two. 
Rmi Miwdsley, was waiting for . .
admittance to a reformatory on ThO Britirl' Columbia Liberal 
Vancouver Island after being Party says . . quarters in the 
convicted on a number of charg- B.C. legislative tv tidings are so 
es of car theft and vandalism, cramped that the party wih seek 
She said he had dropped out of space outside’ the buildings if 
school in an effort to break adequate facilities are not pro- 
away from the gang he had vided for the 1973 session. Party 
been associating with, and his president Mel Couveller in a 
death may have resulted from letter to Public Works Minister 
fear by some members that he Will Chant, says that if two 
would 'tell police about crimes MLAs sharing an office are both 
committed by the gang. conferring with visitors “phras- 
... „ es. knees and ashtrays are so
Former Newfoundland. Pre- intermingled that total confu- 
mier Joseph R. Smallwood says sjon js the Inevitable result.” 
he will help several Liberal can- Liberal house leader Dr. Pat 
didates campaign for.the March McGeer has his own office, but 
24 provincial election. Mr. the four other Liberal members 
Smallwood, 71, who resigned as occupy two offices, two in each, 
party chief Feb. 5, said today 
in an Interview the outcome of The Queen and Prince Philip
the election “could be entirely 
different” than the result of the 
Oct. 28 election. Progressive 
Conservatives under Frank 
Moore* won 21 of the 42 seats
visited the former grace of St. 
Francis Xavier today at Malac­
ca. They wandered through the 
ruins of a 450-year-old Portu­
guese church where St. Francis
in the last election. Liberals won was taken after dying on San- 
20 and Tom Burgess. New Lab- cian Island in 1553. The royal 
rador Party leader, was return- party walked down a steep 100-
foot hill to view * what was left 
of a fort that held Malacca un­
til the Dutch came in 1641.
A Canadian technical and sci­
entific mission, headed by Sci­
ence Minister -Alastair Gillespie, 
left Vancouver Sunday for a 10- 
day visit to Japan. Before leav­
ing by air, the federal minister 
said he and other members of 
the 40-member Canadian contin­
gent will explore ways to ex­
pand scientific and technical re­
lations between the two coun­
tries. “The emphasis will be on 
industrial performance of re­
search and development,” Mr. 
Gillespie said. *
It’s not the same as beating 
swords into plowshares, but 
there are signs that the Black 
Panther party is keeping its 
promise to roll back its militar­
istic profile. “We’ve rejected 
the rhetoric of the gun; it got 
about 40 of us killed and sent 
hundreds of us to prison,” says 
co-founder Huey Newton. “Our 
goal now is to organize the black 
community politically . . . ” 
That sounds like a big switch 
for the six-year-old organization 
that FBI Director J. Edgar 
Hoover called the “greatest in­
ternal threat to the security of 
the country” a little more than 
a year ago. (
LOGGING ROAD 
■USED BY PHOT
KELSEY BAY, B.C. (CP) 
— The pilot made a forced 
landing on a paved logging 
road in this Vancouver Island 
community and RCMP Con­
stable Stan. Nestibo greeted 
the five occupants.
“Where are we?” asked the 
pilot.




?‘Is that Canada or tile
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. , 
1654 Ellis SL
TORONTO (CP) — Industrial 
< Issues were the big gainers as 
priced in most sectors of the To­
ronto stock market moved 
higher in active mid-morning 
trading today.
The industrial index was up 
.65 to 204.39 and base metals .38. 
to 95.35. Golds were down .21 to 
173.07 and western oils .03 to 
227.42.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 976,000 
shares, up from 847,000 at the 
same time Friday.
Trading was delayed at the 
opening in shares of Mattabami 
Lake Mines, pending release of 
corporate information. The 
stock closed Friday at $34%, up 
%.-■
Gulf Canada 29
Harding Carpets A 18%
Home "A” 

















Inter. Steel & Pipe 9% 
Kaiser Resources 3.95 
Kaps Transport 9%
Family Now Has JS"eLw^r"ed.Mor®.Hiiac^"?s
? ■ GENEVA (AP) — The Inter-|s e cur I ty hews distribution
Three Fishboats
LADNER, B.C. (CP)-Henry 
Kapp has never been a fisher­
man but .he may well head up 
the only three-fishboat family 
in Bellingham, Wash.
Mr. Kapp, a 57-year-old
is that none of the boats can 
be used again by Canadians for 
commercial fishing, thus attrac­
ting a large number of U.S. 
citizens to the auction.
Alan Kapp said Washington 
fishermen’s newsletters indi­
cated about 37 of the 100 boats
national Air Transport Assocla-1 centre. , ■ >
,tion said today It has Earned i'r ’ In the Aden hijacking, all pas- 
120 member airlines that more sengers and crew were cventu- 
hijackings may happen, folio.v- aUy released but Lufthansa had 
ing last month’s pirating of aLufthansa airliner in Aden. <? pay a 55 mllUon ransom 
An IATA spokesman said the the pIane-
retired laundry manager, bid 
$12,500 on Saturday and won __________
the Starliner at the third fed- sold in the first two auctions
organization’s Geneva head- * 
quarters sent a message last I 
week to airline presidents ‘'giv­
ing certain information end in­
cluding certain warnings,” but
declined to elaborate.uic ouui uci uic uiuu auxu ui utc ***□* mv « vwuua a u a t  i o r i .
era! Soveroment fishboat »««• to buyers in the Puget He gald JATA receives infer­
U.S.?”
That’s how Constable Nes­
tibo describes the conversa­
tion of Friday, when pilot 
Ernie Lampert of Eagle 
River, Alaska, landed his 
twin-engine plane after .dark, 
missing overhead wires, bunk­
houses and stopping short of a 
large garage.
On Saturday, pilot Lamnert 
made adjustments, took off'm 
a clear stretch of logging road 
—and returned five minutes 
later with more engine trou­
ble.
The language this time was 
more colorful, but less quota­
ble.
The plane was still here 
Sunday night, while Mr. Lam­
pert and his four passengers 
went to Campbell Riv­
er, hoping to rent a car to 
drive to Seattle.
V^couvSVCr marintt S tS uTflAheriM hasn’t «ot mation from lndi’
soutn or Vancouver. me U.s. nsnenes nasnr got M IAt the first auction last fall, officially “uptight” about the n*SE?mJ™! 
his two sons Alan, 18, and Loren purchases yet but Alan said °n
20, each expended hefty chunks some of the fishermen were a special committee acting os a 
of money in successful bids to beginning to get angry. z
buy two of the retired fishing “Washington faces the same GIVES WARNING
vessels. problem as B.C. — too many
For such a large expenditure, fishermen for the number of VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
the elder Kapp wasn’t too sure fish,” he said. New Democratic Party provln-
what good his new, 37-foqt pur- FISHING POPULAR cial candidate for Delta warned
chase would do him. “With the unemployment in Sunday that the B.C. govern-
“No, I’m not sure what I'll use Seattle because of Boeing, ment is apparently planning to 
the Starliner for,” he said in everybody is turning to fishing, sell some of the land It expro­
an interview. “The Washington legislature prlated tor Industry around the
“I may convert It into a plea- last year tried to pass a law Roberts Bank port. Carl Llden 
sure boat or I may try my to forbid issuing new licences, told a party meeting at which 
hand at fishing for a year.” but it was defeated,” he said, he was nominated that his
HAD GOOD LOOK Alan, a student at Western information came from civil
Mr. Kapp said the Starlfner Washington State College, paid servants. . <
was one of several he had his $6,000 in October for the Ethel R in ......—............. ............. .
Cheque out 
u crippled child 
today.
J See what your dollars can do. 
! Support Easter Seals.
Please mail all donations to: 
KELOWNA LIONS CLUB
P.O. Box 9. Kelowna, B.C.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
moved higher in moderate open­
ing trading on the Vancouver 
Stock Exchange today. First- 
hour volume was 504,420 shares.
In the industrials, Canterra 
was the most active issue, up 
.05 at $2.30 on a volume of 
14,100 shares.
In the oils, Chapparal was up 
.01 at .48 with a volume of 
27,500 shares.
In the mines. North Pacific 






















Alberta Gas Trunk 55%
Alcan 20%
Bank of Montreal 21% 
Bank of N.S.







Cdn. Imperial Bank 28%

























































42Trans Can Pipe 







































(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Balco Forest Prod. 10% 11%









































































































































































































Arata person who 
protects children and 
other living things
l(£HSlC0t0R*.lS;7S.’C;M . ;
Show Times 7 and 9 p.m. (Adult) 
WARNING — Swearing and coarse language.
R. McDonald, B.C. Director
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna — Every Day at




DON’T WRITE-OFF BAD DEBTS 
... send them to...
Interior Collection
Agencies Ltd.
BAILIFF AND COLI ECIION
Suite 3, 1638 Pandosy St 
Phono 763-6269
Penticton 492-8600
“No Collection — No Charge”
eye on and, more than most ot a 36-foot troller.
the several hundred bidders, A fisherman for two years, he 
looked It over for about 20 min- is converting it to a gillnetter 
utes prior to the auction. . and plans to spend the next
He seemed satisfied and said: couple of summers fishing the 
“It looks in pretty good shape waters of southeastern Alaska.
—the lines and everything seem His Brother Loren paid $16,000. 
'okay;’’ for the Fascination. I
lift T The Kapp family will return The Saturday auction was
M|/\ III | iPIlfllP to Ladner sometime this week unique in that it was conducted: 
I II J IV I/mIIUIV to remove the vessel to its new simultaneously, through a long- 
Bellingham home. distance conference call hook-
Y1 ll1 The boats are auctioned under up, at Ladner and Port Edward,
| F3I1C HAFT All AH the government’s buy-back pro-near Prince Rupert.
IIUllJUvl lullVII gram which attempts to reduce . About 20 of the boats were 
r the size of the B.C. commercial up north while the remainder
OTTAWA (CP) — MPs start salmon fishing fleet. ot the approximately 20 for sale,
their annual recital of griev- One of the conditions of - sale were'on display here. |
ances against the national 
transportation system this week 
as the yearly debate on the. 
CNR-Air Canada financing bill 
gets under way today.
The routine bill would author­
ize for the government-owned 
Canadian National Railways 
capital expenditures totalling 
$219,800,000 in 1971, and another 
$83 million up to July 1, 1972.
It would also authorize gov-
AROUND B.C
ernment loans to Air Canada.
Hospital-Union Mediation 
Will Be Resumed Tuesday
.......•- ---— VANCOUVER (CP) - B.C.
. 1971.,anj u.une Mediation Commission hearings 
30,1972 to help it pay its debts. in a contract dispute between 
u ^t tiie debate 15 always used HOspital Employees Union 
by MPs to push for rail and air and b.C. Hospitals Assocla- 
improvements in their regions tion re^pen hej.e Tuesday. Com- 
as weu as changes in the na- missjon chairman John Parker 
tional transportation policy. said Sunday he hopes settlement 
Tuesday, the opposition will can jje reaChed within 10 days, 






















ment with a one-day debate on GIRL STILL CRITICAL 
a motion of the Conservatives’ VICTORIA (CP)—Dale Cover­
choice. It will be the first of dale, 19, remained unconscious 
seven opposition days scheduled and in critical condition in hos- 
for this month. Pital Sunday, 11 days after she
Transportation problems were was hit by a car on the Shawn- 
also cited during last week’s igan Lake road.
House debate on the bill to con­
tinue for another five years the SEARCH GOES ON 
government’s grants to the SECHELT (CP)—Another full- 
poorer provinces, designed to scale ground search is planned 
maintain minimum national lev- in the Pender Harbor area for 
els of public services. ■ five-year-old Rene. Van Arsdell, 
The bill, sent to the finance missing since Jan. 9. Police 
committee Friday, would in- said Sunday they hope about 
crease the grants to $1.5 billion 1Q0 local residents will help out.
-i^77 ^e current $! OFFER REJECTED
Th/or.nt. M nrnv NORTH VANCOUVER (CP)-inM^tta^^av^pTr^apH^tax ^un^c^pa^ ^mployVs^ Nortnh. 
revenues below the national av- yan^0UYer have r®Ject^ a. Sonj 
erase Onlv Ontario Alberta tract offer from the Municipal ./n -puT. , ano> Aioerta Labor Relations Board that was 
navmpnf1^ Columbia receivc no turned down earlier by Greater 
P But several MPs called for Vanc«aver civic workers. The 
workers want a 20-per-cent wage equalization of transportation have been offered 7 5rates across the country, „ “ ve Deen °“erea
They said that would reduce per cent' 
costs for consumers in the far- 500 SEE STAMPS 
flung, poorer regions' of the VANCOUVER (CP) — More 
country. It would also help them than 500 persons attended the 
sell their products in the richer b.C. Philatelic Society’s stamp 
areas. --------------------------------------------
exhibition during the weekend. 
Organizers said' the show was 
“the best we’ve ever had.”
WILL BUILD BRIDGE
LANGLEY (CP)—Army engi­
neers at Canadian Forces Base 
Chilliwack will .build a new 
bridge, for residents of Katzie 
Reserve Number'2 in Langley. 
The bridge will be built on a 
road leading to the reserve as 
a training exercise.
SUSPENDS TRADING
VANCOUVER (CP) . — The 
Vancouver Stock Exchange Fri­
day suspended trading in shares 
of Fairborn Mmes Ltd. pending 
clarification of the company’s 
affairs.
ASKS FOR GRANT
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
X-Kalay Foundation, which 
helps 'drug addicts, has asked 
the provincial government for 
$36,000 to help it continue oper­
ating. Spokesman Dave Berner 
said Sunday the foundation has 
applied to the government for 




service will be held Tuesday for 
Charles Leonard Fillmore, for­
mer small debts court judge, 
stipendiary magistrate and offi­
cial guardian for B.C., who 
died Saturday after a. long ill- 







Kelowna Branch 510 Bernard Ave, 
announce that effective 
MARCH 6,1972






















TUES., MARCH 14 to SAT., MARCH 18
at 8:15 p.m.
Admission $2.50
Advance tickets Now on Sale at . 
the Bank of British Columbia.

















By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Toronto—Herbert Walter Met­
calfe, 49, Crown attorney for 
Peel County for the last 12
years, and a graduate from Os.










































For Wall Street Stockbrokers
NEW YORK (AP) — As far
25%
OFF










































London, Maili uluwhc, , -nr 173, one of Britain’s top pop sing- j*s COKnn^nivMthnv1
oi -s nf thr. lO'tns like a- lion—only they call it a
BelruU.Maj.-Gen, Mohammed Wall Street.
Omran, 50, former Syrian vice- That classic signal of market 
premier and interior minister, trends, the Dow Jones average 
who was assassinated in his of 30 'industrial stocks, started 
home. the week at 922.79 and finished
Cranbrook, Eng.—Jlichard It at 942.43.
Church, 78, poet, novelist and It thus reached the highest 
vice-president of the Royal Soci- level since last April 29, when it 
ety of Literature. was at 948.15, and was within
kept going to 928.13 and 935.43.
Arson Suspected 
In Death Of 3
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) -
striking distance of the 1971 
high of 950.82, which came last 
April 28.
Except for Thursday, when it 
took time out to catch its 
breath, the market rose
throughout 1he week, and the
___  trading volume was heavy Th! co children of a convict much of the time.
burned to death Sunday In whatofficials said was an uncx- ie Monda y
plained firebombing of their
grandmother's home. 9rt'*'9|,inhn? fi’? 70 nnrf'
Officinh identified the three hish of 1^2,79 nnd 
as Cynthia Warren, 9, and her ^nni.P21,8‘oPniGOG'nn Mriv
brother and sister, Lawrence, 8, v*°us ' 
ntid Marlene, 7, v, 
They were staying with their 
grandmother, Ruby Jamison, 
62, while their mother, Vickie 
Warren, had gone to visit the 
father, Robert, serving a prison 
term tor a cheque fraud convic­
tion.
Later, arson Investigators re­
ported finding gasoline spilled 
In the back yard and said the 
fire was started by a gasoline 
Ixmib,
Then came a dip to 933,77 
Thursday, followed by Friday's 
high.
Analysts noted It was the 15(h 
consecutive week that the mar­
ket, as nieasured by the New 
York Stock Exchange index, 
moved upward.
“It also was the week when 
the Dow average set a new re­
covery high,” said one analyst. 
“The niarket has been acting 
extremely well, expecially in 
the trading’Friday.”
All this activity pushed the 
week’s t r a d ing volume to ] 
104, 8^1,800 shares, compared 
with the previous week's 
67,633,560.
The Associated Press 60-Mock 
average w«s up 5.2 to 335.9 dur­
ing the week. The NYSE index' 
of more than 1,300 stocks was 
up 1,12 to 60.07, Standard and1 
Poor’s 500-stock Index rose 1,76 i 
to 107,91. ,
Exhaust Repairs on GAA Cars
This includes Mufflers — Tailpipes — 
Exhaust Pipes-— Hangers.
VICTORY MOTORS
1675 Pandosy St. Phone 762-3207
STEAK arid SEA FOOD HOUSE
TUESDAY Io SATURDAY INCLUSIVE
5:00 P.M. to 2:00 A.M.
DINE AND DANCE TO THE
ft MIKE TAYLOR TRIO











Now at the K0K0 Club 
TOPLESS LUNCHEONS 
12 noon-1:30 p.m. Monday-Friday 






WARNING - Scenes of 
horror allowing people 
killed by rata.—It. W, Mc­
Donald, B.C. Director.
GIRLY
WAllNI^G—lhwie violence and some sex scenes: 
AND:
WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO AUNT ALICE
>/>>» DRIVE-IN lO 
THEATRE
7 p.m. — Show Timo 7:30
ENTERTAINING NIGHTLY 
Wally Zuyonce and the Canadian Pacific 
plu* 
Hnnlrlle Denn
Phone 2-2956 or 3-3407
KOKO CLUB
•NOTED FOR FINE FOODS”275 Leon Ave.
A BIT OF THE PAST
Future face-lifting on the workmen last week, will early days of Kelowna, and
north side of Bernard Avenue nudge old memories of'the the property was bought by
uncovers some of the past 
mercantile history of the city, 
rf^he old Hall and Hankey 
BBakery sign, uncovered by
1940s. The site, at 430 Bernard a syndicate and re-sold again
Ave, as near as can be ascer­
tained, was the location of 
the 'Sutherland bakery in
in December, 1970. The re­
juvenation work is part of the 
current promotion by the Kel-
Food Cost Survey Asked
In Valley Super-Markets
", The federal Department of 
■ Corporate and Consumer Affairs 
will be asked by the Penticton 
-Chamber of Commerce to con­
duct a detailed survey on 
marketing practices in the Ok- 
anagan by major supermarket 
^chains.
, The decision was made by the 
'chamber executive last week 
’ following a price survey of three 
; supermarkets in Kelowna and 
< Penticton, conducted by the Pen- 
' ticton chamber.
Chamber president Frank 
Christian said letters had been 
sent to the managers of the 
three stores involved, Safeway, 
Super Valu and IGA, inviting 
them to attend a meeting last 
Wednesday, but none of them 
showed up.
The Kelowna Chamber of 
Commerce, meanwhile, has not 
become involved in the issue.
Chamber president Dave 
Chapman was unavailable for 
comment this motning, but
B.C. Government
Not Teachers' Pet
• The British Columbia govern- 
.xnent “does not have a record 
-of being a friend of education ■ 
•or teachers.” Adam Robertson, ' 
; president of the British Colum- I 
.bia Teachers* Federation, told 
-the annual convention of the 
’Okanagan Valley Teachers’ As­
sociation to Vernon.
t Speaking on the second day 
I of the three-day convention, Mr. 
^Robertson sail last year the fed­
eration “lost compulsory mem- , 
•bership to our federation, and 
;this year our right to negotiate.” 
.He added,"! would rather re- 
t ceive a? zero increase *(to sal- 
’ary) as a result of honest neg- 
’otiations than to get any in- 
■crease at the dictates of the 
'minister of education.”
( Addressing some 1,700 teach­
ers at the Vernon Civic Centre, 
Mr. Robertsor admitted that 
'discussions o’ iblitics “is some- 
: times viewed as non-profession- 
al among many teachers” and 
argued that sitting down and 
discussing the situation with the 
education minister was “politic- 
tog”.
"It was also a political activ- 
I ity when I walked out on the 
issue of increased pensions for 
I our retired/’ Mr. Robertson 
I said.
I The guest, speaker further de- 
I dared, "I am amazed at this 
I attitudq^because we are train- 
I ing our children to participate 
I in a' democracy, and political 
I activity is part of that." 
I ’ Also annoyed with the provin- 
I rial government, OVTA presi- 
I dent, R. S. Johnstone; of Oliver, 
I said the quality of education for 
I young people had been "serious- 
I ]y reduced by the government's 
I educational finance formula” 
I and that the latest proposal, 
I the 108 per cent legislation, 
I would "further hamper efforts 
I of larger school districts to pro- 
| vlde essential educational ser- 
I Vice.”
I ' Mr. Johnstone had written the 
I education minister he was "in- 
I creaslngly more annoyed with 
I the policies of the British Col- 
I umbia government, especially 
I to tiie realm of education.” He 
ft jjtold the convention he hud writ- 
■fen the letter as a "teacher, tax- 
HMBer and parent.”
■■Mr. Johnstone said, the gov-r 
BRffnment had also "provoked" 
I several other. confrontations 
I with B.C. teachers, adding "the 
I treatment afforded my retired 
■ colleagues last year was indeed 
■ pnjust.” He snld the B.C. teach- 
y ers’ pension fund (about $170 
y million) was capable of provld- 
■ ing "far more than seven per 
■ cent" increase to pensions than 
B was awarded, particular by 
■ when the pensions "had not 
■ been adjusted for three years 
■ and there had been no commlt- 
■ tment from tho government to 
fl increase them on a regular
fl basis.’’1
■ The guest speaker also blast- 
fl ed the government's move in 
I revoking compulsory member- 
fl ship In the federation, a right 
fl granted 25 years ago. “This 
■ year, 09.6 ner cent of the 23,000 
■ teachers to B.C.. voluntarily 
I jo’ned the federation,” Mr. 
B Johnstone declared, adding 
fl “where is the dissatisfied 
■ horde?”
■ He told listeners tho govern- 
B m-nt’s most recent legislation 
B “represents a denial of funda- 
B n-ntnl human rights." Further- 
B r'orr, the removal of the right 
B t'' collective bargaining 
M “”nder the guise of democratlz- 
B stioii." Mr. Johnstone added, 
B * an "arbltary and deceitful 
B art.”
■ The PuhVe Schools Act pre- 
M vlqusly allowed teachers and 
■ trustees the right to negotiate 
y| freehr until Nov. 15 each year, 
■ and if no agreement was reach- 
■ ed, arbitration became compul- 
Btory.
“Why have the controls on 
teachers’ bargaining rights in­
creased before the type of con­
trols already on teachers have 
been applied to other groups," 
Mr. Johnstone asked. He said 
the government claims the ac­
tion is essential to curb infla­
tionary costs, but added he felt 
the curb is “based more” on 
the federation becoming more 
vocal in pointing out injustices 
of the government finance for­
mula.
Last year, the guest speaker 
said,,teachers “dared expose 
the miserly increase- given 
their retired colleagues, and 
went on a one-day strike. Mr. 
Johnstone also suggested a pro­
vincial election was forthcoming 
and the government “needs a 
scapegoat- to focus public at­
tention away from" the govern­
ment’s inability to solve the 
province’s social and economic 
problems.
His address concluded with 
the accusation the government’s 
pronouncements on educational 
costs for public schools “are not 
valid,” and the educational fin­
ance formula was “crippling the 
educational opportunity of Brit­
ish Columbia children."
Described as the largest teach­
ers’ convention ever held in the 
Okanagan, the comprehensive 
program included a first-day 
performance Thursday of Glenn 
Yarbrough, playing to standing 
room audiences.
Workshop speakers Included 
Dr; Thomas Tutko, Marion M. 
Hargens, Edward Nelson, Gerry 
Swan and Paul Azaroff..
The convention culminated 
Saturday with a tour of NOCA 
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New Law To Blame Says Head 





A two-car crash Sunday after­
noon on Big White Road sent 
a Kelowna doctor and his wife 
to hospital and caused about 
$1,600 damage to the vehicles 
Involved.
Dr. Hector Moir, 3152 Watt 
owna Downtown Business As- I Road, received head injuries in 
sociation to give the city’s the mishap and was reported in 
business section a modem satisfactory condition today, 
new “complexion” of basic while his wife Bernice received
she was driving overturned on 
Sexsmith , Road. Police said 
damage has been estimated at 
$350.








the other vehicle 
Bassett, also of
Kelowna employees of the 
Unemployment Insurance Com­
mission have expressed agree­
ment with a statement by a 
national official blaming new 
UIC legislation for creating de­
lays in-paying benefits to claim­
ants.
Under the new legislation,
vice-president L. T. Salloum 
said, “We really have no know- ; 
ledge of the survey, other than 
what we’ve read in the press, 
and have never been in touch 
with the Penticton chamber con­
cerning it. The issue has never 
been raised at any of our meet­
ings.”
Jack Gordon, owner and man­
ager of the Kelowna downtown 
Super Valu store, and a cham­
ber vice-president, was also not 
available for comment, as he is 
on vacation.
Results of the Penticton sur­
vey, taken in January were re­
leased two weeks ago and point­
ed out price differences among 
a number of items in Kelowna 
and Penticton.
Prices of 65 items were lower 
in Kelowna than Penticton: 
prices of 30 items were lower in 
Penticton and the price of an­
other 53 items were the same.
In reply to the chamber presi- 
dent’s invitation to the meeting 
last week, Safeway’s manager 
telephoned and referred him to 
the store’s district manager in 
Vernon and when Mr. Christian 
called the other stores, he was 
referred to a Super Valu offic­
ial in Vancouver and told the 
IGA manager was out of town.
Mr. Christian said he ' will 
write the various officials and 
invite them to meet with the 
chamber executive.
But in the meantime, the con­
sumer affairs department will 
be asked to conduct a detailed 
study of food prices and include 
in it the situation before and 
during the tourist season.
Because the furnace is not
Less than two hours later, an­
other accident on the same road 
caused an estimated $1,500 dam­
age to cars driven by George 
Richard Meissenheimer, of Kel­
owna, and John Ernest Thor, of 
2425 Taylor Crescent, Kelowna. 
There were no injuries.
A collision shortly after 9
working in the Kelowna Little a.tn. Sunday on Highway 33 
Theatre headquarters at Ellis I caused about $600 damage to 
Street and Clement Avenue, re-| vehicles driven by John Paul 
hearsals for the play Bus Stop! Wiering, of Stillingfleet Road, 
are being held in a room at the! and Mildred Agnes Gillis, of 
Chateau Apartments, 331 Lake! Dilworth Road. There were no 
Ive. One of the cast members injuries.
lives in the block. The play will I Mina Jane McGill, of Saucier 
be presented about May. I Avenue, escaped injury early
-------- Saturday morning when the car
Glenda Whittle, 13, pupil at - --------------------------------——
Sunnyvale School in Kelowna, | ■ _ I B
is shown in a newspaper put I I I
out to mark the special Olym- | lOw I Tl wVl 
pic Games for retarded child­
ren in Toronto last summer. Some sun will remain with the 
One of four Sunnyvale pupils city Tuesday but so will some 
who attended, Glenda lit the clouds. Snowflurries will per­
Olympic flame. sist near the mountains. Highs
-------- expected Tuesday 45 to 40. The
City traffic officers charged high and low in the city Satur- 
35 motorists with not having day was 31 and 40 with .2 inch- 
1972 decals or licence plates,les of snow. This compares with 
reports senior traffic officer] 35 and 45 with .06 inches of rain 
Ken Preston. Feb. 29 was the | tor the city Sunday. The airport 




Violators are fined $25. inches of snow on Saturday, 
compared with 35 jo 44 with .04
। । inchesofrainonSunday.Over-






A dryer fire at Kelowna Ply­
wood (Division of Crown Zeller- 
bach) which funnelled up an air 
vent, caused unspecified dam­
age to the roof of the plant . Sun­
day about 4:20 p.m.
Two trucks dispatched by the 
Kelowna Fire Departmen, spent 
about an hour and fifteen min­
utes at the scene, aided by in- 
department fire-fighting person­
nel of the plant.
The blaze topped three calls 
received by the department 
during the weekend, with fire­
men answering a false alarm 
Saturday at 9:46 p.m., at Ellis 
Street and Bay Avenue, and an­
other at Calona Wines Ltd., Sun­
day at 8:05 a.m.,
Report
The following is a road con­
dition report from the local high­
ways department to 8:30 a.m. 
today:
Highway 97—two inches of new 
snow, from Winfield north plow­
ing and sanding.
Highway 33 — bare, good, 
watch for rock on road.
Fraser Canyon—closed due to 
slides.
Cache Creek-Kamloops — one 
inch new snow, slush, plowing 
and sanding.
Kamloops-JRevelstoke — one 
inch new snow, slush, plowing 
and sanding.
Rogers Pass—closed, was ex­
pected to open sometime this 
afternoon.
Allison Pass--10 inches new 
snow, plowing and sanding. 
Single lane traffic in slide areas, 
use good winter tires or carry 
chains.
Prlncetoii-Pentlcton — mostly 
bare, watch for rock on road.
Osoyoos-Grand Forks — bare, 
dry. Watch for frost heaves on 
road.
Salmo-Creston — two inches 
new snow, plowed, sanding. 
Watch for frost heaves on road.
Auto Taken
which began this year, greater 
benefits are paid, but qualifica­
tions are different. UIC officials 
say all claimants have received 
benefits if they are entitled to 
them, but claimants report 
otherwise.
“UIC employees are as frust­
rated as the public,” says E. 
C. Fortier of Ottawa, president 
of the Economic Security Em­
ployees' National Association. 
He claims unemployed people 
and UIC' workers "are being 
frustrated in their objectives, 
and are the innocent victims of 
those who want to make hay at 
their expense.
The association represents em­
ployees of the UIC, Canada Man­
power and labor departments.
Mr. Fortier said “the prin­
ciples are good, generally speak­
ing. But the regulations and di­
rectives make it very difficult 
for the claimant and staff to 
comprehend.
“The experts goofed in moving 
too fast in implementing the 
new legislation. Computers were 
not ready and the new proced­
ures were not tried under actual 
operating conditions to get the 
bugs ironed out," the statement 
continued.
Until a few years ago there 
were UIC offices in every town 
across Canada, and claimants 
had to make personal calls. 
Now operations are carried on 
in a few large offices, and most 
of the business is done by mail. 
This has depersonalized service, 
the release continued.
“The stability of the depart­
ment . was further shaken by 
wholesale movement of staff 
during the past year," the presi­
dent continued. \
Local 910, representing 45 
Kelowna . employees, endorsed 
the statement at an executive 
meeting, said vice-president, 
Mrs. Charles McDonald. She 
and president Ted Ritchot, who 
is ill, work at the UIC office in 
the Federal Building.
At its monthly Sunday meet­
ing In the Capri Motor Hotel, 
the Okanagan District Labor 
Council also heard the UIC con­
demned.
“The system is ridiculous, 
said council president Bill Muir 
of Kelowna, emphasizing he was 
not referring to people at the 
local office. “The federal gov­
ernment shduld streamline the 
regulations and hire more staff 
when needed."
Mr. Muir said he did not be­
lieve the UIC staff had been 
increased, even though there is 
high unemployment in Canada. 
He said demonstrations such as 
the one in Bathurst, N.B.,l in­
dicate the widespread dissatis­
faction with the system.
meeting of the Kelowna Cana­
dian Club. Gladys E. Neale, 
vice-president and director 
of MacMillan of Canada, will 
speak following dinner at 6:30 
p.m. Tuesday in the Capri 
Motor Hotel. She was the 
first woman to manage a 
Canadian publisher’s school 
book department or be pre­
sident of the Canadian. Text­
book Publishers’ Institute! 
Miss Neale was a teacher. 
She is vice-president of the 
Soroptimist Federation of the 
Americas, past president of 
the Toronto club, and edited 
The American Soroptimist. 
Her work has taken her to 
many countries.
IN COURT
Kelly Norman Simpson, 17, of 
Kelowna, was sentenced to six 
months definite and eight 
months indeterminate today by 
Provincial Court Judge R. J. 
S. Moir, after he had earlier 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
breaking and entering and theft, 
laid in connection with an inci­
dent Feb. 16 at the Shady Rest 
Fish and Chip Shop on Suther­
land Avenue.
Judge Moir recommended 
that Mr. Simpson serve his 
term at the Boulder Bay re­
habilitation centre on the lower 
mainland.
Gary Gerald Schaeffer, of Kel­
owna, was fined $300 and pro­
hibited from driving for one 
month, after pleading guilty to 
a charge of impaired driving.
John Walter Wall, of Kelowna, 
was remanded to March 17 for 
trial on charges of driving while 
under suspension and driving 
without insurance.
M. H. Payne, of Mica Creek, 
was remanded to April 17 for 
trial on a charge of failing to 
yield the right of way while 




















Kelowna RCMP are investi­
gating the theft sometime Satur­
day night or early Sunday morn­
ing of a 1966 Ranchero pick-up 
from the Orchard Hill service 
station, to Westbank.
The vehicle was found Sunday 
to a ditch.
Police said entry into the ser­
vice station was gained by re­
moving a plywood cover on a 
rear window.
RCMP are also investigating 
thefts from parked cars in two 
separate incidents reported Sat­
urday. ,
Dale Carlton, of Kelowna, told 
police his car was broken into 
while parked in front of a local 
hotel nnd 17 tapes stolen.
R. G. McIntyre, of Kelowna, 
reported the theft of a tape deck 
valued at $149 from his car 
while it was parked on Abbott 
Street Friday night.
Winners of the Jeunesses
Musicales essay' contest re^
ed to say
YOUNG CRITICS AWARDED
what the organlza- got records from Donald
tion meant to them. From Braund, principal of Glenmore 
ceivcd prizes during a concert left, Janice Pasay, Janice elementary schools. The pre­




Labor Council , 
Voles Support
Workers in the Okanagan have 
contributed to a fund to Invests 
gate the death of a Williams 
Lake Indian.
At a meeting Sunday In the 
Capri Motor Hotel, the Okanag­
an District Labor Council voted 
$25 to a committee Investigating 
the death of Fred Quilt.
Allegations have been made hr 
died after RCMP officers beat 
him. An inquest jury exhoncrat- 
ed the officers,1 but people arc 
demanding further Investigation.
a concert-by Hortulanl Musl- 
cae, a group of Vancouver 
muslclans.r-(Courier Photo)
b, m W
Valuable Offering For Students
Moat portions of Canada can 
expect below normal tempera­
tures In the next 30 days ac­
cording to the United States 
weather bureau. Precipitation
Is expected to be moderate 
In the Prairies and the Mari­
times while portions of On­
tario and British Columbia 
will receive heavy prccipita- 
tion.—(CP Newsmap). . .
FATHER DIES
Charles Fillmore of Vancouv­
er. father of well-known lawyer 
Donald Fillmore, died Saturday, 
Mr. Fillmore was 91. The ton- 
era! will ba Tuesday to Van­
couver. L,....  ।
Because last week was Com­
munity Concerts week in Kel­
owna and district, this column, 
out of courtesy to the organlza- 
Ion, held back this review for 
the Thursday Jeunesses Musi- 
calcs’ concert in the Com­
munity Theatre.
In the meantime, due to cir­
cumstances beyond the control 
of the local CC committee, the 
campaign has been extended 
Into spring. The workers were 
so dose to a near sell-out that 
It would have been a pity to 
close the campaign before that 
goal had been reached. JMC 
wishes CC much good luck in 
its effort.
Hortulanl Musicao Is an en­
semble made up of Vancouver 
musicians dedicated to the au­
thentic performt nee of cnyly 
music played on' the Instru­
ments familiar to the com­
posers. The instruments the 
group uses are in sonic cases 
made by a member of |he ,cn- 
BCmbls and'arc exact copies of 
the originals.
The music Itself in this in­
stance dates from the time of 
Henry the VIII to the time of 
J. S. Bach hus spanning four 
centuries in which the music 
of the times flowered richly.
Only to tha last generation
this music has been brought to 
the ears of n vast listening 
public due to research and the 
mechanical brilliance of mod­
ern instrument makers. In the 
past it has been,the privilege 
only pf the musicologist with 
access to great music libraries 
and original Instruments hous­
ed in world museums. Most 
musicians study this music in 
their student days since know­
ledge concerning It Is necessary 
for a thorough understanding of 
the great music literature 
which follows '
From the standpoint of the 
morning student audiences, this 
JMC offering is perhaps one o( 
the most valuable to date since 
they heard music from which 
their own rock nnd folk music 
springs. They olso came to 
know the true source of Instru­
ments such as the recorder and 
guitar with which they arc pre­
sently familiar.
Instruments featured were 
the HariMilehord; several from 
the consort of recorders: the 
Viola family . . . two basses 
and a tenor; the Lute, for 
which more music has been 
written than for any other; the 
•Cornett’ ... a mixture of the 
woodwind and brans, families; 
the Rebec, a three stringed) 
"Lddla” and the Crumborn, a
nasal bagplpe-llke sounding In­
strument,
The early elemental percus­
sion was also heard, consisting 
of a tambourine-style drum and 
tiny cymbals,
Soprano Heather Pinchin was 
having trouble with pitch, But 
when she did have her voice 
under control, her performance 
wns delightful.
The evening program con­
sisted of music’ from Jacobean 
England and that of the Italian, 
RcnaltiAnnce. The morning stu­
dents heard early dances and 
folk songs. The commentary 
was concise and clearly explan­
atory.
This column has no listening 
Impressions by which to assess 
ti>e performance except what 
was heard long ago In student 
lecture. But there was no 
doubt*as to the authenticity of 
the tliplire and here was no at­
tempt nt abstract meaning, 
which is totally lacking In 
music up to the Baroque per­
iod of Telemann, Vivaldi nnd 
Bach.
To -be truly enjoyed, this 
music, s.iould be presented In 




intrants of Inntrumcntii- 
be heard properly. One 
»one's imagination and
see to the mind’s eye powdered 
wigs, fans, the great billowing 
skirts of the ladies and the 
color nnd finery of the men. 
When one docs, the music all 
comes Into proper focus. And 
Its elegance, style nnd melodic 
freshness take on the patina of 
tile age it- represents.
The morning , audiences of 
1,700 elementary students were 
remarkable for their attention. 
There was one time during the 
first performance when a pin 
could have bfeen heard dropped. 
The same held true In tho 
evening to an astonishing de­
gree.
I was proud of Kelowna 
Thursday proving again my 
contention the Kelowna audi­
ence Is musically wise and 
^discriminating when given tho 
best an artist him to offer.
The Jeunesses Muslcalca 
composition awards were pre­
sented Thin Sday. The next 
column will carry that of third 
place winner Shnnno Wdster 
of Qienmoro School.
This year’s compositions, nro 
quit remarkable for their criti­
cal imprewlons nnd tpuslcal 
awareness. They show there are 
sensitive teachers at work In 
our school system. For this we 
should ba most grateful ,
■)
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Parole And Prison Laws 
Something To Be 'Desired'
Canada’# ‘playtime’ parole and pri­
son laws today are a snap and getting 
well patronized.
Tako kidnapping. You can make 
some quick easy money. So you get a 
10 or 15-year sentence. It’s not really 
so bad/
First of all you go to a minimum, 
security camp, where evrything pos­
sible is done to make you feel at 
home. With parole you can be out in 
less than two years.
Add to that, up to 200 or so of 
| your days as a prisoner you are al­
most a free man. You can be wander- 
I ing around freely, most of the time 
without an escort, visiting relatives, 
taking night courses, working or at­
tending sport events.
Figuring the kidnapper had the ran­
som hidden in a safe place for future 
use, his time in prison would just be 
s a relaxing stop-gap until he can get 
; his hands on the money, leave for far 
| away places and enjoy a new life rea­
sonably comfortable.
If the ransom money was found 
with his capture, so what. In a couple 
of years.he is out and can start work­
ing on another scheme, profiting by 
his mistakes, or he could have learned 
i new angles while taking life easy in 
prison.
Take the case of the six men who 
kidnapped Mary Nelles in Ontario. 
They were given 10 to 15 years. In 
less than two years four of them were
out on parole and the others are elig­
ible for release this year. ,
They were given passes for work­
ing, schooling, visiting and extra-cur­
ricular acitvities. One got 115 day 
passes to attend college and 57 day 
passes for work. Another was. given 
several three-day passes to visit par­
ents and he got passes for 26 evenings 
to attend night classes as well as 
spending Christmas at home. Another 
worked at a ski resort... And so it 
goes.
Let’s take the latest incident, the 
Yves Geoffroy case. He was serving 
a life sentence for murdering his wife. 
While in prison he managed to liqui­
date all his assets and even get a pass- 
. P°rt- . . ,
He was given a special pass to 
marry his mistress. That was the last 
time they saw him or his mistress. It 
is certain they will never find him in 
Canada. Probably never find him.
How about the young woman in 
Kingston who was given a pass to 
attend night school. She walked out 
and they are still looking for her.
The Geoffroy fiasco has dropped 
a bomb in the Commons. The sensa­
tionalism has escalated and so far the 
government has offered only excuses. 
The issue now is how he got a pass-
port while in prison. But that’s an­
other story and when the true facts 
come out, if they ever do, it will leave 
a dirty taste in the mouths of the law- 
abiding public.
Views On U.S. Elections
The enemy within the ranks of the 
Republican party is overconfidence.
For the Democrats, it’s just about 
the only problem they don’t have, 
preoccupied as they are with financial 
problems, disorganization and internal 
strife, according to a Canadian Press 
story from Washington.
But with the presidential election 
still eight months away, the likelihood 
is that the balance will shift somewhat 
once the Democrats have completed 
the agonizing ritual of selecting one 
presidential nominee from the host 
of candidates and then organize be­
hind their mam
Former attorney-general JohnMit- 
ij- chell, taking command of President 
r Nixon’s re-election campaign, has al- 
! ready foreseen the dangers. inherent 
* ' in the problem and is seeking to alert 
l the troops.
“The only way to win is to run
term has been rejected in the last 40 
years and Nixon now is riding high 
on the glittering publicity surrounding 
his China trip and the coming Mos­
cow visit.
There is no dbubt that Nixon, with 
television exposure available to him






Muskie And Others Face
Complex Primary Poser
WASHINGTON (CP) Is
Senator Edmund Muskie, the 
Polish; immigrant’s son from 
Maine, the most potent Demo­
cratic, candidate for the presi­
dency? A comparative handful 
of voters in Few Hampshire, in­
cluding many of French-Cana­
dian background, could make 
him or break him Tuesday.
Will George Wallace, the po-
began some 70 years ago. This 
year it is undergoing a revival, 
with 24 states holding primaries 
versus 17 in the 1968 elections.
Basically, the primary elec­
tions select people who will rep­
resent voters in a given state at 
the national conventions of the 
Democratic and Republican 
parties. Other states choose del­
egates through a state conven-
pulist governor of Alabama, be tion process, 
able to turn the whole American TEST WIND 
civil rights movement around? But most primary states also
Voters in Florida will have a test the wind for individual can-
decisive say on the question a didates seeking their party’s
week later, March 14.
Eight months before the coun­
try-wide elections for the presi­
dency and the Congress, pri­
mary election season has ar-
nomination for the presidency. 
The results of such votes must
almost at wifi, has the advantage over rived in the United Sta es. For 
any Democratic challenger in the field ^ie next tlJr,ee months the 
- ■ 0 American pubhc will be askedof foreign affairs.
be interpreted by political ex­
perts to make any sense, but 
even the crudest and least rep­
resentative primary poll can 
have far-reaching impact.
That’s the case Tuesday in 
New Hampshire.
Ope of the smallest states in 
the U.S., it has reaped a wind­
primary. He has rivals there 
from both wings of the Republi­
can party—Representative Paul 
B, McCloskey of California, rep-
U.S. May Want > 
Taiwan Confused
TAIPEI (AP) — If United 
States policies toward the main­
land Chinese and the Nationalist . 
Chinese seem confusing when 
viewed from Taiwan, it may be 
because Washington wants it 
that way.
Caught between conflicting 
claims of rival Chinese govern­
ments, the United States ap­
pears to hqve said only enough
to keep up both relations with­
out coming out clearly for one 
side or the other.
Last April the state depart­
ment declared that the legal 
status of Taiwan was unsettled. 
In other words, the U.S. did not 
believe it had ever been pro­
perly established whether Mao 
Tse-tung’s Communists or 
Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalists 
—or perhaps neither—had a 
right to rule the Island.
But the communique issued 
after President Nixon’s visit to 
China declared: "The United 
States acknowledges that all 
Chinese oh either side of the 
Taiwan Strait maintain there is 
but one China and that Taiwan 
is part of China. The United 
States government does not 
challenge that }x)sition.”
WILL REMOVE FORCES
The United States also said in 
the communique it is U.S. pol­
icy ultimately to remove all 
U.S. forces and military instal­
lations from Taiwan.
Just before and after Nixon’s 
trip,' U.S. officials reaffirmed 
the U.S. commitment to uphold 
Washington's defence treaty’ 
w4th the Nationalist govern­
ment.
Pressed to explain these posl- , 
tlons, U.S. officials decline.
The US. approach to China 
apparently is aimed in part at 
avoiding sticky points or defi­
nite commitments as a way ot 
smoothing the way toward un-
derstandings with Peking with­
out abandoning Taipei.
Tho Nationalists have calmed 
down somewhat since the visit 
ot Assistant State Secretary 
Marshall Green to reassure 
them that the United States will 
stand by its treaty.
But despite Green’s mission, 
Washington seems willing to 
live with conflicts in its China 
policy.
The evidence Is strong Peking, 
willnot use force to implement 
its promises to take over Tai­
wan. In the meantime, the Na­
tionalists are hardly likely to 
try to carry out Chiang’s long- 
promised return to the main- , 
land. /
In these circumstances, 1h| 
apparent confusion appear^, 
aimed at keeping Washington 
from getting locked into a solid 
position on the disputed island 
and at letting the Chinese find 
their own solution.
Public Servants Strike Rights 
May Be Granted After Election
OTTAWA (CP) —It appears 
certain the government, if re­
elected, intends to make some 
changes in the legislation that 
gives public servants the right 
to strike.
The precise nature of the 
changes may be something of 
which even the cabinet remains 
unsure. Clearly, however, the 
main objective will be to reduce
or eliminate the possibility of
, . .r strikes by key groups of work-resentmg left wing critics of the
president, and Representative 
John Ashbrook of Ohio, speak­
ing for the strongly conserva-
five.
If either opponent gets more 
than a small fraction of the* Re- 
ferentkettleofpoliti 7 7 7 77 
publican vote, Nixon might have 
to shift ground to appease party 
dissidents.
The Florida primary is a dif­
ferent kettle of politics.
Virtually every potential or 
actual candidate will be on the 
ballot, with the most noteworthy 
exception of Democratic Sena­
tor Edward Kennedy, .who in­
sisted that his name be re­
moved. And the state is popu- 
. lous enough and representative 
enough of U.S, voters as a 
whole to stand as a significant
ers.
The desire Is understandable 
even though only five contract 
disputes have ended in strikes 
in the five years since collective 
bargaining' was instituted in the 
public service.
Four of the strikes—two by 
postal workers—attracted na­
tional attention and brought 
down the full weight of public 
opprobrium on both government
to keep track of a bewildering
But, as many political observers series of votes in an array of 
agree, foreign affairs are not good states—most of which operate .
P under their own peculiar set or fall of publicity every four test of national feeling.
rules and get peculiarly differ- years out of the fact that its That’s where George Wallace 
ent results from the process. hardy, individualistic voters are comes in
election issues; excellence in that dir­
ection does not win lections in the
The primary system has beenU.S., . _______ .
Tnd«*d it k Ivina waaested that alternately cursed and praised, to cast ballots in a primaryindeed,jt is bemg suggested that in equaUy lavish terms, since it election.
Nixons efforts m opening a dialogue
with long-isolated China and in wind­
ing down the Vietnam war has brought 
a measure of world stability that could 
work against him.
The less concerned Americans are 
about problems abroad, so the politi-
workers gathered in Washington cal s“ying goe^ the more inclined they
Thursday for a strategy session. ?rc t0 8rumble over difficulties at
Still, there was a hollow ring to his 
urgent warning since the well-organiz­
ed Republicans are said to have a 
brimming campaign chest while the 
Democrats still are paying off debts 
on their losing 1968 campaign.
Additionally, while Nixon is en­
countering only token challenges, from 
the left and the right within his party, 
the Democrats still are locked in the 
long and destructive battle to elim­
inate all but one of the dozen or so 
who want the presidential nomination.
Although Nixon won by only a 
hair over Hubert H. Humphrey in 
1968, and is rated about even with 
Democratic Senator Edmund Muskie 
in current polls, the Republicans have 
considerable justification for their 
optimism at this point.
No incumbent seeking a second
home. ,
On that score, Nixon can no longer 
berate the Democrats for “fiscal ir­
responsibility,” having himself pro­
duced record budget deficits. Also, 
unemployment remains a major pro­
blem and a great many of the 18-year- 
olds voting for the first time this 
election have been affected by it.
The climbing cost of living also is 
a prime issue for most voters, particu­
larly many of the more than 20 mil­
lion persons over 65 years living on. 
small or fixed incomes.
Thus, in the view of some obser­
vers, as the glow of Nixon’s exploits 
abroad fades and the opposition turns 
the spotlight on home problems, it is 
likely the Democrats’ optimism will 




10 YEARS AGO 
March 1062
The monthly report by Re rention 
Director Jack Brow showed that 575 
men, women nnd children participated 
in recreation clnsses during the week. 
Classes Included men's nnd women's 
keep fit classes, advanced gymnastics 
for teen-ngc boys and girls. Boys' and 
girls' clnsses arc practicing for n mass 
gym display to be held April 14.
20 YEARS AGO 
March 1952
Peachland Notes: One of the early 
settlers of Pcnchlnnd, Archibald Wilbur 
McDougald, 63, died following a heart 
attack. He wns postmaster since 1925, 
when he took over from his mother, 
Mrs. E, McDougald. An uncle, J. M. 
Robertson, was largely responsible for
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always the first in the country WALLACE I. LEADER
Nominally a Democrat al-
Inadequacy In New Hampshire
The New Hampshire primary 
system is hopelessly inadequate 
as a test of national sentiment 
—many candidates are not en­
tered, the voting population is 
small and unusually conserva­
tive, winter storms can paralyse
the process—but a candidate 
who has done badly in New 
Hampshire can rarely expect to 
win his party’s nomination.
PICKED IKE OVER TAFT
Dwight D./Eisenhower, then 
the NATO supreme commander 
in Europe, was hurled into the 
1952 presidential race when New 
Hampshire picked him over 
Senator Robert A. Taft. And 
Lyndon Johnson decided to drop 
out In 1968 after Eugene Mc­
Carthy’s surprisingly successful 
’ campaign there.
Tuesday's result could be cru­
cial in the same way for Ed­
mund Muskie.
Because he is a moderate, a 
Roman Catholic and above all a 
fellow New Englander, Muskie 
■ has long been considered an un­
beatable favorite among the
100,000 registered democrats in 
New Hampshire, of whom about 
40 per cent have French-Cana­
dian roots.
If he attracts less than 50 or 
60 per cent of the Democratic 
vote Tuesday, it is generally 
conceded that it would be a psy­
chological blow to the Muskie 
campaign
Recent events have clouded 
Muskie’s chances. He engaged 
in a tearful attack on the Man­
chester Union Leader—an arch- 
conservative daily with New 
Hampshire’s largest circulation 
—and thereby -alsed questions 
about his emotional stability. 
And there has been unexpected 
force behind the candidacies of 
Muskie’s Democratic opponents, 
notably liberal Senator George 
McGovern of South Dakota, con­
servative Mayor Sam Yorty of 
Los Angeles and influe aitnlpeR- 
Los Angeles and Influential Rep­
resentative Wilbur Mills of Ar­
kansas.
President Nixon will also be
watching the New Hampshire
CANADA'S STORY
and unions.
The criticism was particularly 
remorseless during the 11-dny 
walkout in January bv air traf­
fic controllers and the three- 
week strike last month by elec- 
. tronic technicians at airport 
control towers.
RIGHT RESPECTED
In both cases, the government 
stuck by the Public Service
Staff Relations Act, under which 
the workers were exercising 
their right to strike, despite de-
As the union idea becomes es­
tablished in the public service, 
the better-placed bargaining 
units are opting more and .more 
for the test of strength.
The result has been the tend­
ency towards confrontation 
which was admitted to exist by 
, C. M. Drury in the Commons 
Wednesday.
WON’T ACT HASTILY
Little p u r p o s e would be * 
served by hasty changes in the 
; legislation "in the next month 
or so." he said. But the govern­
ment is endeavouring "to dis­
cover what is a better arrange­
ment and how best it can be 
brought about."
The search dates back at 
least a year to the appointment 
of a three-man committee to 
study the effect of the legisla­
tion and to make recommenda­
tions to the government. Chair­
man of the committee was John 
Bryden, former deputy justice 
minister of New Brunswick.
The Bryden committee heard 
views from a large number of 
interested part!es, including 
most public service unions, and 
submitted a report in June to 
then manpower minister Olio 
Lang.- Recently it was passed on 
to Allan MacEachen, the min’s- 
ter newly responsible for the 
1 public service, but officials in 
his office claim he has had time
. starting the communities of Peachland, 
Summerland and Nnrainata. As a young 
boy Mr. McDougald was a Western 
Union messenger boy, In Vancouver.
30 YEARS AGO 
March 1912
Rutland Notes: The local Boy Scouts 
and Wolf Cubs are holding a "Salvage 
, Day" in Rutland on Saturday next, to 
aislsi In tho Kelowna Board of Trade’s 
drive for scrap metal and rubber, to 
aid the war effort.
40 YEARS AGO 
March 1932
Walter A. Hunter, a ploncer resident 
of Kelowna, passed away nt Williams 
Lake, aged seventy. Mr. Hunter came to 
Kelowna In 1902 with his wife nnd fam­
ily, Jie carried On a successful bakery 
business. He later conducted farming
operations and a store nt Williams Lake. 
A son, "Punch" Hunter, prodecensed 
him Inst September.
50 YEARS AGO 
March 1922




Kelowna Golf Club. Other 
vice-president II. F, Rees 
W,. O'Neill, The matter of
Member of The Canadian Press.
Member Audit Bureau of Circulation. '
Joining the proposed Glcninore Munici­
pality, and the sale of the gravel pit 
were discussed, ,
Cannon On 'The Hill' 
Original Time Signal
By BOB BOWMAN
Ottawa should, and does, have 
the time of day for all Canada. 
The CBC broadcasts the official 
lime signal from the Dominion 
Observatory every day at 1
Tho Canadian Press la exclusively en­
titled to the use for republication ot all 
news dispatches credited to' It or thtf 
Associated Press or Reuter In this 
paper and also the local news published 
therein. AU rights of republication of 
special dispatches heicln are aho 
reserved.
60 YEARS AGO 
March 1912
Tue premises, equipment nnd , atock 
of the Kelowna Tobacco Co. Ltd,, him 
betoi purchased by the British North 
American Tobacco Co. Ltd., n transac­
tion that promises to have beneficial 
jemits for tile tobacco Industry In the 
Kelowna .dlafrlcL
who was Louis Riel'shunter ...............    ..... _
military lender In Lie 1885 re-
bellion. Dumont knew It was 
noon when he could step the 
length of his shadow in one 
pace, Then he would fire his 
‘gun to Inform other hunters, Ap.m. Ottawa time so clocks and
watches nil over the nation enn few dnys of cloudy weather
though he ran as, an independ­
ent for the presidency in 1968, 
the Alabama segregationist has 
emerged as the Democratic 
party’s leading contender in 
Florida after tapping wide­
spread unhappiness about 
school busing as a means of ra­
cial integration.
So heated did public feelings 
become about busing that the 
Florida legislature ordered. a 
referendum on the topic as part 
of the primary ballot.
If Wallace sweeps the Demo­
cratic primary in Florida, it 
would cause turmoil among the 
dozen or so other Democrats 
seeking the presidential nomina­
tion.
And, it would inevitably force 
many of them to take another 
look at their liberal or moderate 
civil-rights positions, not only on 
the question of school busing 
but also on other matters affect­
ing blacks and similar minority 
groups.'
COULD BE FACTOR
Since Wallace also appeals to 
many Southern voters whose 
support President Nixon will be 
seeking in November, a Wallace 
victory could force the president 
into an even stronger anti-bus­
ing position than he has already 
taken. That would suit Wallaco 
fine,
Illinois runs the only other 
primary In March, but for var- 
i o u s reasons—including the 
crushing Influence of Chicago 
Mayor Richard Daley—It Is not 
considered as significant a test 
as the Florida vole.
There are four more primar­
ies in April, including an Import, 
tant Wisconsin ballot, followed 
by a rash of 11 In May and 
concluding with six I June.
Then come the national parly 
conventions In July and August, 
ns a prelude to the nctuhl presi­
dential campaigns of the full- 
before an exhausted American 
public Is allowed to turn its al-
mands that it end the walkouts only to skim through it, if ,bat. 
with'special legislation. Whatever the fate of the Bry-
Apparently, the display'of pa- den report, it seems unlikely 
tience has won the government that the government can retreat
little praise from the public. Ed­
itorial demands for abolition of 
the right to strike by essential 
workers are stronger than ever.
Almost on cue, Stanley Little, 
president of the 155,000-member 
Canadian Union of Public Em­
ployees, charged this week that 
government bargaining tactics 
are designed to provoke strikes 
and set the stage for abolition of 
the right,
"By deliberately provoking 
strikes, treasury board is hop-
ing Canadians will throw up strikes.
too far from the original legisla- . 
tion.
To do so would be to reject 
the philosophy it has upheld 
ever since 1966—namely, that 
legal strikes are, in the end, 
less d i s r u p t i v e than illegal 
strikes.
It is a position that even Mr. 
Drury continues to support, 
Time and again he has rc- 
min I the public that legisla­
tion to make strikes illegal 
would not necessarily eliminate
be accurate,
Ottawa sounded a time signal 
as early as 1809 when, on March 
6 Prime Minister Sir John A.
must have led to awkward prob- tentions elsewhere. 
Jems!
The confusion in time was not
solved until 1883 when Canada
adopted Sir Sandford Fleming'sMacdonald authorized tho firing s  
of a cannon on Parliament Hili system ot standard time zones
every day al noon. In those which also became effective 
days, tho correct time came throughout the world the follow- ‘ jn)J y J, ,,from the observatory in Mont­
real via tho Montreal Telegraph 
Company.
The real purpose of the gun 
was not to wake up members of 
Parliament but to enable post 
office clerks to maintain mail
OTHER MARCH fl EVENTS
1013—Champlain made sixth 
voyage to Canada during which 
he explored Ottawa River
1834—York became Toronto
and was Incorporated ns a city.
1873—Alexander Mackenzieservice on schedule. ___ .........,u
\ Of course the giinflre did not become leader of the Liberal 
\hclp other parts of Canada 
Even If the correct time had
been sent by telegraph, It would 
not have done much good be- 
cause time varied in communi­
ties only a few miles apart.
For instance, railway travel­
lers between Montreal and To- 
, ronto had to set their watches 
back 23 minutes. Montreal was 
8’4 minutes ahead of Brookville,
i , party.
c lirio  1884—Free public library was 
established at Toronto,
, 12 minutes ahead of Kingston 
and 14‘(i minutes ahead ot
Belleville.
1889—Toronto customs offi­
cers destroyed Zoin novels, as 
obscene, < ■
1925—Nova'Scotia coal miners 
\Qcnt on strike until Aug 6.
1938— Regular airmail service 
began between Winnipeg and 
Vancouver,
1957—Supreme Court of Can­
ada nullified Quebec "PadlockLaw".
Out on (he Prairies the most 1967—C a p t n I n Don Braun 
accuMti? time keeper was Ga- landed first wheeled aircraft al 
bml Dumont, tho great buffalo North Pole.
today in History
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
March 6, 1972 ,
The Alamo nt Han Anto­
nio, Tex., finally was cap­
tured by M e x I c a n Gen.
Santa Anna's forces 13ft 
years ago today—in IBM- 
after 13 days of bitter fight­
ing. No survivors were per­
mitted among the Texans 
and tho victims Included tlio 
legendary scouts Davy 
Crockett and James Bowie. 
The Alamo was taken only 
after all but five of 180 de­
fenders had been killed; 
these live were shot as reb­
els. A month later Santa 
Anna was defeated at the 
, battle of San Jacinto and
Texas won its Independence. ' 
1963—Tho United States' 
served notice It would make 
drastic cuts In Its payments 
for tho United Nations 
peace-keeping operations 
. unless other members paid
Uitir aastssmenls.
their hands at more strikes in 
the public service and demand 
compulsory arbitration be en­
forced," Mr. Little said in a 
statement.
BOARD SILENT
Treasury board officials, of 
course, keep silent in public on 
what changes they would like to 
see in the act. They know too 
well how easily inflamed are 
the feelings of the unions they 
must deal with in tlv'r role as 
paymaster for 190,000 federal 
workers,
Undoubtedly there arc strong­
ly-held private feelings.
As the largest employer in the 
country, the board has never 
had an easy time in Its effort to 
maintain some reasonable rela­
tionship among the pay scales 
negotiated with diverse and jos­
tling groups of employees,
Tire Job might easily become 
next to Impossible. Under the 
act, each bargaining unit may 
choose between compulsory ar­
bitration and tho right to strike,
cil ANGES POSSIBLE
Meanwhile, numerous other 
changes could be made In ihe' 
legislation to make It function 
more effectively. More suitable 
bargaining units could be estab­
lished and more adequate bar­
gaining procedures could be 
stipulated. Provision for full­
time mediators, as in the .fed­
eral labor department, was one 
of the recommendations put for­
ward to the Bryden committee 
last year by the 130,000-member 
Public Service Alliance of Can- •
ada.
At the same time, unions in 
the public service have cooled a 
Jot of lough talk about futures 
strikes.
Last year, Alliance spokes­
men stressed that more and 
more workers are opting for the 
strike route in negotiations. I
This week, Alliance President 
Claude Edwards defended tho 
right to strike ah an essentia! 
last resort but agreed its use 
must be limited,
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Council Approves DISTRICT PAGE I Old Barge, Wharf
Three Projects
PEACHLAND (Special) 1 
Ihree groups of Peachland stu- I 
dents attended a special meet- i 
Ing of municipal’council to out- ; 
Uni projects to be applied for 
under the federal Opportunities 
tor Youth summer employment 
program.
Spokesman for the first pro­
ject was Laurain Koehler of 
Kamloops, a senior student. 
This project will employ 15 
students over the age of. 16, 
mostly local. They win provide 
activities for children of the 
community eight hours a‘ day 
five days a week, including 
games, arts and crafts, trips 
to places of interest and pos­
sibly camping and wildlife in­
struction. ,
Council voted to endorse this 
program, as the parks and re­
creation commission had ear­
lier.
The second project was a town 
beautification plan, and includ­
ed painting the community hall 
and other public buildings, de­
corative flower boxes around 
buildings, weed control and 
cleaning on municipal beaches.
Mayor Thwaite stated this had 
been one of Ids pet projects 
for. years. Aid. James MacKay 
said it should only be a walking 
trail. The group stated it would 
be with rustic benches so that 
people could rest during their 
walk.
Municipal clerk H. C. Mac- 
Neill, was authorized to give 
all three groups letters of re­
commendation to be sent in 
with their applications to Ot­
tawa.
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank 




PENTICTON — Efforts are 
being made to have a meeting 
of the mayors and chamber of 
commerce highway committee 




tion Against Bill 49, the bill 
introduced in the British Colum­
bia legislature last week giving 
Rehabilitation Minister P. A. 
Gaglardi “absolute discretion" 
on welfare eligibility and rate
on and Penticton, it was 
trounced recently.
Al Miller, chairman of 
Penticton committee, said 





government is not prepared to 
press the band.
Former Penticton mayor, F. 
D. Stuart urged alternatives to 
a bypass be studied.
Boxing Problems
Alan Langstaff pointed out this 
-group would need money. They 
Kvuld be paid wages under the 
■lieme but not allowed to buy 
jbols or paint. Mayor Harold 
Thwaite told the group if they 
get approval, he was sure the 
municipality would co-operate.
The next group, headed by 
Chris Loan, outlined a project 
for the development of a trail 
to Deep Creek Falls, a local 
beauty spot in the .community.
schedules, was formed Sunday.
The committee directed the 
Vancouver Community Legal 
Assistance Society to take 
action before the B.C. Supreme 
Court on the principle that the 
legislature cannot give up its 
responsibility to legislate by 
handing over its powers to Mr. 
Gaglardi.
The committee said the battle 
will be based on four points: 
To stop passage of the bill-that 
welfare be guaranteed as a 
right, to be determined solely 
on the criteria of need; to have 
a definition of need included in 
the Social Assistance Act; and 
to have appeal board decisions 
binding on both sides.
other two cities in efforts to 
meet and discuss common 
highway problems.
One is the condition of High­
way 97 between Kelowna and 
Vernon. The B.C. highways de­
partment plans to make four 
lanes between Kelowna and 
Winfield. Several groups have 
urged it be widened to Vernon. 
The Winfield-Vernon part has 
been labelled “the death 
stretch” because of the num­
ber of traffic deaths on it.
PENTICTON BYPASS
Another is the need of a by­
pass around Penticton, talked 
aboout for many years. The 
highways department and Pen­
ticton Indian Band have been 
unable to agree on a route 
across Indian land.
Penticton chamber president, 
Frank Christian said MP Bruce 
Howard-told him the federal
Are Overcome
VANCOUVER (CP)—The Bri­
tish Columbia Amateur Boxing 
Association bounced back from 
a technical knockout, dug into 
its pocket, and ran off the 
scheduled two-day Emerald 
Gloves tournament in one day 
Saturday.
On Friday night the fighters 
were ready, the referees were 
ready, and 350 spectators were 
waiting. But there was no doctor 
in the house, and the Canadian 
Amateur Boxing Association 
says one must be present for 
any bout.
The B.C. association, after 
trying unsuccessfully all week 
to find a volunteer doctor, dec­
ided Saturday that the show 
must go on and paid a doctor 
to attend.
Friday night’s scheduled pre­
liminaries were run off Satur­
day afternoon, with finals on 
Saturday night
OKANAGAN CENTRE — An 
old barge and wharf will con­
tribute to the summer enjoy­
ment of area residents.
At the annual meeting of the 
Okanagan Centre Community 
Association, it was announced 
the barge and wharf have been 
purchased from the Canadian 
Pacific Railway. The barge 
will be anchored near the wharf 
to provide a floating platform 
for swimmers and possibly, a 
site for open air dances.
Plans were also outlined to 
clean up the beach and improve 
the community hall. Under the 
federal Local Initiatives Pro­
gram, the association received 
$11,500 to hire unemployed 
people to do this.
A hard times dance will be 
held May 27 and a Bavarian 
beer garden July 15 to raise 
money for the work.
President Ron Witham was 
returned to office. Vice-presi-
da Hiebert, correspondence 
secretary Jan Sowden. Direc­
tors are: archives, Pam Went- 
worth; environment, Terry 
Houston; membership, Anne 
Witham; social activities, Ade­
laide Grant; youth, Carol Hous­
ton; culture, Barbara Gillies; 
athletics, Ron Hiebert; com­
munications, Steve Young.
dents are Gerry Barr and Sid 
Land, with the latter also direc­
tor of constitution. Treasurer 
is Loretta Barr, secretary Lin-
SUICIDE RISK DROPS
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Cali­
fornia’s liberalized divorce law 
has reduced the risk of suicide 
among men parting from their 
spouses, claims a psychiatrist 
with a local suicide prevention 
centre. The new law requires a 
showing of “irreconcilable dif­
ferences” rather than fault, and 
Dr. Robert E. Litman says it 
has eliminated “much of the 





GET A CART FULL OF SAVINGS




CUT YOUR MILK V 
BILL IN ............  72
12 qta- Skim « aa 







559 Groves Ave, 




6 lbs. to 24 lbs. ........... ..... Ib. B W






Serve with Busy Baker ■ JR 
Soda Crackers. H jjir R
4% oz. pkg. —------- . ■ Jr W
Busy Baker
if you're looking for a nice place 
to eat,plan your dining room decor 
around this classic oval suite.” 
AppeUaingly priced, too.
Ot»<>fo«rn»ost popular eating places.»a7-p!ecefamily«izesua9 so stylish as to mate every meal a 
tamRy occasion, so imaginative in concept as to suggest a delightfully new dining room deconThe spacious 
oval table with Hs no-mar Arborite decorative laminate top resists scratches, stains and heaLJets you 
ptay bridge or chess^or scrabble; or sip coffee, discuss politics dr, if you like, Just hold hands! Do it 
aflso much more comfortably too, on exclusively designed high-back chairs with sculptured backs, relaxing 
trackiy padded box edge seats and so-soft supported vinyl covers. And, as a master touch, the table has 
•Fashion Ralf steel legs, tapered for that ’fine furniture' took. AB to aB, this Is dining with distinction. In 







Broozelooe Finish: Textured Pecan Arborite top; Gold screen design; chabs in Moss brocade-effect vinyl







On saleat Simpsons-Sears store In Kelowna (763-5844) and at Simpsons-Scars Catalogue Sales Offices.
Avtitabfo from coast to coostto 
Canada through art Simpson#- 
Soars stores and catalogues \ 
sales offices, thia very special, ' '
offer ia the sincerest effort 
Slmpsbna-Seora can make to 
bring you merchandise that 
oombtoes fine quality wig, the 
kMMot possSMe prtoo.
Crackers
79rPlain or Salted. Jr\ B











48 oz. th .... 29 c
of





These prices effective Monday and Tuesday, Mar. 6,7 Only! 
— except Turkeys, effective Toes., Mar.'7 only.
\fWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
Downtown Open Mon. - Frl. 0:00 a.tn. • OiOO p.i 
Sat. 0:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
m.
Orchard Park Open Mon.-VVed. 9:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.j 
Tbur, and Frl. 9:30 a-m. - 9:00 p.m.; Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wo Reserve' the Right to Limit Quantities
El SAFEWAY*
i
Hint Of Spring Is Theme 
For Wedding Color Scheme
A hint of spring describes: I 
the attire of the bridal attend­
ants when Elaine Ann Mason j 
exchanged vows with Gary 
William Schumaker ort Feb. 26.
Identical gowns of mint green 
polyester peau satin were worn I 
by maid of honor, Jeanne 
Monkman, cousin of the! 
bride, of Kelowna and formerly j 
of Red Deer; bridesmaids, 
Angela Schur and Roberta I 
Schumaker, both of Kelowna. 
Mint green rose buds entwined 
in their coiffures to match the 
empire walsted gowns. Full 
length white gloves completed 
their ensembles and they car­
ried bouquets of yellow ribbon 
roses.
Rev. Robert Stobie officiated 
for the 4 p.m. ceremony in 
First United Church and the 
bride, formerly of ‘Winnipeg,] 
was given in marriage by her] 
brother, Louis Charles Mason. 
Presiding at the organ was 
Mrs. Gillian Relph.
Tiny heart shaped buttons I 
trimmed the wide cuffs on the 
long sleeves of her gown of 
white Chantilly lace, fashioned 
on empire lines. White ribbon 
and tulle roses formed her 
headdress which held a short 
veil of matching lace. She car­
ried a bouquet of white and 
yellow ribbon roses. A blue 
garter completed the tradition­
al sentiment.
Colin Moe of Kelowna served 
as best man and ushers were 
Andy Stlenstra and Paul Keat­
ing, both of Kelowna.
>
The groom's mother who re-1 ■ , ... _
ceived the guests at the wed-1 l°w daffodils on the tables, 
ding supper in St. Michael and I Wendy Schumaker was in 
All Angels’ Anglican parish I charge of the guest book, 
hall, chose a full length gown I Toasts were prepared by the 
of red velour. bride’s uncle, Melvin Monkman
The three tiered wedding I and the best man. Master of 
cake decorated with yellow I ceremonies was Pat Tutt with 
roses by the groom’s aunt was I Whitaker assisting, 
embedded in tulle with yellowl Telegrams were read from the 
roses again. Flanking the cake I groom’s grandmother and an 
which centered a white lace uncle and aunt of Winnipeg, 
covered bride’s table, were The couple are making their 
yellow candles. The hall, dec-1 home at 557 Roanoke Ave., 
orated by Sharon Whitaker and Kelowna.
Darcy Schumaker in the yellow Out-of-town guests were: the 
and white theme, featured yel-1 bride’s aunt and uncle, Mr. and
MR. AND MRS. GARY SCHUMAKER
(Pope’s
'World' Prayers
Two hundred - women took 
part in the 'annual World Day.. 
of Prayer in First Baptist 
Church, Bernard Avenue, on 
Friday. Rev. Ian Hind of that 
parish addressed the gathering, 
which, used the theme All Joy 
Be Thine. More than a dozen 
churches were represented in 
the afternoon service.
Nine women took part in the 
service which was planned this 
year by the International Com- 
—--^jmittee for the World Day of 
Prayer, comprised of women 
from a number of European 
countries cn both sides of the 
Iron Curtain. Representatives 
of a number of other churches 
in this community formed a 
choir for this occasion and 
chose as their selection, Christ 
is the Lord of the Smallest, 
Smallest Atom.
Adding youthful inspiration 
to the prayers were two num­
bers by the Sing Out Kelowna 
singers, Put Your Hand in the 
Hand of the Man from Galilee 
and God's Skin.
The offering of $132 will be 
forwarded to the Women's 
Inter-church Council of Canada, 
by the Kelowna chairman, Mrs, 
C. R. K. Creswell, -
CONTRARY
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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HITHER and YON
I Representing First United hospitality session on Thursday 
Church Women at the annual
meeting of both Presbyterial 
and the Presbytery of the Kam­
loops-Okanagan United Church 
Presbytery were, president, 
Mrs. A. P. Glen and Mrs. Paul 
Ponich, Mrs. Jack Simons, 
Helen Murd, Mrs. James Stuart. 
Mrs. Elliott Birdsall was also 
in attendance as was Rev. R. J.
Stobie. O
The busy three-day agenda in- 
: eluded reports, discussion on on­
going projects and the annual 
election of officers. Theme of 
the joint conference was Sing 
For Joy.
People to people communica- 
| tion was the main objective of 
I the social events planned for 
those attending the three-day 
teachers* convention hosted by 
the Vernon branch during the 
weekend.
A good contingent of Kelowna 
teachers were among those who 
enjoyed a two-hour concert with 
Glen Yarborough during the
ANN LANDERS
Studio)
Mrs. Melvin Monkman, their 
son, Glen and daughter, Sandy 
and her husband, Sonny, all 
of Red Deer, Alta., the groom's 
grandmother, Mrs. H. Schu­
maker of Trail, bride’s broth­
ers, Curtis and Barry of Van­
couver; and aunts and uncles, 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tutt, Mrs. 
Phylis Scaia, Mr. and Mrs. 
Joe Schumaker, all of Trail; 
Mrs. Rose Cross, Mr. and Mrs. 
Pat Tutt, Vancouver; Mrs. 
Eleanor Wilson, Victoria and 
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Whitaker, 
Nanaimo.
DAY OF PRAYER 
FOR LEPERS 
OTTAWA (CP) - The Cana­
dian Leprosy Council used the 
World Day of Prayer to launch 
a campaign designed to remove 
the social stigma attached to 
the disease.
Council president Walter 
Davis said in an interview 
members of the Canadian Cath­
olic Conference, the Canadian 
Council of Churches, the Cana­
dian University Students Over­
seas and others would meet in 
a Senate committee room to 
plan a campaign.
Despite drug treatments that 
can stop leprosy from spreading 
and work toward a vaccine 
against the disease, it still is 
largely in the underground, Mr. 
Davis said.
The groups intend to push the 
disease into the open, ask coun­
tries involved in the World 
.Health Organization to increase 
the amount they spend to ease 
the disease and "break down 
the social stigma" attached to 
it, Mr. Davis said.
Leprosy, a disease that af­
fects between 13 million and 15 





t , Club members, what are your objectives? Do you 
member achieve the . aims of your association or do you 
any definite reason for meetings? Are you a service club? Do 
you raise funds fur the church? Is it sociability or perhaps per­
sonal development? Whatever the objective, it is up to the in- ‘ 
dividual to achieve some satisfaction from a Job well done.
Not long ago I was privileged to attend the annual speak- 
off of the Kelowna Tonstmislress .Club and as usual I was Im­
pressed with tho development of the members. Some, who a 
year ago, on a similar occasion, were barely able fo give their 
name during ice breakers, now faced an audience with confi­
dence. They were still a bit nervous, but that is not too harm­




The art of public speaking ag portrayed by the competitors 
was n detighi to witness. All the gimmicks' of a good speech 
were employed ... the dramatic opening, a light sprinkling 
of humor, forceful delivery and a punch lino conclusion.
One thing that this listener noticed, was that sincerity and 
a firm conviction In the topic by the speaker lends more cred­
ability to the contest of the speech.
One speech convinced me I should sally forth the next day, 
rent skiis and equipment nnd take off into the hinterlands to 
explore th t other world-away from pressures, deadlines and 
telephones, to a supreme world of pristine beauty.
Another speaker assured us that the best Is yet to come, 
that the sliver threads can be interlaced with a zest for living, 
with fun and laughter that can be folded into those ‘tell-tale* 
lines, to create another dimension of charm.
women’s struggle for eoual rights traced by another 
sneaker, made you ponder, and wonder, was the price too high? 
Do you have to trade femininity In to become a person?
Faith In .mankind was the message qf the fourth speaker, 
who Involved hr in the despairing murklncss of the evils of 
pollution, war and poverty of thin era, nnd then lifted up our 
spirits by reminding us that num, the Invincible, has conquered 
whnt appeared to be Insurmountable problems before and will 
, again.
Some of the newer mcmliers during table topics demon­
strated their newly acquired skills, by controlling the butter­
flies, nnd actually being able to project words on the,spur of 
the moment.
Communlratlon Is n prime concern these days, nf social 
workers nnd psychiatrists; communication between parent apd 
child,’ husband nnd wile, teacher nnd student, employer and 
employee, ili't as Important, or perhaps the most important, 
is commun catur. between elected officials nnd voters. There 
are two skllth we could make better use of In keeping the cogs 
in the wheels of democracy movable—letter writing and 
apenkinq up at public meeting* nnd voicing our opinions nt 
groups. Any chip tha’ promotes the nrt of expressing yourself 
is perform ng n useful service to the whole community, so 
Kclowva Tbastinistrcsscs, a roomful of roses to you, and keep 
..^..riihLon. projecting. . ‘
night.





The regular meeting of the 
Kelowna Parente* Association 
for Pinegrove Residence was 
held on March 1 at the home of 
Mrs. Angela Oberhoftner, 572 
Cambridge Ave., with a good 
turn out of members in attend­
ance.
President, Mrs. Phyllis Tren- 
■with presented a lengthy re-
programs were provided on Fri- i 
day at Vernon’s spacious civic 
centre and one couple from this 
area reported that the fashion 
show was ‘great.’ Men’s fash­
ions as well as women’s were 
shown and appreciated. Other 
luncheons offered a variety of 
musical groups.
Highlight of the social activi­
ties was the president’s ball on 
Friday night, also at the civic 
auditorium with everyone deck­
ed out in their finest. Glen Yar­
borough and his musicians again 
provided the musical moods. 
Cornish game hen was the main 
dinner course.
Constable' and Mrs. Ralph 
Falkingham and baby Kelly Rae 
left on the weekend for their 
i;ome at Yellowknife, N.W.T., 
after enjoying a two-week Visit 
here with Mrs. Falkingham’s 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dave 
Morrison of Centennial Crescent.
port of business on hand. A 
rummage sale to be held in the 
Women's Institute hall on 
March 11 was planned, with 
Mrs. Ross Harder as convener. 
Assisting her will be ' Mrs. 
George Straza and Mrs. Ber­
nard Schneider.
The date for the spring bake 
sale and handiwork sale, to be 
convened. by Mrs. William 
Dumbleton and Mrs. Mildred 
White will be announced soon. 
Mrs. Harder announced that 
the sale of raffle tickets has 
been going well. Prizes will be 
drawn on April 15.
To date donations for the 
residence have been coming In 
nicely and the association hop­
es to make an announcement 
in the near future regarding 
location. All proceeds go to­
ward purchasing property in 
the country for a residence to 
accommodate the many retard­
ed and handicapped children in 
this area wfro need immediate 
care.
The next meeting will be held 







MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 
Comer Bernard and Glenmore St




Mrs. M. W. Calhoun, R.R. No. 5 
Mrs. Sloan, Westbank
Mrs. V. Luts, 526 Cambridge Ave.
Should Suicide 
Be Made Legal?
Dear Ann Landera: I am writ­
ing in regard to the letter from 
the man who said everyone 
would be better off if we didn't 
try to save people who attempt 
suicide.
Thank you for your 
you can see, it’s a 








TORONTO (CP) — Almost 
anyone can make electrical 
things work, more or less.
That’s where the trouble 
often starts, says John Van 
Taack.
“Someone builds a recrea­
tion room and strings lamp, 
cord in a wooden wall, and it 
may work all right. Someone 
taking over the house will 
plug in a rangette that takes 
15 amperes, and the wiring 
gets hot. Eventually the insu­
lation dries and burns off and 
you get a fire.”
Mr. Van Taack is an electri­
cian who teaches high school 
students and night classes at 
Northern secondary school. 
He says there are some 
electrical chores a layman 
can do for himself if-he knows 
enough about them, but that 
he has grown cynical about 
how much some do-it-yourself 
enthusiasts do know.
"Probably the most impor­
tant rule is don’t do wiring in 
your house unless you can do 
it to meet local utility stand-
You, Ann Landers, called him | 
a dingbat and compared him ' 
with Hitler. i
Well, I guess that makes me a 1 
dingbat and a Hitler, too. Fur­
thermore, if you poll the medi­
cal personnel in the hospitals, 
you’ll find that the majority are 
with me, not you.
I work in an emergency room 
of a large hospital. We see a lot 
of people who have tried to kill 
themselves by taking an over­
dose of pills. Or they shoot 
themselves in the head, or slash 
themselves with a razor. Most 
of them don’t die. We spend a 
lot of time, energy, and money 
saving those nuts.
Emergency rooms have 
enough patients, good people 
who want to live. Suicidal 
creeps cut into the quality of 
care for the emergency pa­
tients.
In my opinion the law should 
be changed. Would-be suicides 
should be given another dose of 
the same stuff they took before 
they came in.
There are too many people in 
this world as it is. Why save a 
person who places no value on 
his life?
Whenever I read about a cop 
or a fireman who risked his 
neck, crawling out on a window 
ledge to rescue some crock who 
threatens to jump, I do a slow 
burn. Screwy people just louse 
up the environment. Who needs 
’em?-r-Hitler’s Buddy
ards.
"If you are changing a plug 
on an appliance, make sure 
none of the bare wires is 
touching anything it shouldn't, 
because the metal can get 
alive to ground. There is noth­
ing In a two-prong plug to 
ground it or blow a fuse, and 
if you touched it with wet 
hands or a metal fork,, that’s 
the end."
NEED EXPERT TOUCH
Mr. Taack says most mod­
ern appliances are next to Im­
possible for an amateur to re­
pair. -Often special tools are 
necessary to take them apart 
and put them together. Part 
replacements must be exactly 
the same, and can be a prob­
lem to get.
“On motorized appliances 
such as vacuums and floor 
polishers that only need new 
brushes, you probably can do 
it yourself.
"You probably can lubri­
cate appliances yourself, but 
the common problem Is over- 
lubrication. People put too 
much oil on and It gets into 
the motor, may deteriorate 




and net an a
way to avoid
problems Is to follow manu­
facturers’ instruction on In­
stallation And use of appli­
ances. For Instance, In some 
cases a special lubricant Is 
necessary, oil won’t do.
Keep appliances clean. For 
example, if Instructions tell 
you to use only distilled water 
in a steam iron, it Is, to pre­
vent buildup from the miner­
als in tap water that can clog 
steam holes,
If~"Wlnj5, plugs or motors 
feel hot the touch, you may 
have a problem.
You Don’t liny ,T
You .Invest In An
ANTIQUE
s .11




Next to Strohm's Barber 
and Beauty Shop
Dear Brother: You 
me too soon. I’m not
thanked 
going to
give you much help. State laws 
vary and 'I'm no lawyer. Your 
nutty brother should see both a 
doctor and a lawyer, and that 
girl needs some help, too.
Dear Ann Landers: A gal I 
know thinks she can play the 
guitar. She also thinks she’s a 
composer. Worse yet, she's 
under the impression that she 
can sing.
Put these three mistaken no­
tions together and what do you 
have? A f o u r t h -r a t e guitar 
player with a lousy voice sing­
ing some crummy songs.
She lugs her guitar to every 
party. Without anybody asking, 
she takes the guitar out and 
starts to sing.
If everyone doesn't stop talk­
ing and listen she is insulted. 
Last night she put the dead 
hand on a great evening. Sev-
Wanted one conductor and 
one drummer for a group of 
young eager musicians who 
are meeting regularly with 
Mrs. Donald Kidd and Mrs. Bill 
Traut as animators.
The group of a dozen or more 
budding musicians have been 
meeting in St. Andrew’s Angli­
can Church Hall on Thursdays 
at 7:30 p.m. under the sponsor­
ship of the Okanagan Mission 
Recreation Commission. Instru­
ments featured are piano, ac­
cordion, strings, clarinet, trum­
pet, flute. A drummer would 
really tie the whole group to­
gether, and if a conductor were 
to come forward, then Mrs. 
Kidd would be free to start a 
choir of young people. Anyone 
interested in joining the group 
(we could use young or not-so- 
young) or in helping to conduct, 
is asked to phone Mrs. Kidd at 
764-4270 or Mrs. Traut at 764- 
4946.
MARGARINE
“West” 100% Vegetable 
Margarine ..... ....... .
WHITE FISH Fp±Froa„ 49c
VEAL PATTIES
Spiced to taste ..... ..................... ib. 49c
DATAKI Sliced Side. Swift’s






eral people slipped out during 
her •’concert." The party was at 
my place. I’m burned. Any 
suggestions? No Peach In Geor­
gia
Dear N.P.: If you’re a male, 
talk to her like a Dutch uncle. If 
you’re female, talk to her, like a 
Dutch aunt. She needs to be 
told.
Dear Hitler: You work in a 
hospital, Buddy? You should be 
working in a morgue where it 
wouldn’t matter whether or not 
you deemed the people worth 
saving. Unfortunately, twisted 
characters like you can make a 
difference. A guy who lines him­
self up with Hitler has a mind 
that is not only closed but 
nailed shut. I won’t waste good 
advice on you, Buddy.
Dear Ann Landers: My 26- 
year-old brother wants to marry 
a girl who is 15. Her parents 
refuse to sign for her and I 
think they are right. She is a 
ong way from being ready for 
marriage. My brother has asked 
me to find out the answer to the 
following questions. I told him I 
would try.
1. Is there any state where a 
girl of 15 can get married?
2. If a girl gets pregnant do 
her parents have to sign for 
her?
3. If a mail marries a, girl 
who is not of legal age against 
her parents’ wishes, will he be 
put in jail?
4. If. they don’t get married 




The Canadian Mental Health 
Membership committee met to 
organize a bake sale at Or­
chard Park mall on March 11 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mrs. 
Kurt Kaminski and Mrs. John 
Olinger will be in charge and 
donations of baking from any 
ladies in the community who 
can help will be appreciated. 
Proceeds will assist the volun­
teers in their work with CMHA.
EGGS 2doz $|.O9
Gr. A. Medium......... ■ MB. ■
Skimmed Milk A tins $1
by Carnation. tall^^ ■
LETTUCE S ±L. .2 lb. 19c
EASY DOES IT
with Win Packer
Spices lose their pungency 
and flavor after a time and 
should be replaced at least 
once a year. Instead of throw­
ing out the old spices, use them 
as deodorants. Sprinkled on 
boiling water and simmered 
for a few minutes they soon 
replace cooking and other 
household odors with pleasant 
fragrance. Cinnamon and clov­
es are especially effective to 
clear the air of cooked fish, 
stew, cabbage and other strong 
and lasting odors, so unpleasant 
after the meal is finished. .
And here’s another after-meal 
tip—chew a sprig of parsley or 
leaves from a celery stalk and 
you’ll eliminate tell-tale breath 
after eating onions.
Eye Specialist ■ 
Guest Speaker
The Canadian Diabetic Assoc­
iation will be holding a meeting 
today at 7:30 p.m. at the Health 
Centre Annex on Queens way 
Avenue. An ophthalmologist 
will be the guest speaker for 
the evening. A social hour will 
follow.
ADULTS SEE PLAY
TORONTO (CP) x- Adults re­
cently were given the opportu­
nity to seo a play usually only 
their children sec, when the To­
ronto Young People's Theatre 
gave a special night-time per­
formance of So What's New, one 
of four plays the company per­
forms for Ontario school chil­
dren. The YPT is made up of 
seven companies which in the 
1971-72 school year will play to 
300,000 children In the province. 
So What's New, an examination 
of violence, is devised fop stu­
dents of Grades 0 to 13.
IMPORTED 
TEAK FURNITURE 
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Component*
NORDAN IMPORT 















CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.*
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763.2124
TOMATOES3 lb,$l
Macaroni & Cheese '
DINNER






Mon.-Frl. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Includes: 
5 courses, salad and 
















TURVEY’S — Your 
Downtown 
Furniture Headquarter*





........... .......  10 oz.
CRACKERS AOr
Plain or Salted. “Paulin’s”, 2 lb. pack V < w
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
QI I Air Buttermilk or 
DUlXd Cloverleaf ..... 39c
APPLE PIES 28-iZi size, feature 49c
DDE Ah French and 
DKEAU Vienna ... 2 for 49c
Arctic Power $1.99
Cold Water Detergent. 6J4 lb. pack ® i
Detergent 7<99c
Sunlight Liquid. 24 oz. .... B W
BATH TISSUE
Wondcrsoft by Kleenex. 
Assorted ............ 6 roll pack
89c
Hamburger Help qq
New by “Betty Crocker” \ jr jF f
7.2 or. pack  ...............    2 tor < W
Strawberry Jam ggf
“Nabob” Regal Brand 48 oz, tin ~ W
PEOPLE'S
FOOD MARKET







wearer that feminine look of







off with warm water and follow
full sleeves will give the
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'40s and the Regency 
(early 1800s).




ble "wind-flown’’ brim, selling 
at about $69.




. but all sales are final! No exchanges
. just fantastic bargains . . . on 












Cleancut shapes, total com
coat, suit and dress with Its
RUFFLES AND LACE and
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Homemade Beauty Boosters
From Kitchen To Vanity
half of a pint box of fresh ? 
strawberries or thaw frozen / 
whole berries packed without 
syrup. Mash with a fork until 
xireed. Pat onto face; leave on 
or 10 minutes. Splash off with 
cool water; follow with astrin
position and fastidious touches 
in spring fashions herald the 
return of good taste in fashion.
Now it's smart to be elegant
again and mature women no
longer need to take a back
seat to the youngsters.
Doing your own thing is giv­
ing way to more planning of
the costume. includes
shoes, hat, handbag, and, this
spring, the final touch of an
artificial flower at the neck
One thing youll discover
when you go shopping is that
the new clothes are not ethnic.
Fashion has moved away from
the costumery and the main
period influences are the '30s
and
simple dress
this gown with melon top and
deep blue skirt.
own matching jacket are very 
much in style. AU skirts flare 
at the hem.
Evening pants and the cul
otte have all but disappeared.
Instead, it's the evening dress
that is getting all the atten-
Short or long, i^s very wom­
anly with ruffles or lots of bare
skin showing with the back­
less top and halter neckline.
The new trends in fashions
for spring: Nautical effects on
suits, white collars and cuffs
on dresses, the soft silhouette
achieved by clingy fabrics, and
a vast span of hemlines.
The general sprucing up for
spring begins with the silou-
ette. It is soft with very little
What it all adds up to: A very
Dear Emily Wilkens:
Our women'a organization Is 
conducting a study project on 
cosmetics and beauty aids made 
from common products found in
most households, such as egg 
shampoos, strawberry facials 
oatmeal baths, etc.
We would appreciate any sug 
gestions you have on homemade 
beautifiers. Thanks so much.
Donna H.
Dear Donna: Inexpensive, ef­
fective beauty "recipes" have
always been a pet interest of
mine. I happily share some of 
my favorites with your group
and other readers:
Avocado: Peel and whirl in
three-quarter
feminine woman. Hard chic is
Extravagant 'Easter' Hat Gone
Simple Flexible Is Replacement
with icy cold water or witch 
haxel—you’ll look and feel as 
fresh as springtime.
Eggs: To condition lackluster,
a blender with a bit of skim
milk powder for a skin-beauti-
tent. A bit of puree used to 
brush your teeth will whiten 








dry hair, separate two eggs: 
add a little shampoo to the 
whites and beat until frothy 
Lather up and rinse well. After 
one more shampooing and thor­
ough rinsing, whip the yolks 
until lemony, massage into hair 
and let stand for a few minutes.
fying facial. Apply to face and 
neck. Leave on 10 minutes; rinse
off with cool water.
Buttermilk: This excellent as
tringent-toner should be applied 
liberally and allowed to dry.
After 10 minutes, rinse off with
cool water.
Then rinse extra well with luke­
Club Soda: This is a terrific
setting lotion, used by models
Honey: Beat the white of an
NEW YORK (AP) — Most hat. At less-expensive houses, such 
d es | S 1}e.F,s agree that the । as Betmar Hats Inc., sporty 
Easter hat” as such is non-ex- 1 1
Women no longer pay homage 
to spring by wearing one ex­
travagant concoction at East.
’For Easter, the Mardi Gras 
is over,” says hatter Mr. John.
‘There will be hats in the
His best seller is a simple, 
small-crowned hat with a flexi­
At Adolfo, a large, glamorous 
but simple baku hat is most in
nautical-type hats are big: Cap­
tain’s hats, berets with pom
poms and gingham flip brim
styles, priced at $4 to $11.
The package fabric hats are
doing well at Mr. Martin, too,
demand. The brim is off the
Spices: For relaxing herbal 
bath, tie rosemary, thyme and 
dried mint (or any other spices
you favor) in a man's large
egg until stiff; fold in a tea­
spoon of honey. Pat on face
and neck (avoid eye area)
When mask begins to draw (5 to
Lemons: Add a shine to ligh 
hair after shampooing by rins
handkerchief; toss it into tub
pour hot water over the "bag", 
let it steep for 10 minutes, then 
finish filling the tub.
Tea: To reduce puffiness and 
relax your eyes at the same 
time, place over them cotton
dampened in a cold, weak solu 
tion of tea, or apply cold wet 
10 minutes.teabags for 5 or
JUST FOR YOU: Save at-
tractive bottles and use them
who are.fresh out of champagne.
Incidentally, club soda makes
ing with the strained juice o:
two lemons added to one cup of
a good jiffy spot remover, too.’
Cornmeal Plus Oatmeal: Half
and half mixed together can be
used as a refreshing treatment
for skin. Simply add hot water
to make a paste. Apply to face
Striped and checked taffetas
with off-the-face brims sell from
$7.50 to $14. They are set with
elastic and tie ends, so they can
be worn over wigs.
Italian pasta manufacturers
Mayonnaise: For another su
per conditioner for dry hair, 
scoop up a generous handful of 
mayonnaise and work it into the
hair. Wrap a hot towel around
your head for 15 minutes. Re­
move via two shampooings and
plenty of rinsing.
while still hot (avoiding area
around eyes). Let dry; massage
off briskly. Rinse with warm-
to-cool water; follow with witch
hazel or astringent. Use for a
once-a-week cleansing!
COOL TREATMENT
Cucumbers; Cut one in half,
squeeze the juice on a reamer,
strain. into a cup. Then add V2
cup of whole milk (cream, it
skin is dry). Chill several min­
reported a 25-per-cent drop in
utes, apply to your face and
leave on for 10 minutes. Rinse
SALE AT OUR 325 BERNARD AVE LOCATION ONLY
gathered from our many stores
WHILE
Out they , go! All the tag ends of fall and winter stock
for storing small quantities of 
vegetable oil, honey and other 
beauty aids you’re transferring 
from kitchen to dressing table.
Shop without going
shopping ... with




R.R. 1 Grandview Rd
762-3089
amr
you may charge your purchases even at these tiny 
prices
. plus odds and ends of carry over spring
fashions from our warehouse. They’re clearing at prices that are ridiculously low! We simply must 
move these out to make room for new spring arrivals. So be on hand at opening tomorrow for the pick of the lot





Current fall styles in a variety of
fabrics and colors. They just have 
to go to make room for spring
9.99
HOSE




“RED HOT SPECIAL- 100 Only
SUMMER SKIRTS, HOT PANTS,
SUSPENDER HOT PANTS
SWIMSUITS

































Kelowna Buckaroos’ Dale 
Turner lets go a hard drive 
at Kamloops netminder Garth 
Malarchuk during their B.C.
Junior Hockey League meet­
ing Saturday night at Mem- 
monal Arena. John Phillips of 
the Rockets tries to get a
stick m the way while Bucks’ 
Phil Blake waits beside the 
net for a possible tip in. Both 
Turner and Blake scored
goals in Bucks’ 54 win over 
Rockets in their drive for a 
playoff spot.
(Courier Photo).
Bucks Return To Winning 
On Hunt For Playoff Spot
Kelowna Buckaroos got back 
on the winning path and served 
notice on the rest of the B.C. 
Junior Hockey League that they
* are still in the middle of the 
: battle for playoff positions as 
i they defeated Kamloops Rock- 
• ets 54 Saturday night at the 
! Memorial Arena.
< The game was played before 
• the largest paying crowd this 
, season in Kelowna, with 2,419 
i turning out for the game. It was 
« Bucks’ third 2,000-plus crowd in 
‘ their last four games. Another 
* large crowd is expected when 
> Bucks host league-leading Verj 
; non Essos Tuesday night at 8:30 
: p.m. Bucks have won the last 
L two encounters between the two 
/ teams, both by large margins.
? For Bucks it was. their ninth 
; win in the last 13 games, a 
, streak that has included three
ties. Their only loss came Tues-
day against Broncos in 
ton.
The win moved Bucks to with­
in two points of Rockets who 
lost 6-1 to Broncos Sunday and 
three points behind third place
Chilliwack Bruins, 






this season, with Rockets hav­
ing six games and Bruins five. 
Bruins have the toughest sched­
ule remaining, with only two 
home games left and those 
against second place Broncos. 
Bucks have three home stands 
and Rockets five.
Murray Hanson scored two 
goals for Bucks with singles to 
Ken Selinger, Phil Blake and 
Dale Turner. Curt Brackenbury, 
John Philips, Jack Patterson 
and Don Hay replied for Rock­
ets.
The teams were tied 2-2 after




frame before finding the-range 
again in the final stanza.
The first four goals of the 
game came just over the first 
half of the first period, with 
both teams taking a one-goal 
lead then losing it.
Selinger put Bucks into an 
early lead with his goal at 2:23, 
but Hay tied it up just over two 
minutes later. Patterson’s goal 
at 6:02 gave Rockets a lead that 
also stood up for a little over 
two minutes, until Blake rapped 
the puck into the net to tie the 
score.
Bucks had a strong edge in 
shots the first two periods, giv­
ing Rocket netminder Garth 
Malarchuk 12 shots to handle in 
the first period and 13 in the 
second. Bucks’ Ron Bourcier 
had eight saves to make in the 
first period and only five in the
* Rockets Travel-Weary
i After Losing Two Contests
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
4 League-leading Vernon had a 
• two-game feast this weekend, 
J j, beating Richmond 7-6 and Chil-
» A
liwack 5-4 in British Columbia 
Junior Hockey League play.
But Kamloops Rockets went 
hungry, first with a 5-4 defeat
» by Kelowna Buckaroos and then 
• with a 6-1 kicking by Penticton 
y Broncos.
• John Price of Vernon ‘added 
• four goals to his season’s total 
* of 49 to help Vernon to the
*
«
victory over Richmond Sunday 
in Richmond.
Wayne Dye, the league’s lead­
ing goal-scorer, opened scoring 
for Vernon with his 51st goal of
• the season. Gleb Walton and
’ Ernie Gare also scored for 
I •> Vernon.
• Glen Evans got two goals for 
J Richmond, with Don Gorman, 
» Alex Tidy, Doug Sweeting and 
j Don Harrison scoring one each.




liwack, Vernon scored four golls 
on power plays to overpower 
the Bruins. Vic Sloan picked up 
the first Vernon goal, in the 
first period>Glen Walton, Wayne 
Dye, Ernie Gare and Jim Law­
rence got the other Vernon goals 
all on power plays.
Marcel Vandergraaf, Denis 
Andersen, Dave Sharples and 
Rich Kr^mp replied for the 
Bruins, Kramp only one second 
before the game’s end.
Penticton Broncos let the 
Rockets have a one-goal appe­
tizer in a home game Sunday 
and then rammed in six unan­
swered counters.
The win locked up. second 
place in the league for 
Penticton.
Grant Mulvey arid Harry Turk 
each counted a pair of goals 
and others went to Gerry 
McMullen and Chad Campbell.
Kamloops’ lone goal was 
scored by Curt Brackenbury.
BOWLING SCORES
MERIDIAN LANES
♦ Slmpsons-Sears League, Mar.
!1. High single, women, Ann 
I Hunter 271, men, Wally Wolos- 
• chuk 323; High triple, women, 
' Ann Hunter 749, men, John 
' Begg 821; Team high single, 
9 Blowhards 1216, triple, Blow-
I * hards 3354; High average, wom- 
Jen, Shirley Fowler 203, men, 
»George Bclzil 211; "300" club, 
“Wally Woloschuk 323, John 
*Begg 308, George Belzll 305;
I «Tcam standings: Blowhards 138, 
I ?No-No 12; Sure Shooters 102;
I ^Valiants 94; Down Strouts 89V.;
I 'Ogles 89; Mctnory Lane 88;
I wWhite Knights 68^.
I •»
I J Ladies Golf League, Mar 1. 
I ?,High single, Jane Takoff 283; 
I |Hlgh' triple, Mary Ann McGhee 
I *652; Team High single, Putters 
I ^934, triple, Putters 2498; High 
I mverage, Audrey Beal 198; 
I *Team standings: Climax 387Mi; 
I ^Triumph 372; Wild Goose 367%, 
I * Tues. Mixed (7-9). Feb. 29.
I ^iligh single?, women, Vera Scn- 
I ger 303, men, Jack Ueda 317;
I High triple, women, Hazel Tur-
| tier 720, men, Doug Clower ,768;
I Team high single, Klckapoo
| Xlds 1222, triple, The Bay 3478; 
| High average, women, Dot
I Ueda 226, men, Nob Yamaoka
I $33; "300" club, Jack Ueda 317,
| Mera Sengcr 303; Team stand-
| Ings: Western. Discount Optical
I 55; Capri Motor Inn 55; Willows
| $4; Bumpers 53; Makeups 52^;
I 'piq Bay 52.
■ 2 Thursday Ladies, Mar. 2.
High single, Nancy Roth 301
Rita Guidl 749
Voodoos Win Valley Laurels 
Go Into Provincial Finals
A super pest by the name of 
Benno Fath and Darrel Wenin- 
ger’s sharp-shooting led Rut­
land Voodoos to a 4845 win over 
Revelstoke Mountaineers and 
the Senior Boys AA Valley Bas­
ketball championships Saturday 
night at KSS.
The win puts Voodoos into pro­
vincial playoffs in Vancouver 
later this month.
Voodoos, who won the south­
ern division league title but lost 
out to Penticton Lakers in the 
zone finals, polished off Kam-
loops Red Devils in the semi­
final Friday night to reach the 
final. Lakers tost to Mountain- 
eers.Friday night and were de­
feated 66-60 by Red Devils in 
the consolation finaL
Fath put a tight web around 
Mountaineers* 6T0" Mike Mc­
Kay and hampered his move­
ments so much he only scored 
14 points, six of them from the 
foul line. McKay accounted for 
36 points the night before in 
beating Lakers.
Weninger hit on nine field
goals and two ford line shots in 
scoring 20 points against Moun­
taineers and winning the vote 
as Most Valuable Player for the 
tourney,
Ken Angus scored 13 points 
while Dennis Wolfe scqred eight. 
Fath was too busy with his 
guard duty to score many points, 
hitting for four.
Rick Devlin, led the Revel- 
stoke scoring with 16 points, 
while McKay’s 14 points was 
second-best Les Husband notch­
ed nine points for defending
stoke hit for seven consecutive 
points only to run out of time.
Voodoos* Ken Bartel had two 
foul shots with two. seconds left 
in the game, as his teammates 
abandoned any chance of get­
ting the rebound and stayed 
near the Rutland bench for Lar 
of fouling. Bartel missed both 
shots but got the rebound from 
the second one and held on to
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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Powerful Oliver Hornets
champion Mountaineers.
Mountaineers jumped into an 
early lead as they took an 8-2 
advantage midway through the 
first quarter and were out in 
front 15-11 after the end of the 
quarter. Voodoos put on a press 
and unnerved the Mountaineers, 
as they came out gunning in the 
second quarter to make the 
score 21-16 before Revelstoke 
could get untracked. Voodos led 
25-22 by the end of the frame 
and carried a three-point 'mar-
"H« mada a fine »hot. Unfor­
tunately, it hit him in the head 




Oliver Hornets were just too 
powerful for all their opposition 
in junior boys Valley basket­
ball championships at Knox dur­
ing the weekend, and left many 
of their -opponents sure that 
they will take the provincial 
crown.
Hornets bombed Dr. Knox 
Trojans 60-25 in the final to 
win the Valley laurels. Knox 
went to the consolation final in 
an effort to win the second 
berth in the provincial playoffs, 
but suffered a 34-32 setback at 
the hands of Kamloops’ John 
Peterson.
Hornets completely dominated 
the final, as they went ahead 
18-6 after the first quarter and
they hung on for a 4541 victory. 
Cougars stowed the game down 
and put the powerful Oliver 
squad off their fast pace.
Baumgartner netted 11 points 
and Ed Harms 10 for Hornets. 
Herb Markgraf turned in a 
standout individual performan­
ce for KLO with 23 points.
Trojans trounced John Peter­
son in the first meeting of the
gin into the second half.
PRESS WORKED
The press continued to get on 
Mountaineers* nerves and Voo­
doos were able to stretch their 
lead to 36-30 heading into the 
final eight minutes of play.
Voodoos increased their lead 
early in the final quarter, go­
ing ahead at one time by 12 
points. They led 48-38 with a 
little over two minutes left in 
the game when Mountaineers 
started their comeback. Revel­
finish* the game.
The consolation final was . also 
close, with Red Devils breaking 
a 60-60 deadlock late In the 
game to score six consecutive 
points, four on foul shots, to 
win the game.
Ken Miller led Devils with 23 
points, while Tim Dalin chipped 
in 14 points. Jamie Campbell 
was top scorer for Lakers with 
an 18-point output with another 
13 points from Willie Polukosh- 
ko.
Lakers took a 21-19 lead after 
the first quarter but fell behind 
by one point, 39-29 by the end , 
of the half. The lead changed 
hands again after the third 
quarter, with Lakers carry!' 11 
a 4543 advantage into the fou/ I 
stanza. ill
Two Voodoos made the all- 1 
star selection, with Weninger 
adding his MVP award to a 
place on the dream team. Benno 
Fath also was awarded a spot 
: on the all-star - team. McKay 
. made the team from Mountain- 
i eers, with Polukoshko from Pen- 
i ticton and Miller from Kam- 
• loops. . '
took a 
second
39-11 bulge after the 
frame. Trojans were
able to score only three points
in the third frame and they
second.
Bourcier kept Bucks In the 
game in the third period as 
Rockets unleashed 15 shots, 
many of them hard to handle. 
Bucks made the most of their 
scoring chances to take the win.
Hanson put Bucks back into 
the lead early in the third, as 
he snared the puck off the face­
off at the 27 second mark and 
rifled it past Malarchuk.
A weak blueline shot by Phil­
lips at 4:38 slid in past Bourcier 
off the skate of defenceman 
Brad Robson, and the goal was 
the last time that Rockets were 
in a threatening position to win 
the game.
Turner returned Bucks to 
their one-goal lead as he took a 
pass from Selinger at the corner 
of the net and waited until 
Malarchuk committed himself 
before lifting the puck to the top 
right corner.
Hanson scored what appear­
ed to be an insurance goal at 
17:50 after linemate Archie Mc­
Kinnon did most of the work. 
McKinnon worked the puck deep 
into the Kamloops end, shaking 
off one defenceman and forcing 
the other to commit himself be-
George Pringle Chessmen are 
becoming familiar around Kam­
loops, and they will become 
moreso as they travel down for 
a three-day senior boys A pro­
vincial championship this week.
Chessmen won the interior 
crown this weekend, and lost 
the Valley championships the 
weekend before to Immaculata 
Dons.
It took Chessmen two games 
to wrap up the title, and they 
weren’t pressed in either game. 
The final was an'effortless 64-44 
win over Princeton, with the 
Pringle coach clearing his 
bench in the late stages of the 
game after the outcome was 
decided.
Chessmen took a 20-5 lead in 
the first quarter over Princeton, 
and led 38-18 by halftime. They 
went out in front 53-25 after the
headed into the fourth on the 
short end of a 54-14 score.
Matt Baumgartner scored 11 
points to lead Hornets while 
Len Roux had 10 and Len Hav- 
annes had nine. Doug McLeod 
had nine points for Trojans.
Coach John Haar wasn’t too 
pleased with his team’s efforts 
against the Kamloops squad 
Sunday. “We were down from 
Saturday’s final, and both teams 
played poorly," he said.
Trojans led 4-2 after the first 
quarter but trailed 17-14 by half 
time. Knox took a 26-23 lead
two teams, 54-29, to reach the 
final. Prytula netted 25 points 
with another nine to Gary 
Grant. Powell had 11 points for 
the Kamloops team.
Revelstoke Mountaineers, who 
lost to John Peterson in the con­
solation final before the game 
for the second Valley berth, 
eliminated Osoyoos Phantoms 
71-57 behind the twin efforts of 
Bob Langford and Chris Jenkins 
with 15 points each; Clarence 
Aschenbrenner had 19 points for 
Osoyoos.
Valleyview Vikings defeated 
Shuswap Rams 5741 in another 
preliminary game to the con­
solation final. Mike Ledoux had 
19 points for Vikings with a 20- 
point effort from Don Jameson 
for Rams.
Mountaineers gained, the con­
solation final by beating KLO 
62-41. Gary Warner had 15 
points for Revelstoke with Phil 
Satow leading KLO with 12 
points.
Packers Past Williams Lake 
Win Total-Goal Series Easily
Kelowna Packers overcame i 
a touch of carelessness and an 
injured goaltender to defeat 
Williams Lake 64 Saturday and 
12-5 Sunday to win their two- 
game total goal juvenile hockey 
series 18-9 in Williams Lake.
Packers now travel to the 
coast to meet an as-yet unde­
termined team in their quest 
for a berth in the provincial 
playoffs.
Packers got two goals from 
Perry Head and Bill Carignan 
Saturday, with singles to Randy 
Naito and Darrel LaBoucan. 
Corsina had two goals for Wil­
liams Lake, with singles being 
scored by Norquay and Evans.
Packers led 3-0 after the first 
period and came out of the sec­
ond ahead 4-1. Williams Lake 
tied the score 44 before Pack-
shot in the pre-game warmup. 
He recovered and took his place 
between the pipes, sporting a 
lump on the side of his head.
Packers supplied the scoring 
punch to make sure he-wouldn't 
get in trouble, and be came 
up in the third period by 
blanking Williams Lake to 
clinch the win. Packers led 5-2 
after the first period and wer® 
out in front 8-5 after the second.
Three players scored hat 
tricks for the visitors, with 
Carignan, LaBoucan and Head 
reaching that mark. Ron Bigler 
had two goals and Naito one. 
ChaddeU notched three goals 
for Williams Lake with the 
other two going to Corsina.
Store 1317, triple, Saan Store 
3411; High average, women, 
Betty Duyns 206, men, Vince 
Bcrtucci 236; "300” club, Rich­
ard Kryger 321, John Voytela 
306; Team standings: Calona 
Wines 1143*/2; Straight Shooters 
1035; Whiz Bangs 1025«/4,
Wednesday Coffee League. 
Mar. 1. High single, Eleanor 
Beattie 308; High triple, Flo 
Schumaker 722; Team high sin­
gle, Little Arrows 1163, triple, 
Wildcats 3089; High average, 
Eleonore Beattie 203; Team 
standings: Little Arrows 529; 
Wildcats 518; Bops 513.
Thursday Mixed. Mar. 2. High 
single, women, Marge Lelcr 292, 
men, Don Schmidt 313; High 
triple, women, Bev Mitschke 
677, men,. Bud Toole 755; Team 
high single, Skookums 1152, 
triple, Skookums 3351; High av­
erage, women, Marge lacier 222; 
men, Jack Leier 233; "300" 
club, Don Schmidt 313; Team 
standings; Alley Cats 30; Rain 
Makers 24; Lucky Strikes 22; 
Dusters 21; People’s Food Mkt. 
21; Mavericks 21; , Rookies 21; 
Skookums 21.
Bowlers of the week: Women, 
Bev Mittichkc; men, Bill Acker­
man.
fore sliding the puck over to 
Hanson, who slid jt into the op­
posite corner.
Brackenbury put Rockets back 
into the game with 1:18 left in 
the period as he took advan­
tage of loose defensive play in 
the Buckaroo end to slip a 
backhand shot past Bourcier.
' Bucks kept Rockets bottled in 
their own end for most of the 
remaining time, with the Kam­
loops squad only able to get one 
shot away at Bourcier before 
time ran out on them, 
Bourcier made 28 saves for 
Bucks while Malarchuk had to 
make 32 saves in the Kamloops 
net.
Rockets took seven of the 12 
minor penalties. .
third stanza.
Tom Raffeiner was the top 
scorer for Chessmen with 20 
points, while guard Slater hit 
for 14 points.
Merritt was the first victim, 
as they fell 56-47 to Chessmen 
in the first game. The score 
was tied 11-11 after the first 
quarter but Pringle led 26-15 by 
halftime and 39-28 after the 
third quarter.
Slater proved to be deadly 
from the outside as he led 
Chessmen with 15 points. Raf­
feiner added 12 points. Rasmus­
sen was Merritt’s top scorer 
with 16 points.
Chessmen start the provincial 
playoffs Thursday,.and continue 
with games Friday and Satur­
day.
into the final quarer. Trojans 
had numerous chances to score 
in the last few minutes while 
they trailed, but couldn’t find 
the mark.
Kevin Powell had 11 points to 
lead Peterson, with another 10 
points from Tom McNaulty. Bill 
Prytula was the game’s top 
scorer with 17 points. David 
Robinson added 10 points for 
Trojans. ___ ' ■
Hornets had their only close 
game against KLO Cougars, as
ers came up with late goals to 
Peterson had a tough time I win the game. '
with Revelstoke before coming The second game was less of 
out ahead 39-31. Brian Burke a contest, but goalie Ian Mac- 
netted 12 points and Powell 11 Crimmon gave coach Jay Hun- 
for Kamloops. Mike Ledous had fer some worries before the
13 for Mountaineers. I game ever started.
Three Oliver players made the MacCrimmon, the only goalie 
all-star team, with Baumgart- to make the trip for the Pack- 
ner, Hovannes and Roux making ers, was knocked out by a hard 
the dream team. Prytula of —'
Knox and Powell of Kamloops qp IRangers Trade
-- -“" Pitcher McLain 
Immaculata Still Has Good Chance
Of Grabbing A Provincial Berth
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
If Texas couldn’t hold Denny 
McLain, what about big Frank 
Howard?
Ugh triple, ; 
I'cnm high aingle, Neighbors
1<OI, triple, Neighbors 3016; 
High average, Kae Lange 208; 
pro" club. Nancy Roth 301; 
Team standings; Neighbors 26; 
Swingers and Iroftcrs each 23; 
Good Losers 22. ’1 a ■
* Wed. Night Mixed. Mar. 1. 
High single, women, Debbie 
Graf 278, men, Richard Kryger 
SCI; High triple, women, Ileb- 
t$e Gtnf fttWt. men, Ithhaid Krv- 
gFr 837; Team high single, Saan
VALLEY LANES
Independent Order of Forest­
ers. Mar. 2. High single, wom­
en, Beth Sorenson 313, men, 
Chris Clement 339; High triple, 
women, Belli Sorenson 664, men, 
Chris Clement 728;' Team, high 
single, Alley Cats 1108, triple, 
Scramblers 3142; High average, 
women, Beth Sorenson 204, men, 
John Chadwick 231; "300” club, 
Beth Sorenson 313, Chris Cle­
ment 339; Team standings: 
Stumblern 325: The Flubbers 
317;’Scramblers 311; Boo Becs 
299,
Immaculata senior girls, an 
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LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (AP) - 
The seventh World University 
Winter Games wound up during 
the weekend, concluding nine 
days of competition among lop 
collegiate athletes from 16 coun­
tries."'
During the games, Russian 
victories were as predictable as 
the weather was unpredictable.
Russia won the medal race 
easily with a total of 30—14 
gold, 10 silver and six bronze.
Canada won a gold In 
women's skiing and n silver in 
hockey.
The United States had 13 med­
als—three gold, three silver, 
and seven bronze,
The Husslan hockey team reg­
istered five wins and a He to 
take the gold medal,
The hockey series, a triple 
round-robin tourney among Rus­
sia, Canada arid the United 
States, was held at Lake 
Placid's Olympic Arena and 
Plattsburg State’s field house.
The Canadians came closest 
to stopping the Russian skaters 
with a 44 tie Friday night. The 
United States did not even come 
close as < it lost all six games, 
th<? last one a 4-1 defeat at the
NORTH VANCOUVER (CP)-— 
The British Columbia Babe 
Ruth Baseball League, 16-to-18 
division, more than doubled in 
size Sunday when the B.C. Juve­
nile Baseball League amalga­
mated with the Babe Ruthers.
Two juvenile representatives 
—Bill Wocknitz of Nanaimo and 
Daryl Martin of Delta—and two 
from the Babb Ruth league— 
Peter Holmes of Victoria and 
Roy Collings of Coquitlam— 
were appointed to work out de­
tails of the merger.
Juvenile baseball, formerly 
the Connie Mack League, was 
’for boys In the 16-19 age group.
There were 35 Babe Ruth 
16-18 teams operating last sea­
son and the amalgamation Is 
expected to result in at least 
70 teams this year.
Ross Scott of North Vancou­
ver was elected commissioner 
of the expanded league, and 
Ted Church of Ijidysmith was 
named director of the Babe 
Ruth 13-15 division.
CAUCHITliI^
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) - 
Armed robbers raided a branch 
bank while the guard was in the 
men’s room and made oft with 
about $8,000.
competition, lost a first round 
decision but won the rest of the 
way to stay in the running for a 
berth in the provincial playoffs 
after competition in Penticton : 
during the weekend.
’ Immaculata will meet North 
Kamloops Tuesday in North 
Kam to decide the third berth 
in the 16-team provincial cham­
pionships scheduled for Terrace 
March 15-18.
North Kam was the team to 
drop Immaculata from the front­
runners in the first round, com­
ing out ahead 42-35 in the Fri­
day night contest. Immaculata, 
who trailed 9-7 after the first 
quarter, led 18-13 by halftime 
and were out in front 30-27 after 
the third stanza.
Paula Thorburn, with 12 
points, and Marilyn Gregory 
with 10 led Immaculata. Irene 
Lanzinger had seven points for 
the Kelowna squad. Ann Mc­
Mahon led Kamloops with 20 
points.
Immaculata trimmed Oliver 
40-25 in the second round, lead­
ing all the way with quarter 
scores of 16-5, 25-10 and 31-19.
Thorburn led the Immaculata 
scorers with 13 points, with 12 
to Gregory and eight to Lan­
zinger. Mary Sullivan, Immacu- 
lata's floor lender and top de­
fensive player, notched five 
points In the win. Jo-Ann Flem­
ing had 15 points for the losers, 
Penticton Lakettes were the 
third team to face Immaculate, 
and they came out on the short 
side of a 45-34 score. Again Thor­
burn was the top scorer, with 
20 |M)lntH, 15 In the first half.
THINK SPRING!
CAT CURE
DUNEDIN, N.^. (Ileuter) - 
A cure foi‘ tlic cnl'? coniihnn 
cold—‘‘thc snuffles”—has been 
claimed by scientists moi king,in 
a cattery here.
hohds of the Russians Sunday.
Bob McAncetey scored three 
goals as Canada routed the U.S, 
81 .Saturday night. The Canadi­
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Choose from the large sel­
ection of Uniforms in as­





, . , , Texas Rangers traded McLain
Lanzinger scored 12 points and to ,Oakland during the weekend 
Gregory had nine. for two minor league pitchers—
Brenda Stintson had 12 points Don Stanhouse and Jim Panther 
for Lakettes, who trailed 10-7 _and manager Ted Williams 
after the first quarter and 22-14 sa|d Sunday that Howard, a 
by halftime. Immaculata took al stubborn holdout, is also avail- 
37-23 lead into the fourth quar- abie in a trade"that we could 
ter. .. . live with."
The top two teams in the tour- since Boston Red Sox were 
ney won berths in the provincial visiting the Rangers’ Pompano 
playoffs. Salmon Arm won the Beach, Fla., training camp for 
tourney crown for the sixth an exhibition baseball game, 
straight year to get the top williams proposed a four-for- 
berth, with Kamloops gaining I one swap with the Bosox. 
the second berth after losing to "What will they give for the 
Salmon Arm ip the final. big guy?" Williams asked. "I’d 
ennn hitrtwlqs "" 1 tor a four-for-one deal, but
MONTREAL (CP) - Thein- l^with 8°methInB
traduction of Medical Care in «what actually looking 
Quebec more than a year ago for js a COuple of pitchers, an
cut hospital convalescence to | outfielder and an infielder.”
the bone and provided a unique 
business opportunity for two 
men specializing In renting out 
equipment for recoveries at 
home. "We’ve walked into a 
home and when we’ve walked! 
out, the room looked just like 
the Montreal General Hospital," 
says Burt Gilman, partner in a 
firm which supplies everything 
from wheelchairs to traction 
stands.
You want to own 






Get the best through' 
Pay Less. Our aim 
la your gain . . . Is 
to live up1 to our 
name, We build 
your home cheaper. 
and better or you 
build yourself 
through our saving 
discount on mater­
ial and trades. Save 
you $$ on lots, too.
Office will open 
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WESTBANK, Orchard and home, 9.6 acres mostly 
apples. Full line of machinery, New 3 bedroom home. 
Price $68,500 terms OR Vendor will sell 9 acres of 
Orchard only for $41,200. Excellent location. Sec this 
and make an offer. Call Dan Einarsson, 760-2268 collect.
MOTEL AND RESIDENCE. Good year round occu­
pancy. Established repent business, Perfect tourist 
location, in central Okanagan. Close to lake. Owner will 
consider trade. To ylew call Fred Smith 764-4573, 
ATTENTION CHURCH GROUPS, service chibs, etc., 
we have 1000 feet of lakeshore on Osoyoos Jake. Ideal 1 
for catnpsite. Two buildings, power, phopc, close In the 
town of, Osoyoos. Only $10,500 down or will take trade, 
Mako an offer. Call BUI Juroine, 7634400 or 765-6289.
WWW’
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Sabres Mathematically Out 
Go Into Flurry Of Trading
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Buffalo Sabres were mathe­
matically eliminated from the 
National Hockey League’s East 
Division playoffo Sunday night, 
leaving In their wake some 
hastily-approved trades that 
may help unscramble the West 
Division post-season snarl.
The Sabres, whose playoff 
hopes have been dwindling 
s 4 eadily since the season 
opener, made it final with a 6-2 
loss to St. Louis, then completed 
a deal that could give the Blues 
more depth along the blueline in 
their late-season drive.
Defenceman Chris Evans, 
drafted from St Louis in June, 
1970, by the Sabres, returned to 
the Blues in a straight player
and Pittsburgh took Minnesota I out, that one also * 24) score 
4-2. in Boston with .California the
The Blues, who moved into' 
third in the West with 55 points, 
entertain Los Angeles in the 
only scheduled game Tuesday. 
The Flyers are two points badc 
in fourth followed by California 
with 52 and Pittsburgh with 51.
Two, goals each by Jack
Rutland Grade eight girls
captured the zone basketball 
crown after defeating George 
Pringle 46-24 in the final. The 
game finished the season for 
the young players. Members 
of the winning team from left
RUTLAND GIRLS WIN HOOP CROWN
to right are: front row — row —Brenda Smail (coach), 
Carla Tietz, Doris Orlovsky, • Sylvia Slater, Debbie Buch- 
Gail Hayashi, Judy Cassan. ner, Vai Fishter, Debbie Bohn, 
Second row — Charlaine Maureen Schneider, Chris- 
Wickenheiser, Tessie Gleason, sie Kleon (manager).
Darlene Schneider, Brenda (Courier Photo).
Wannitt, Lori Crowley. Back
Blades Assured Of Playoffs 
Rookie Bourne A Big Factor
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Saskatoon Blades have as­
sured themselves of a playoff 
berth in the eastern division of 
the Western Canada Hockey 
League and part of the reason 
is the sharp play of rookie 
centre Bob Bourne.
Bourne, 17, scored his 25th 
and 26th goals of the season 
Sunday to lead the Blades to a
Counselling 
For Athletes
NEW YORK (AP) — '‘Most 
black athletes are so naive 
that they can be compromised 
by a steak dinner and a glass 
of champagne,” says a for­
mer pro linebacker turned 
actor.
“S c o u 13, agents, coaches 
and team owners e x p 1 o it 
blacks. It’s a fact that some 
super-star blacks earn less 
money than mediocre 
whites.”
The accusation was made 
by Bill Overton, 25, who was 
linebacker with Dallas Cow­
boys and later Kansas City 
Chiefs, although not a regular, 
before moving on to a suc­
cessful career in the movies 
and on television.
, With two active players— 
Mike Garrett of San Diego 
Chargers and Bob Grant of 
Washington Redskins—Over- 
ton, a Negro, has formed an 
organization called Midlothian 
Industries for the purpose of 
counselling athletes in their 
business dealings and eco­
nomics.
. “We don’t confine ourselves 
with blacks—we will take 
whites, too,” Overton said in 
an interview. "It just happens 
that, because of their disad­
vantaged family life, blacks 1 
are the most susceptible.”
"When Hank Stram, (Kan­
sas City coach) offered to pay 
me $150 a gam'e to stay on the 
taxi squad,” Overton said, "I 
decided football wasn't for 
me."
6-2 win over hapless Victoria 
Cougars.
The Blades hold second place 
in the division, three points 
back of Regina Pats and 11 
ahead of third-place Brandon 
Wheat Kings.
Pats blew an opportunity to 
increase that lead Sunday, fall­
ing 7-1 to Winnipeg Jets, while 
Wheat Kings suffered a 7-4 de­
feat at the hands of Edmonton 
Oil Kings. Also Sunday, Swift 
Current Broncos, who trail Win­
nipeg at the bottom of the east 
division, downed Medicine Hat 
Tigers 7-5 and Calgary .Cen­
tennials whipped New Westmin­
ster Bruins 8-2.
EDGE BRANDON
In league action Saturday, 
Flin Flpn Bombers edged Bran­
don 7-6 and Medicine Hat 
bombed Victoria 8-1.
In Saskatoon, Bourne scored 
once in the first period and once 
in the-second as the Blades built 
period leads of 3-1 and 5-2.
Murray Myers, Byron Jack- 
son, Lawrence Sacharuk and 
Dennis Abgrall scored the other 
Saskatoon markers while Greg 
Robinson scored twice for Victo­
ria.
Only four penalties were 
called in the contest—all against 
Saskatoon.
It was Blades’ seventh 
straight home-ice win. They 
have only four losses in 30 
games at home this year.
Winnipeg’s home-ice win was 
a come-from-behind effort. Re­
gina had a 1-0 early first-period 
lead, but the Jets were ahead 
2-1 going into the second. Start­
ing the last 20 minutes of play, 
the Winnipeg squad was up 4-1.
Golf Gunlight 
At OK Doral
MIAMI (AP) — It’s a Nick- 
laus-Trevino gunfight at the 
O.K. Doral with the Over-the- 
Hill Gang in grizzled pursuit.
"I’d better shoot a 67 Mon­
day,” said Lee Trevino, "or I’m 
a dead Mexican. Jack Nicklaus 
is the best that ever picked up a 
club ... and what about them 
old fellows? When they gonna 
quit?”
Last year’s two leading 
money winners sloshed into to­
day’s final 18 holes of the rain- 
hampered $150,000 Doral-East­
ern open golf tournament in a 
deadlock at 10-under-par 206.
Nicklaus equalled the course 
record with a 64 and Trevino 
took 5% hours to complete his 
rain-delayed third round—a 68.
“It’s rained so much here, I 
feel like I’m wading across the 
Rio Grande,” said Trevino.
Sam Snead, 59, shot a 68 and 
stood one shot behind Nicklaus 
and Trevino at 207 after 54 
holes.
Paul Harney, a 42-year-old 
club pro, stood with Slammin’ 
Sam as he, too, fired a four-un­
der-par 68.
Bob Rosburg, 45, was only 
four strokes behind after finish­
ing a Sunday round of 70. His 
putter’s shaft snapped fovr 
holes from the finish and Bob 
one-putted all four with the sub 
club.
Julius Boros, 52, shot 70 to 
stick within striking range at 
five-under-par 211 along with 
Art Wall, a man of 47.
“I think Hogan will bo on baia 
a lot this year, Bom. If hit belly 
can take it 1”
exchange for winger George 
Morrison. The trade just beat 
the NHL’s midnight Sunday 
night trading deadline.
The previous night, Buffalo 
dealt Eddie Shack to Pittsburgh 
Penguins for rookie centre Rene 
Robert. The 35-year-old Shack 
will rejoin coach Red Kelly and 
defenceman Tim Horton, team­
mates of Toronto Maple Leafs 
Stanley Cup era of the ’60s.
The Sabres, with 41 points, 
have 12 games and a possible 24 
points remaining in the season 
but trail Toronto and Detroit 
Red Wings by 26. ,
Philadelphia Flyers and Pitts­
burgh, in a four-way battle to 
decide the final two playoff 
spots in the West with St. Louis 
and California Golden Seals, 
suffered Sunday defeats.
Montreal Canadiens laced the 
Flyers 4-0, goaltender Ken Dry­
den ringing up his eighth shut­
out of the season, and Detroit 
Red Wings dumped Pittsburgh 
6-3 to improve their own status
Egers and Phil Roberto pow­
ered the Blues into a 6-0 lead at 
the end of two periods before 
rookie Butch Deadmarsh 
snapped Ernie Wakely’s shutout 
with his first NHL goal at 4:00 
of the third period.
Only seven minor penalties 
were called in the game, five to 
St. Louis, in contrast to the 
Blues’ penalty-filled game the 
previous night against Philadel­
phia which featured a first-pe­
riod fight between Garry Unger 
and Flyers’ Lew Morrison.
Yvan Cournoyer scored three 
goals in a game for the fourth 
time in his career as Montreal 
overwhelmed the Flyers at Phil­
adelphia en route to their sixth 
straight win.
His second of the game, and 
38th of the season, came at the 
14:44 mark of the first period
in the East.
Elsewhere Sunday, Los Ange­
les Kings surprised Boston 
Bruins 2-0 and Minnesota North 
Stars nipped Chicago Black 
Hawks 2-1 in a pair of upsets 
while New York Rangers routed 
Vancouver Canucks 6-1. —
In Saturday’s action, Mont­
real blanked Vancouver 5-0, To­
ronto edged Los Angeles 3-2, 
Boston held off Detroit 5-4, Phil­
adelphia handled St. Louis 6-2
LY-AL
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• Repairs to All Makes of 
Electric Shaven
YES, SIMPSONS-SEARS 
now offers you 
a complete 
Hearing Aid Service 
With prices ranging from 
$50 (for the .government ap­
proved ald> and up. We fea­
ture OT1CON, the world’s 
largest manufacturer of 
hearing aids. All units are 
sold under our EXCLUSIVE 




Serving you at 
Shnpsons-Sean
Phone 763-5844 Local 341
Victoria your 





WoVe got a noat move to waltz you through your next business trip in line stylo, 
Fly wherever you re going on a relaxing, high above the wind end rain PWA 
fllQht. You II save lots o! time, and won t bo thoroughly exhausted from battling 
the elements all the way. And The price of your ticket Includes a hpalthy 15% 
discount on the cost of renting a now Tilden Chevrolet or other fine car when 
you got to your destination,.
Start your next trip off on the right foot... do the "Count on Ue" two-step.
STANDINGS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
National League 
East Division
Boston 48 9 9 273154 105
victors.
Chicago, firmly entrenched 
atop the West, lost more than 
the game at Minneapolis when 
scrappy Lou Angotti slid head­
long into a Minnesota goalpost
The veteran centreman. re­
moved to a city* hospital, with a 
separated shoulder and lacer­
ated head, was kept overnight 
for observation.
when he streaked from the 
Montreal bench as a sixth at­
tacker on a delayed penalty call 
against Philadelphia and fired 
Frank Mahovlich’s passout be­
hind rookie goaltender Bob Tay­
lor.
The Penguins lost an opportu­
nity to tighten the playoff race 
in the West when Ron Harris’ 
first goal of the season snapped 
a 2-2 tie and sent the Red Wings 
away to a 4-2 lead after two 
periods.
Two goals by Mickey Red­
mond, his 38th and 39th, by the 
midway point of the third period 
padded the Detroit lead, ended 
a two-game losing streak and 
moved the Wings into a fourth­
place tie with Toronto.
With Gilles Marotte manhan­
dling former Boston team-mates 
in front of the Los Angeles net, 
■Qary Edwards turned aside 38 
Bhnn shots to make early goals 
from—Juha Widirig and Ralph 
Backstrom stand up.
It was the first time since 







44 11 10 283 149 98
39 14 12 252163 90
28 27 11 173176
29 29 9 223 218
13 38 15 169 246
16 43 6 158 245
West Divbion 
Chicago 40 17 9 218141
Minnesota 
St Louis
33 23 9 171151 








Phila. 21 33 11 160199 S3 
California 18 23 16 180248 52
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
SUNDAY
Minnesota 2 Chicago 1
Minnesota—Parise, Burns; 
Chicago—Koroll.
New York’6 Vancouver 1
New York—Rousseau 2, 
Tkacziik, Seiling, Fairbairn, 
Park; Vancouver—Guevre- 
montr
St. Louis 6 Buffalo 2
St. Louis—Egers 2, Roberto 
2, Murphy, Bennett; Buffalo 
—Deadmarsh, Perreault.
Los Angeles 2 Boston 0
Los Angeles—Widlng, Back­
strom.
Montreal 4 Philadelphia 6
Montreal—Cournoyer 3,
Roberts.
Detroit 6 Pittsburgh 3
Detroit—Redmond 2, Kar- 
lander, Harris, Collins, Eccle- 
s to n e; Pittsburgh—Watson, 
McDonough, Pronovost.
SATURDAY
Boston 5 Detroit 4
Boston—Cashman 2, Walton, 
Smith, Bucyk; Detroit-Ro­
chefort, Delvecchio, Bergman, 
Libett.
Montreal 5 Vancouver 0
Montreal—Lemaire 2, F.
Mahovlich 2, Cournoyer.




Philadelphia 6 St. Louis 2
Philadelphia—Nolet, Wat­
son, Potvin, Hughes, Foley
Clement; St. Louis—R. Plager 
2.








Oowntown and Orchard Paris
Pittsburgh 21 36 9 169 216 51 
Los Angeles 17 43 7 161256- 41 
Results Sunday
Montreal ’4 Philadelphia 0 
New York 6 Vancouver 1 
Los Angeles 2 Boston 0 
Detroit 6 Pittsburgh 3 
St. Louis 6 Buffalo 2 
Minnesota 2 Chicago i
Results Saturday 
Montreal 5 Vancouver 0 
Toronto 3 Los Angeles 2 
Boston 5 Detroit 4 
Philadelphia 6 St. Louis 2 
Pittsburgh 4 Minnesota 2.
Game Tuesday 
Los Angeles at St Louis
Gallenkamp
the family shoe store
Shopping Canby 
Kelowna B.C.
A/L's RADIO & 
TV SERVICE
1383 Ellis St. 763-5022
Service to all color and B&W 
TV, Phonos, Stereos and 
Radios.
Serving Kelowna, Rutland, 
Westbank.
Open Mon. through Sat, 

















Prices effective Tues. & Wed., Mardi 7 A 8,
We Reserve The Right lo Limit Quantities, SUPER
YORK
Apple Juice













Whole Frying - Grade % lb
45c
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WANT ADS MAKE PAYDAYS COME MORE OFTEN.-PHONE 763-3228
BUY — SELL — RENT — SWAP — ETC. — WITH A COURIER WANT AD
Kelowna and District 14. ANNOUNCEMENT















INCOME TAX AND 
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Ste. 2 - 268 Bernard Ave.
Ph. 763-7781 or 763-7882
M. W, F tf
and wishes to thank all his customers for their faithful 
patronage through the years, and hopes they will con­





BAZETT & CO. 
chartered accountants
Telephone 763-5515 
Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St
CARPENTRY
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants
Kitchens 
Built on Site 
Fast Service 
Al Bolduc, 763-3584









Ste. 204, 1583 Ellis St., 
Kelowna
CONSTRUCTION
BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
763-6648 days, 763-6688 eves.









W. R. FENNELL & CO.
Accredited Public Accountants 
W. R. Fennell, APA, FCI 
R. D. Horton. APA. FCIS
2979 Pandosy St, Kelowna, B.C. 
Telephone 7634528




2820 Pandosy Street 









Kelowna Bar Association 
LEGAL AID CLINIC 
Every Tuesday, 7 p.m. 
Held at A.S.H. offices,
Ste. 2, 435 Bernard Ave.
763-6770
M,
16. APTS. FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex unit In Rutland, avallabls im­
mediately. (123 per month Include* 
water and garbage coUection. Tele­
phone 762-7021. 183
BOATING ENTHUSIASTS! UNITED 
number of waterfront executive lulte* 
now renting. Corner Lakeshore and 
TrusweU. Telephone 7(4-7330 alter 6:00
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
p.m. 184
GROUND FLOOR ONE BEDROOM 
self contained aulte. Refrigerator and 
•tove. carport, beautiful yard. *130. 
751 Copeland Place. Telephone 763-4948.
184
LARGE BASEMENT SUITE, TWO 
bedrooms, kitchen. large dining area 
and living room. Stove and refrigera­
tor. $115 and 4k utilities. Telephone 765-
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
DELUXE FOURPLEX SUITE IN RUT- 
land. Two bedrooms, full basement, 
paved driveway, landscaped. Close to 
school. No pets. Telephone 763-3841.
' ______ ______ «
DUPLEX FOR RENT. IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Three bedrooms on main 
floor, carport and full basement. Tele-
phone 765-7036. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, RUTLAND 
area. Refrigerator, stove, carports, bath 
and a half, large closets.and storage 
area. Telephone 764-4408 or 765-5527. tf
DELUXE DUPLEX. TWO BEDROOMS, 
full basement. Near Elementary School, 
Rutland. Available' March 1st. Tele­
phone 763-4869 after 5:00 p.m. tf
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex suite in Rutland; full basement, 
close to schools. No pets. Telephone 763-
5013. tf
NEW TWO OR THREE BEDROOM 
duplex, full basement and carport. Bed­
rooms and living room carpeted. $155 
per month. Telephone 765-7848. tf
7929 after 6:00 p.m. 183
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX SUITE 
behind Four Sessons Motel. Stove and 
refrigerator. $140 per month plus utili­
ties. Available March 1. Telephone 764-
ORCHARD & DEVELOPMENT 
13.2 acres of excellent subdivision property 
overlooking Okanagan Lake in good area. 
Domestic water, power, paved roads, 
close to shopping and schools. Only $49, 
000.00 with terms. Call Art Day 8-5089. 
"MLS.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Start your own business. Ideal for a fam­
ily business. Good building, over 1500 sq.' 
ft, on a busy highway. Bob Robinson 
3-5161. MLS.
2 BEDROOM — $24,900
Close to primary school, stores and bus, 
ideal location, quiet living. Basement com­
pletely finished into one large area plus 
bathroom facilities. George Trimble 2-0687.
$250 MONTH POSSIBLE
Close in home with revenue suite, priced 
at $23,000. Top suite rented at $100 mo., 
private entrance. Full basement with main 
floor unit. George Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
NEED A ROOMY HOME?
. We have 2 listed. 1 in Rutland, the other 
in Lakeview Hts., 5 bdrms, each, both 
have family rooms and are built to accom­
modate larger families. For details call 
Ernie Zeron 2-5232. MLS.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
Going food business, excellent location’in 
Kelowna.’ Clean, efficient, and easy to op­
erate, short hours. Owner retiring to other 
interests. Only $22,800. Call Art Day 8-5089. 
MLS.
7123. 181
NEW TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN SIX- 
plex. Unfurnished, carpets. Close to 
downtown Rutland shopping area. Tele-
AVAILABLE MARCH 15, LARGE 
three bedroom suite in fourplex, near 
stores in Rutland. No pets. Telephone
762-0718. tf
RUTLAND FOURPLEX; TWO BED- 
rooms and den. $120 monthly. No pets. 
One child accepted. Vacant March 15.
Telephone 765-6925. tf
AVAILABLE MARCH 15, TWO BED- 
room house, close in Rutland; gas heat, 
washer-dryer hookup, 1V6 baths. $125
per month. Telephone 765-8926. tf
DELUXE THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
air-conditioning. 1V4 baths, fully carpet­
ed, carport. No pets. Available im-
mediately. Telephone 762-4633. tf
phone 762-0263 or 762-0601. tf
ROTH TOWERS. DELUXE SUITES IN 
the nicest and safest .apartment. No 
children, no pets. Telephone 763-3641.
______________ ______________________ “
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
fourplex; wall to wall carpet. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 765-9071. alter 8:00
p.m. u
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
Furnished, carpeted, color television. 
No children, no pets. Telephone 762-4225. 
__ _____________________ '________ tt 
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment in triplex, in Rutland, with full 
basement. Available Immediately. Tele-
phone 765-8529. tf
VISTA MANOR, ONE AND TWO BED- 
room suites. Close in. Newly decorat­
ed; carpeting. Retired or quiet living 
couple. 765-6536; evenings 762-3037. t(
SUTHERLAND MANOR 560 SUTHER- 
land Avenue, one and two bedroom 
suites; cable television, spacious rooms.
nice and quiet. No children. tf
TWO BEDROOM UPSTAIRS SUITE, 
close to schools and stores. Utilities 
paid, sundeck, stove, carpet. Available 
March 7. $160. Telephone 768-5841. 181
TWO BEDROOM SUITE. $135 PER 
month. Two children allowed. Tele-
phpne 767-2236. 181
ATTENTION! CHILDREN WELCOME, 
spacious two bedroom fourplex in West-
bank. Telephone 768-5185. tf
tf
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX 
with carport, available March 15th. 
Rent $150. 730 Kingsway. Telephone 
763-3986. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM WEST- 
bank duplex. Carpeting throughout, 
laundry room, carport. $130. Telephone 
768-5875. tf
DUPLEX FOR RENT IN KELOWNA— 
three bedrooms, refrigerator and stove. 
Also one three bedroom duplex in Rut-
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
some cable vision. O'Callaghan’s Re-
sort, 3326 Watt Road. tf
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™
1451 Pandosy St. •** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY •** Office Ph. 3-4144
COLLINSON
FAMILY LIVING — acre on prestige cul-de-sac In Kel­
owna. 1,300 sq. ft. plus full basement with rec room, sun­
deck and carport. Landscaped with 50 grape vines. Price 
$29,500.. Call Bill Campbell at 762-3713 days or 763-6302 eves. 
Excl.
INTERESTING TREED LOT 
in Spring' Valley subdivision. 
Try your offers, listed* at $3,- 
800. For more details call 
Bill Haskett evenings at 764- 
4212. MS.
TREMENDOUS VIEW OUT* 
OVER KELOWNA. In a 
choice location in Rutland. 2 
blocks from Shoppers Vil­
lage. 4 bedrooms; 2 full bath- 
rooms, 2 fireplaces, rec 
room, hot water heat, car­
port. Call Sam Pearson eve­
nings at 762-7607. MLS.
MIDVALLEY
REALTY LTD.




Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service
Trustee in Bankruptcy’ 
Notary Public
286 Bernard Ave. Ph. 762-3631
SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
land. Telephone 763-3732.
CAPRI VILLA—ONE AND TWO BED- 
room suites on ground floor. NO chil­
dren, no pets. Telephone 763-6114. tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no children or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tf
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rates. Children welcome. Telephone 769-
tf 4511. tf
tf
To place your message 
PHONE
Courier Classified Dept. 
763-3228
CLASSIFIED RATES
Classified Advertisements and Not­
ices for this page must be received 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to pubUca- 
tlon, except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day pubUcaUon.
Phone 763-3228 
WANT AD CASH RATES
One or two days 5c per word, per 
Insertion.
Three consecutive days. 4V4c per 
. word per insertion.
Six consecuUve day*. 4c per word
5. IN MEMORIAM
KITCHEN — In loving memory of a 
dear husband and father, Tom Kitchen, 
who passed away March 6. 1969.
We miss you Dad 
And always will, 
•You left a place 
No one can fill. 
You passed away without "goodbye” 
But memories of you Dad will never 
die.
—Sadly missed and always remembered 
by a loving wife and family, Martha
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzle Manor (iveplex, 
MacKenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths, 
2Mi bedrooms, spacious living, some 
children welcome, water and garbage 
collection free. $135 per month. No pets. 
Telephone 763-3012 or 763-3472. tl
TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
duplex. Very near elementary school. 
$145 per month. Telephone Joe Lim­
berger at Collinson Mortgage & Invest­
ments Ltd., 762-3713 days or 763-2338
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX; 
carpeting, with carport. Close to school 
and shopping. $150. Available Immedi-
ately. Telephone 765-5873. 182
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITE. 
Carpeted, full basement. Near store. 
Immediate occupancy. Telephone 765- 
6514. No Friday or Saturday calls. 181
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN RUT- 
land. Carport, storage space, fireplace, 
carpeted. Available immediately. $160.
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX NEAR 
schools; carpet, sundeck. Available 
March 15th. Telephone 765-6255. tf
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE 
for rent, close, to Hospital. $120 in­
cluding utilities. Telephone 762-4564. tf
AVAILABLE NOW — TWO BEDROOM 
units in Rutland fourplex. Close, in.
ONLY $4,500 DOWN — Will 
purchase this lovely new 3 
bedroom home in Glenmore. 
Wall-to-wall carpets through­
out, large living room with 
fireplace, ensuite plumbing, 
utility room on main floor 
and much more. Absentee 
owner, must sell, try your of­
fer. Call Dave Deinstadt at 
762-3713 days or 7634894 eve­
nings. MLS.
evenings. tf
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
sixplex in Rutland on Briarwood Road. 
Close to school and shopping centre. 
Children welcome. No pets. Telephone
764-4001. tf
Telephone 768-5841. 181
Telephone 765-5111 or 763-5676. tf
per insertion.
Minimum charge based on 20 words.
Minimum charge (or any advertise­
ment Is $1.00.
Births, Engagements. Marriages 
Be per word, minimum $2.50.
Death Notices. In Memoriams, 
Cards of Thanks Sc per word, mini-
and Bill. 181
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. RUTLAND 
area, waU to waU carpet living room 
and bedrooms, refrigerator and stove 
Included. Telephone 762-8334 or 768-5976. 
__________________ tf 
DUPLEX, WINFIELD, TWO BED- 
rooms, nice location, waU to waU car­
pet. AvaUable March 15. $115 per 
month. Please call Winfield, 766-2123. 
tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX; STORAGE 
and carport; two blocks to Southgate 
Shopping Centre. $155 per month. Avail­
able March 15. Telephone 762-8191. 181
THREE BEDROOM GLENMORE 
bungalow with carport. Available April 
1st. $140 per month including domestic 
water. Telephone 763-6586. M, W, F, tf
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE AT 1691 
Ellis Street. $180 per month. Telephone
763-4536. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE- 
ment duplex on creek. $150 monthly. 
CaH 765-7105, evenings 765-7451. «
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 
rent in Rutland. Telephone after 6:00
8. COMING EVENTS
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TWO 
bedroom house at 475 Dougal Road, 




If paid prior to Initial billing, a 10%
The Kelowna BRAND NEW TWO BEDROOM Du­plex. Telephone evenings, 765-6141. tf
discount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation sone 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous trx 
publication, except 12 noon Saturday for 
Monday publication.
One insertion $1.89 per column inch.
Three consecutive insertions $1.82 
per column Inch,
Six consecutive insertions $1.75 per 
column inch.
Read your advertisement the first 
day it appears. We will not be res­
ponsible (or more than one Incorrect 
Insertion.
BOX REPLIES
30c charge (or the use of a Courier 
box number, and 50c additional U 
replies are to be mailed.
Names and address of Boxholder* 
are held confidential.






number advertisement, while 
ondeavor will ba made to for- 
replies to the advertiser as
a* possible, wo accept no Ha­
in respect ot loss or damage
alleged to arise through either (all­
ure or delay in forwarding such re­
plies, however caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
Ministerial Association 
■ is sponsoring a
Women's Prayer & 
Fellowship Evening 




Service. Coffee and Fellowship 
will conclude the evening.
All Ladies Welcome 
182
CALLING ALL “MUMS”: 
Pre-school “Round - Up” for 
children starting school in 
September, will commence in
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
March in the Kelowna 
Rutland Health Units.




HOUSE FOR RENT, APRIL 1. CLOSE 
to Southgate Shopping, electric heat. No 
chUdren, $150. Telephone 762-7973. 181
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. TELE- 
phone 762-2127, days only. tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT
MARU MANOR - NOW RENTING
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES
Fridge, stove, drapes, carpeting, hot water heating, 
laundry room, storage lockers, cable TV. Close-in. 
quiet street.
Phone 763-5676 or 765-6374 or 765-5111
____________ _ 183
Carrier boy delivery Me 
Collected every two
Motor Route
12 month* .............. . . ...
S month* ................ . . .







B. C. outside Kelowna City Zone
12 months .......................
0 months ..................... . .
3 months ... i.................
Canada Outside II. C, 
11 months .....................
8 months ......... . ............







U.S, and Foreign Countrlea






AU mall and Motor Route Subscription* 
’ payable In advanc*.
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
1. BIRTHS
Monday** child ta fair of farei 
Turaday’a child la full of gracai 
Wednesday** child la full of woei ,• 
Thuraday'a child haa far to go;
Kelowna .Health Unit—-763-2034. 
Rutland Health Unit—765-9328 
(Wednesday and Friday only). 
181-184. 193-195
CURRICULUM CHANGES Af^D’AVHAT 
They Mean — Information panel (or 
Kelowna Secondary School, Grade 10 
•Indents and Ihclr parents, Tuesday, 
March 7th, 8:00 p,nt„ Kelowna Secon­
dary School cafeteria, 181
GIANT .RUMMAGE SALE BY THE 
Afternoon and Evening A.C.W., Wed­
nesday, March I), l;30 p.m., Anglican 
Pariah Rall, Sutherland Avenue. Uli
Friday a child I* loving and giving) 
Baturday’a child worka bard
Uvln«i .
And th* child that la born 
Sabbath Day, 




Children hearing lh« veree by Countee 
Cullen alwaya want la know which day 
at th* week waa their birth data. A 
Kelowna Dally Courier Birth Nolic* 
will provide * record In print (or your 
child, A Kelowna Dally Courier Birth 




Convey your thoughtful 
nicssago in time of sorrow. ,, 
KAREN'S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave. 7634119 
M. W, F tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT |
LARGE BRIGHT SLEEPING ROOM 
with all home privileges. Within walk­
ing distance of town, Capri and hos­
pital. Telephone 763-5334, after 3:30-
P.m. tf
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, LINENS 
supplied. Private entrance; Share kit­
chen and dining room. Working man. 
1661 Richter Street. Telephone 763-5180.
■ ._______ __ ________ ■________ 183
FURNISHED BEDROOM IN QUIET 
home for steadily employed, respectable
gentleman. Telephone 762-4775. tf
FURNISHED HOUSEKEEPING ROOM 
near the hospital. Telephone after 5:00
p.m., 762-4847. tf
ONE BEDROOM, FURNISHED, WITH 
kitchen facilities. Suitable for work-
ing lady. Telephone 762-5027. 184
18. ROOM AND BOARD
NICE WELL FURNISHED ROOM AND 
good board in clean, modem home, for 
working gentleman. Telephone 763-2136. 
tf
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING 
middle age lady or gentleman. Non 
drinker. Immediate opening. Telephone
HERE IT IS! UNCOMPAR­
ABLE VALUE! 1,200 sq. ft. 
— 2 fireplaces — sundeck — 
carport — % bath off master 
bedroom —3 good size bed­
rooms — utility room off 
kitchen. NO maintenance ex­
terior — low taxes — base­
ment roughed*-in — quality 
carpeting — NOW GET 
THIS! ALL THIS FOR UN­
DER $24,000. MLS.
ONE VISIT WILL CON­
VINCE YOU — That this is 
the home for your family — 
3 bedrooms up plus a fin­
ished basement with large 
rumpus room and 4th bed­
room — this home is immac­
ulate and is located in lovely 
Lombardy Square. Vendor 
must move April 1, so don’t 
wait, call me today! Bud 
Dalley at 762-3713 days or 
765-6959 evenings. MLS.
WALK TO ‘ THE SANDY 
BEACH — This 2 year old, 
3 bedroom home is just 1 
block from the beach. Beau­
tiful pine treed lot. Double 
driveway. Owner will con­
sider car, pickup or lot as 
part payment. Priced to sell 
at $23,600 so act now. Call 
Clare Angus at 762-3713 days 
or 762-6034 evenings. MLS.
DOWNTOWN BEAUTY PAR­
LOR — 5 chairs, all equip­
ment plus 5 dryers. Two or 
more beauticians can handle. 
Ideally located, with low 5 
year lease. Call Mike Martel 
at 762-3713 days or 762-0990 
eves. MLS.
IN RUTLAND — 2 bedroom 
home with extra rooms 
framed in the basement. 
Practically new, with large 
kitchen, sundeck. All land­
scaped and fenced. All new 
houses in the area. Call Gor­
don Marwick at 762-3713 days 
or 762-2771 eves. MLS.
26.5 ACRES HOLDING 
PROPERTY—This acreage, 
situated in Glenmore, has 4 
acres irrigation available, do­
mestic water. View. Various 
potential uses: vineyard, 
trailer court or subdivision. 
Only $1,700 per acre. $21,000 
down will handle. Call Andy 
Runzer at 762-3713 days or 
7644027 eves. MLS.
762-8124. tf
BOARD AND ROOM FOR WORKING 
gentleman or male student. Abstainer, 
non-smoker. Central location. Telephone
762-6023. tf
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING 
gentleman. Telephone 762-0220. tf
20, WANTED TO RENT
TWO WORKING WOMEN, WITH ONE 
child, need two bedroom suite, duplex 
or house with refrigerator and stove, 
within walking distance of downtown, 
(or April 1st. Long term rental — 
reasonable rent. Box A 593, The Kei-
Fred Kyi® -------
Blanche Wannop . 
Mary Ashe -------
Sylvia Roberts . 




Ken Mitchell . 
Joe Limberger
__ 34652 Roy Paul ..................
... 5-6936 • Terri Meckling ....
2-2558 Harry Maddocks ...







MORTGAGES AND APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff - 764-7536 
' KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND — Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
owna Dally Courier. 186
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTORS
Evenings: 
Ken Alpaugh . ........  762-6558
Al Horning 765-5090
Otto Graf ——........ 765-5513
BRAND NEW HOME — 2 
brs., nice city location. 
Full basement Carport, 2 
fireplaces. Call us now to 
view. ExcL
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY! 
In this spic and span small 
home. Just right for re­
tired couple or newly mar­
ried. Call now . to view. 
MLS.
CITY MOTEL—8 units with 
large 5 br home. Choice 
area bordering on creek, 
presently on monthly ren­
tal basis for all units. Be 
sure to inspect this prop­
erty — great potential. 
Priced at $94,500. MLS.
Norm Yaeger 











Open from 2 - 6 p.m. every 
Tues., Thurs., Fri. and Sun. 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn, Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee.
Call 765-8712, 763-6066 or 
763-3737.




One, two and three bedroom 
suites. Air-conditioning, eleva­
tor, under parking, free laun­
dry, reduction for tenants 65 or 
over. Close to downtown in 





"CAJUN" FOR WEDDINGS, BAN. 
quel*, dance*, etc, Old time, modern, 
and country music, Telephone 765-7323 
or 763-6932, If
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD, 
Furnace*, eavcstrouihlng. sheet metal 
work. 1083 Glenmore St. Telephone 763- 
395$. |t
WILL IM) TYPING IN MY lioME, 
Fast service and accuracy iny policy, 
Typing »pccd 80' wpm, (Electric type­
writer.) Telephone 762-5109,.. M> 181
INC(HlPoirATKW^73,~4l4-lwii~WEST 
10 Vancouver, H.C. Telephone 738-1731. 
Free Information. 195
MooNi.mms^naTEin^ roi'i 
wedding*, dance*. (Hit time, Jun, rock, 
Teli-phono 765-5 <62. 184
MC. HEART •'OUNDAT1ON - I3KK1* 
aatlsfartlo*. romoa Irons remembering 
departed family. CrkBds and asrociatea 
with a memorial gift to lk>* Heart 
. Fouad.llwa, Kslwna Vail. 1*0. Rn«IM. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
furnished with kitchenettes. Available 
weekly and monthly rates. Close to 
shopping centre. Vocational School, bus, 
etc. Cinnamon's Lakeshore Resort, 2924 
Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. tf
KNOX MANOR, DELUXE ONE AND 
two bedroom apartments. Spacious, 'IV 
cable, broadloom, drapes, glove, re- 
frigerator, elevator, free washing facili­
ties, close to town, Adults only. 11155 
Pandosy Street. Telephone 762-79111, tf 
AVAILABLE mTrCH mhr“UHGF, 
two bedroom basement suite with 
stove, One child only (small baby), 
no pets. One block from Shops Capri, 
$110 per month, Apply 1254 Sutherland
FOR MARCH 31ST. THREE BEDROOM 
house, large yard preferred, pets to be 
allowed, maximum $150/month, Kel­
owna area. Yearly lease required. Write 
G. Hingham, Box 477, Lynn Lake, Man-
Itobn. 104
THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED OR 
seml-furnlshed mobile home or apart­
ment or house- within walking distance 
ot Jade Palace, Telephone 763-8796, 
__________________ 182 
BACHELOR SUITE WANTED FOR 
quiet non smoking gentleman. Westbank 
or Lakeview Heights area preferred,
Telephone Hob at 762-0220. 181




For rent, one bedfoom suite, 
including range, refrigerator, 
w/w carpeting, drapes, air­
conditioner, cable TV, laundry 
facilities, elevator, parking. All 
utilities, except telephone, paid 
by landlord, Adult building,
Phone Manager 763-3268.
M, W, F, tf
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM 
unfurnished apartment. Lnrgo picture 
window—beautiful view of Wood Lake, 
Wall to wall carpet throughout. 705-(i53l).
._________ _________________tf
COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom units, closo to 
Vocational School, collego and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach
Resort. telephone 762-3567. II
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room units, aclf-contnlncd, close to 
Vocational School anil College, Winter 
ratea, Golden Sanda Keanrt, 3356 Watt
FOR HENTxBY WEEK OR MONTH, 
furnished on** bedroom apartment with 
electric stove, refrigerator and all cook- 
it are, Carpeted, ’ direct dial telephone 
nnd fnbfe vision. Ideal (or temporary 
workmen. Ihoeo awaiting more permn. 
nrnt accommodation, etc. (lood until 
June 30, No children, no (lets, Cann-
mara Beach Motel, 703-4717. tf
Hoad. Telephone 762-5272. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
immediately, Stove and refrigerator In­
cluded. $150 monthly, Including utilities, 
All applicants must have referfiice*, 
Telephone 706-2872. tl
ONE AND TWO BEDROoirDELlJXE 
unite* available (or immediate occupan­




Carpeted* living room with 
fireplace up and down; din­
ing room. Cabinet kitchen 
with eating urea. 3 bedrooms 
with ensuite plumbing. Full 
basement, . carport, deck, 
Close to school and lake; 
List price $26,200.00. MLS.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phono 762-5200
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WHITE 
P.O. Box ML Kelowna. B.C, Telephone 
763-5335, 7M 6414, 763-7735 or 763-6921. In 
Winfield 766-2107, I* there • a drinking 
problem la your bomeT Contact Al-Anon 
*t 763 8473 or 76M764, tf
KLECllioLYMs’ T~OKNTl?E7~SAFiR. 
medically approved method, . Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further tntormetloo, 1st*. 
phona Helen Oray, 7616512. tf
j6TN’~Tiit;~HEM flic AA IN~FliN 
Tour. Hines leave Penticton March 18. 
Complete pukege. Ma. Call 453 7016. 
BCAA Travel Agency, 3)9 Martin 
Street Penticton. B.C. . 1*1
TO COURIER SUBMUniBERS i WOULD 
th* Courle* mibecrtbera pleas* mak* 
rar* they bar* * collection card with 
lb* carrier** a*ni* and *ddre».» end 
lelepbon* anmber on IL It rotir canter 
ba* not left on* nttb you. would you 
pleat* contact The Kalowna pattr 
Courier, telephone 7*3-41U, M. W. F, U
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
fiirnlxhcd suite available April 1. MUI 
Creek Apartments, |797AVal»r Street. 
Stove, refrigerator, wall io wall carpet*, 
cable talevlalon. heat, light*, and park­
ing’Included, >145 per month. No chil­
dren. no pet*. Retired or proferelonal 
tenant* preferred. Telephon* 761-3695.
, . IM 
WESTVIEW APARTMENTO-ATTR AC? 
live new on* bedroom aulte*, «h*g car­
peting throughout, appliance*, larg* pri­
vate patios, .ten minutes from Kelowna. 
Min per month. Two bedroom suite 







deluxe two bedroom nolle, nlr
able. Telephone 768-5875. tt
WINDSOR MANOR - ONE BEDROOM 
suite* now available lor occupancy, 
Sound proof adult building, Shag car­
peting. drape*. air conditioning, recrea­
tion room, free laundry tacllltlea, range, 
refrigerator, Ctor* io downtown. Tele-.
phone Manager. 763-7114. tf
T1IK CHATEAU — AVAILABLE. DE- 
lax* on* bedroom trait*, drapertea. air 
conditioning. shag rugs, rang* and 
trtdg*. free laundry facllllle* and aauna 
bath*. CW Io downtown and park.
Telephone Manager. 7t><4*3. tf
LARGE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
furnlihed hmisekeeplng unlt«. in and 
up. Tslepbe** TQ Un. F. H. M. II
conditioned, Intercom, (rec laundry, car­
pets, drape*, range and refrigerator In­
cluded. Telephone 763-7234, \ tf
CENTURY MANOR. LOVELY TAVO 
bedroom > sulfo available April lat. 
Colored appliance*, broadloom, drape*, 
•nd cable TV. 1938 I’andoay Hlrei'l. 
Telephone 763 3683, . tf
CARMAN MANOR. 1946 PANnoSY 
fit,, large aecond floor, two iM-droom, 
•ullo. Hardwood floor*, drapes, stiAc, 
refrigerator, cable trfeilslon, elevator. 
Telephon* 763.2819. \ It
FTTifiTi'TlFx^Ai^ 
fieldi Iwo bedrooms, nice view, wall 
io wall carpet, refrigerator anil stove 
Included. Available now. Please call 
Winfield, 766 2123. It
CENTUBY MANOR. LOVELY ONE 
bedroom *ult* avallabl* April lat. 
Colored appliances, broadloom, dr a pea. 
and cable TV. 193* Pandosy Street, 
Telephone 7U 3465. if
MIIGE^^'”i)El.tlx’b™)Nfr¥EDH<>OM 
ground floor suite, Walk In closets. 
Ample storage, lull bath. Available 
April lit. >l<0. Telephon* 7t>) »»> «* 
7(1-05)4 eveninca. 1 it
J. J. Millar ........







Located on lovely lot with 
the best beach In the coun­
try. Only 9 inilcs from Kel­
owna. For particulars, phone 
Grant Davi# nt 2-78i|6, Even­




532 Bernard Ave. 
Telephone 762-2846
COUNTRY ACREAGE! 50.95 acres only minutes from 
' downtown Kelowna, offering a panoramic view of the 
lake'and city. Ideal ,for development Into small ranchctte 
holdings. Well onproperty., For further details contact 
Murray Wilson at 34343 or 2-6475. MLS.
DOWNTOWN LOCATION: Three bedroom home located 
close to downtown — extra two bedrooms upstairs. Ideal 
Investment corner Ethel and* Harvey — under $20,000 — 
worth taking close look at this one. For full details please 
call Jim Barton at 4-4878 evenings or 34343 days. MLS.
REVENUE HOME: This quality built home■ features the 
most in family comfort plus revenue. It has a large living 
room with fireplace, dining room, two spacious bedrooms, 
space saver kitchen, family room and ,a beautifully land­
scaped lot. For details on this exclusive listing call Hugh 
Mervyn at 34343 or 2-4872. Excl.
OKANAGAN MISSION HOUSE: Attractive 3 bedroom 
home neat as a pin. Floor to ceiling fireplace, 1% baths, 
full partially finished basement 1 block from lake on quiet 
cul de sue. To view call Dennis Denney at 34343 or 5-7282. 
MLS.
Lakeland Realty
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. , 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S, LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
SUBDIVISION POTENTIAL: 9 acres with good frontage 
on Lcathend Road. Property adjacent to new subdivision. 
Older farm home on property, Vendor mny look nt terms. 
Asking price Is $48,500, For further Informnllon call Alan 
Elliot nt the office or evenings nt 3-7283. MLS.
\DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY! Forccloirtire, so bring 
your offers on this \vell built, 4 liedroom, 2 year old home 
in Rutland. An excellent floor plan Includes 2 bathrooms, 
a largo rec room nn<J an ovcrslzqd carport. It needs some 
painting nnd minor repairs, so act now nnd you may lie 
Che one to supply the T.L.C. it needs to make It a great 
homo. Asking price la $25,900 — but? Call Gon* Funnell 






60 ACRES adjacent to Sexsmith 
Industrial sub-division near 
Kelowna. 900 feet railway 
trackage. Offers considered to 
the Asking Price of $180,000. 
Good terms. Contact your 
Multiple Listing Realtor. MLS 
No. E 774$ (P). '
TWIN VALLEY REALTY LTD.
634 Victoria Street, 
Kamloops, B.C. 374-1461
182
FAMILY OPERATED MOTEL — $95.- 
000, Buy this Immaculate 10 Unit 
motel, plua 2 bedroom living quaiterx. 
Give you ample (Imo to lenrn the 
trade before the tourixt ieanon, All 
unit* are rented out, year round, to ■ 
nclccted clientele. Hrlnga In a dandy 
return, Inquire about thia one, by . 
calling Mra. Gerri Krlan, day*, 7U.I 
4932 or evening*, 703-43117. MI.S. Lun 
and Warren Realty Ltd. 440 Jiernuri 
Avenue. mt
RUTLAND SPECIAL. BUILDER HAS 
rcducad the price of thl* charming two 
bedroom cathedral entry home to >21,100 
for quick ante, Feature* Include i car­
port, aeparate basement entrance, ahag 
carpet, maple kitchen cabinet*, over 
»lzed aundeck, roughed In plumbing In 
haiement, No down payment to quali­
fied buyer. For all the detail*, call 
Don Walllnder, 763 00M or Crc»tvlow 
Home*, 703 3737. 11)$
BUILDER’S SPECIAL. THIN SMART 
three bedroom bungalow feature* a 
unique exterior with carport and court­
yard, Marble vanity In bathroom, innplo 
kitchen cabinet*, and full bnxemi'nl with 
roughed-ln plumbing, On large NKA 
Jot. All for only >22,400, with no down 
payment to qualified buyer. For all Iha 
detail* call Don Wtlllnder, 703d>000, or
Creatvlew Home*. 763-3737. 182
BEAUTIFULLY TREED 0,000 fWJAIlfc 
foot lol, approved fog* rcaldenllal, 
mobile or prc-biilll home. Domealln 
water, telephone, gus, power, Loented 
In pleasant Okanagan Mission paved 
subdivision, minute* from shopping 
convenience*. (Inly >3,250, Terms. 
Telephon* 784-4117 or 701-3131 evenings. 
_____________ ‘ ' __ UIS 
LAKEVIEW IIEIGIITH - “iillAuilFuT, 
ihlteo bedroom home on treed lot. Clono 
to school, shopping. centre, Double fire­
place, carpets, garage, etc. It you hnvn 
rented (or one year and cun allot d 
>210 per month, you tan qualify for 
this one, >1,300 ca>h will handle, 7M-
2071. 181
IXIOKINO FOR A NEW HOME WI7 
have flnkhrd houxr* ready lor occup­
ancy and other* In varlmi* atagr* <J 
conetructlon. Why no< make an appoint­
ment to view today. Braemer Coo- 
•truetton Ltd. ■ (Builder* In Kelowna 
•Inc* 1M1.) Telephone 702 0320 aven- 
Ing*. 7MOTM or 763 MI0._ ' II 
YEAR OLD THIIICI5 REDIIOOM IIOME^ 
•hag carpeting, cement carpoel, partially 
finished haiement, Private *«l«, Owner 
leaving ll,(), Will tell with or wllhout 
furniture. Will coniuler mo»l anything 
a* lull or part down payment, Tdepliona 
708 5115. U
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' KELOWNA REALTY
213 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA
BT.K MTN. RD.. RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK I
TWO ACRES, WESTBANK—Part of older orchard. Good 
road, ample water on property. Full price $10,500. Phone 
Dick Steele 768-5480. MLS.
MUST BE SEEN—This open beam, three bedroom home, 
over 1,290 sq. ft. on main floor. Full basement could pro- ! 
vide extra bddrooms and family room. Fireplace up and 
down. To view, call Marvin Dick at 5-8477 or 2-4919. Excl.
PEACE AND TRANQUILITY in this lovely three bedroom 
home on Desert Pines Road in Peachland area. Most beau­
tiful view of lake and valley from the wrap-around sun­
deck. Lovely landscaping. Feature walls, two fireplaces. 
Swimming pool nearly completed. Many extras. Call Mar­
vin Dick today at 5-6477 or 2-4919. MLS,
PLAN THAT “DREAM HOME” NOW. We have three 
beautifully located lots, on the West Side and> priced at 
$6,500, $7,500 and $12,900. Call Marvin Dick at 5-6477 or 
24919. MLS.
10 ACRES VIEW PROPERTY with private pond. Three 
miles up Joe Riche Road from Rutland. For details call 
Marvin Dick at 5-6477 or 24919. Excl.
COMMERCIAL LOT in heart of busy Rutland. Ideal for 
small business. Call Marvin Dick at 5-6477 or 24919. Excl.
FULLY FURNISHED — FULL PRICE $13,900. sSafeway 
mobile home otr 75'xl25’ lot.% Why pay rent? 12'x60’, porch 
and car-port. $2,500 down will handle. Good terms. Fritz 
Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
.WHY USE THE CAR? You can walk to everything from 
Lhis 5 room house. Fully remodelled and spotless. Land­
scaped, large evergreens. Asking $15,500 FULL PRICE, 
.fry cash offers! Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111. MLS.
ALMOST 7 ACRES OF LEVEL LAND for $2,500 an acre. 
Owner will sell 3 acres off the property. So if it is country 
living and elbow room you require, call Bill Kncller 5- 
5841 or 5-5111. MLS.
2.3 ACRES WITH MODERN HOME — 15 minutes from 
Rutland Four Corners. A perfect summer home, or for 
year round living, on school bus route. Acreage is natur­
ally treed. 12'xl8’ carpeted LR with natural stone fire­
place along one wall. Roomy kitchen and dinette, 3 BRs 




This Is a very neat home, ideal for retirement, no steps, 
2 BDRMS, large LR, kitchen with eating area. Hobby 
Shop. Price only $16,500. Elaine Johnson 763-7900 or 765- 
8352. MLS.
SOLID VALUE
An outstanding view of the city and lake is offered from 
his nearly new 2 BDRM house located in Glenmore area. 
Excellent mortgage with full price of $28,900. Bill Sullivan 
63-7900 or 762-2502. NRS.
R ADE YOUR HOM J
'or this 3 BDRM mobile home, completely furnished, 
resently situated in park-like trailer court close to city. 
>. Adamoski 763-7900 or 765-8982. NRS.
Block Bros.
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Avc. Phone 763-7900
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
1-2 acre home sites with a view available. Priced from 
$9,000. Call quickly to get a choice pick.
CLOSE TO HOSPITAL AND TOWN
Owner will accept smaller 2 bedroom homo in trade on 
the 1,150 sq, ft. 3 bedroom bungalow; The home has 
gleaming hardwood floors, fireplace, island cupboards and 
china cabinet. A real opportunity. Full price $26,500. Use 
your smaller home for down payment, 1
L SUPERB LOT
Because of circumstance.-?, owner Is selling this very 
^4est lot in subdivision. Exciting view of the lake, city 
and yet nestled in groves of pines. Price Is kept low for 
quick sale, only $6,900 with $1,500 cash.' >
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
“ESTABLISHED IN 1902”
364 BERNARD AVE, DIAL 762-2127
Lloyd Dafoe .... 762-3887 Darrol Tni ves'  763-2488 
Carl Brleso    763-2257 George Martin ... 763-7766
John Bilyk 763-3666
SMALL HOLDING
Well built home on 2 acres In the Glenmore area. Living 
room with fireplace, dining men, kitchen, bathroom, 2 
bedrooms plus c>tra bedroom* In full, basement. Oil fur­
nace. Oii domestic, water system. Double carport, gar­
age nnd workshop, Full’ prlcp $26,000,00 with financing 
available' to qualified purchaser. MI45.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue Phono 2-5200
C. A. Peuson 8-5830 J. J. Millar .1-IW61
W, IL Roshinsky......... 4-7234 181
“ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
VERNON
Weil established Janitor Service has contracts with some ' 
of the large chain stores. Fully equipped including panel I 
truck, automatic scrubbers, commercial vacuum clean­
ers, extension ladders, etc. Presently grossing approx.
$1,900 month. Would consider trade for house in Kei- i 
owna area. Owner selling on account of health. Contact I 
Phil Robinson at 762-3146, evgs.” an dwknds. 7623-2758. I 
MLS. I
“JUST FINISHED! BRAND NEW!”
Colonial style with covered walk. 2 bdrms.; large living 
room; dining room has glass sliding doors to sundeck. 
Rosewood cupboards in kitchen which has eating area. 
Beautiful shag carpets throughout. Basement completely 
roughed in for 2 more bdrms., extra bathroom and large ; 
rec room. Large lot (94 x 125) with fruit trees. Domestic 
water, natural gas and the full asking price is $22,900. 
Phil Robinson at 762-3416, evgs, and wknds, 763-2758. MLS.
READ THIS AD
Close to schools and shopping. 3 bdrms., rumpus room, 
deck and carport. Nice’view. A wonderful family home. 
Full price $26,500 with easy terms. Call Mel Russell at 
762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 769-4409. MLS.
J. F. Klassen 762-3015 Harry Rist 764-7221
Wilson Really^’
543 BERNARD AVENUE 762-3146
Lupton Agencies ltd.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
INDUSTRIAL PLANT FOR SALE OR LEASE!
Total area of 15,500 square feet available. New building. 
Ideal for manufacturing operation. Contains plant with 
20’ ceiling — administration offices — parts and staff 
facilities and shipping room. Four loading doors (one 
with truck ramp), and reinforced floors. Provision for 
crane way. Sited on two acres with three more available. 
For more detailed particulars contact Roger Cottle at 
2-4400 or 9-4540. MLS.
NOW LEASING - RUTLAND
Building under construction, stores or office space, air 
conditioned, hung acoustic ceiling, insulated, finished 
interior — can be of size to suit tenants. Good location 
in heart of expanding Rutland. Call Mike Jennings 765-6304 
or 762-4400. MLS.
HIGHWAY 97 - HARVEY AVENUE
KELOWNA
207’ on Highway with frontage road, (.95 acre), across 
from Arena Motors. Water, power — only lot between 
Capri and Orchard Park. $80,600 terms. Call Mike 
Jennings at 5-6304 or 2-4400. MLS.
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
APPLEWOOD ACRES — DRASTICALLY REDUCED! 
This 6 mon. old 3 bdrm home is now offered at a bargain 
price of $26,900. Located on Brentwood Rd., it offers 1,290 
sq. ft. of quality workmanship, >W/W carpeting, ensuite 
plbg., full basement with completed bathroom. 80’xl40’ 
lot with several fruit trees. A pleasure to show! Call Ed 
Scholl 2-5030, evgs. 2-0719. MLS. .
UNSURPASSED VIEW OF LAKE! A luxurious home in 
Lakeview Hts. with 3 bdrms, 2 floor to ceiling fireplaces, 
huge covered sundeck, quality shag carpeting and many 
other interesting features at a low price of $28,950. To 
view do not hesitate to phone me, Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, 
evgs. 2-3895. MLS,
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY your own mobile home lot! 
For full particulars call Luella Currie 2-5030, evgs. 8-5628. 
MLS.
EXCLUSIVE GLENMORE HOME — Colonial style with 
beautiful work throughout. Especially designed for the 
Hard-to-Please this 3 bdrm, full basement home with 2 
fireplaces, 2 full bathrooms, covered deck, lovely kitchen 
and an appealing exterior is only $32,950, so please phone 
Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs,. 2-3895, Excl.
O. Ungaro ........ 3-4320 Jean Acres  ......... 3-2927
G. Gaucher............. 2-2463 Newell Russell .... 9-4491
HooverY. L.l\ 426 Bernard Avenue
OUR 11EST ORCHARD BUY - 27.86 acres with 2 modern 
4 year old homes; one 1,400 sq. ft., the other 1,700 sq. ft.; 
new machine shed 26’x44'; equipment; a well kept orchard 
just coming into the peak of production has been a con­
sistent producer with a 4-year average of $23,500, Asking 
price with terms $98,000. Call George Silvester eves 2- 
3516 or days 2-5544. MLS.
COUNTRY ESTATE - Approx. L500 sq. ft. of luxury 
living on a beautifully landscaped 1-acre parcel. Fabulous 
view of the Okanagan Lake and city of Kelowna. The ppa- 
cious home is designed for entertaining guests; Itirge, 
sundeck; entrance at ground level front a completely fin- 1 
ished baserpent; double carport; siipcrb landscaping. Call 
Lloyd Bloomfield eves 2-3089 or days 2-5544. MLS.
EXECUTIVE FAMILY HOME - 2,500 sq. ft. of secluded 
living In Okanagan Mission, two years old. Five BRs, mas­
ter with ensuite. Fully landscaped, carport, beautiful trees. 
Call Mike Chepesulk eves 4-7264 or days 2-5544, MLS.
BUILDING SITES:
Rutland — Level lot In exploding area, surrounded by all 
new homes, services all in, close to elementary school, 
MLS. '
Spacious Lot In fast growing area, Cash or terms. Call 
Betty Elian eves 769-4307 or days 2-5544, MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Avc. LTD. 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C.
, Jack Sasscvillo 3-5257 Ruth Young 3-6758 ,
Peachland Branch 767-2202 or Bert or Mae Leboc 767-2525 
Penny Callies 767-2655
3 BEDROOM LUXURY HOME
Drive l>y 1620 Lambert Avenue nnd sec ns fine a value 
nt $26,900. of, any home In Kelowna, Three bedrooms, 
finished basement,, large landscaped lot which Includes 
cherry, peach nn<! plum trees. Owner ,anxious, Please 
1 call Interior Real Estate Agency to view this MLS.
listing, , 1 ' , '
INTERIOR REAL ESTATE AGENCY
24>6 Bernard Avenue Phone 76i-2675
Owen Young 763-3842




446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
“IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY"
Can be yours, on this 3 bedroom, comfortable older home, 
at 937 Wilson Avenue. Living room, kitchen and dining 
area. 3 piece bath and utility room. Electric heating, 
complete with fridge and garbage burner. 220 wiring. 
Located on 2 landscaped grounds with storage shed. 
Estate, must sell now. Asking price, $14,500.00. For more 
information, contact Austin Warren, days, 3-4932 or even­
ings, 2-4838. MLS.
REVENUE PROPERTY
The price is right, at $28,500.00, for 30 days possession. 
Fine locale for two families with ample space of 960 
square feet and 5 plus room, in each dwelling. Finished 
rec room in each, plus carport. Stucco exterior. Minutes 
from Rutland shopping centre, school and bus service. 
Don Cameron will be pleased to show you this fine pro­
perty. Call him at the office 3-4932 or evenings, 5-7995. 
MLS.
Gerri Krisa Erik Lund Olive Ross
763-4387 763-3486 762-3556
NEW DUPLEXES ON MISSION CREEK in Rutland, for 
sale and for rent. Two bedrooms up, large family size 
kitchen, living room. Full basement with lots of room for 
extra bedrooms and rumpus room. All offers or trades will 
be considered. Immediate possession.
$500.00 DOWN — Brand new homes for $18,900. Only the 
best buy for the money on the market today. 2 large bed­
rooms up, kitchen, living room. Full basement with 
roughed-in extra bedroom. You owe it to yourself to look 
at our display home.
CALL
McKinnon realty ltd.




offers you good living comfort, good design, pleasant 
view and all for a good price.
We have 2 and 3 bedroom homes for sale. You are 




COMFORTABLE FAMILY HOME, 
close to lake and park. Two bedrooms 
and den, with oak floors throughout. 
Completed basement rumpus room, two 
bedrooms and bath, carpeted hall and 
stairway. Direct from owner — cash to 
5% mortgage. 2375 Abbott Street. Tele­
phone 762-4011. «
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED. NEWER 
home, three bedrooms, feature central 
fireplace. Large bedroom with bath, 
family room with second fireplace, 
in finished basement. Split entry, 
double carport, sundeck, ' landscaped. 
1410 . Richmond Street. Telephone 763- 
4489,  »
HOUSE. SEMI DETACHED, NEW 
three bedroom, kitchen and living 
room with sun deck. In basement, bar 
area and recreation room. Food storage 
500 feet, 3 blocks from school, good 
location. Telephone 765-8055 after 7:00 
p.m. No agents please. 181
FOR SALE IN RUTLAND, NEW THREE 
bedroom duplex. Features laundry room 
on main floor, carport and large base­
ment. Telephone 762-4688. tf
MUST SELL: BEAUTIFUL TWO BED- 
room home In town, finished basement, 
carport, sundeck, landscaped. , Will 
sacrifice. Telephone 768-5841. 187
970
(19,950 — DELIGHTFUL, BRAND NEW 
two bedroom, full basement home with 
pretty kitchen and colored bathroom, 
sundeck and carport. Near schools. 
Low down payment. Call Olivia Wors­
fold 762-5030, evenings 762-3895. (MLS). 
Hoover Realty Ltd.
,__________ 178, 180, 181, 183, 184
FOR SALE BY BUILDER, NEW 
three bedroom full basement home ip 
Rutland. Complete with carport, sun­
deck, and carpet throughout. Close to 
school, park, bus, etc. Telephone 768- 
5860. 183
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY. FOR 
sale by owner, near new three bedroom 
deluxe duplex located tn Rutland. Fully 
air conditioned with wall to wall car­
pet throughout, two baths and 1200 foot 
floor area each aide. Telephone 762-0007 
or 762-4633. 182
THREE YEAR OLD WINFIELD 
house. 1,230 square feet, full basement, 
oil heat, three bedrooms.. Close to 
stores and aervicea. Full price (18,- 
900, terms and trades considered. No 
agents. Telephone 762-4600. 181
MUST SELL: THREE BEDROOM DU- 
plex in Rutland, landscaped, carports, 
garden area, storage ahed, fireplace. 




Ideal spring weight — |)cr- 
feet for weekends,
Spring's coining! Knit cable- 
trim coat in one flat piece In­
cluding sleeves. Use knitting 
worsted for coat plus cap. 
Pattern 970: child's sizes 2, 4, 
0, 8, 10, 12 incl,
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS in 
coins (no stamps, please) for 
each pattern — add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class 
mailing and special handling 
— to Laura Wheeler, care of 
the Kelmynn Daily Courier, 
Needlecraft Dept., 60 Front St, 
,W,, Toronto. Ontario residents 
add 4C sales tax. Print plainly 
PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS,
NEW 1972 Ncedlccraft Catalqg 
—fabulous fashions, accessories, 
gifts, Knll, ci’ocliet, embrbider. 
Free patterns, 50c,
NEW! Easy Art of Hairpin 
Crochet has 2ft patterns, $1,00 
InHliiiit-Crovhet Book — step-by- 
step pictures, patterns, $1,00. 
Coiiiplcti* Jiihtnnt Gift Book — 
more than 100 gifts, $1,00 
Complete Afghan Book..$1.00
"16 Jiffy Ruijr” Book 60c '
Book of 12 Prize Afghans. 60c 
Quilt Book 1-10 patterns. 60c 
Mui,mini Quilt Book 2 - • f»0c 
Book :i, “Quills .for Today’s 
Living". 15 paltci ns, 60c '
Key To Slimming!
-Angle seaming Is the key Io 
slonderzlng waist nnd hips, Sew 
flattering tunic nnd pnnts ns 
well ns dress in polyester or 
double knit>.
Printed Pattern' 94(15: NEW 
Ilnlf Sizes l()i,‘i, 12'-i, 14 >.», 
IOV4, 18!i, 20’j|, Size Hi,-i (bust 
37) tunic, pants .lli yds, 45-ln, 
SEVENTY-FIVE'CENTS (75c) 
in coins (no stamps, plense) 
for each pattern—add 15 cents 
for each pattern fpr firiit-clnss 
mailing and special handling, 
Ontario residents ndd 4c sales 
tax, Print plainly SIZE, NAME, 
ADDRESS and STYLE NUM­
BER,
Send order to MARIAN MAR­
TIN, Care of The Kelowna Daily 
Courier, Pattern Dept, 60 Front 
St., W., Toronto, 
SEE MORE Spring Fashloni? 
mid choose one pattern free 
from new Spring-Summer Cat­
alog. AH sizes! Only iOc 
INSTANT SEWING IJOOK sew 
today, v.car tomorrow. $1. 
INSTANT FASHION BOOK - 
Jlundieds of fashiqn, facts. $1.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
BY CONTRACTOR. GLENMORE AREA, 
nearly completed three bedroan bouse. 
Carport, sundeck. N.H.A.. low down 
payment to lho»e wbo quality. Lou 




Topping, Pruning and Shaping. 
Free Estimates.
765-5459
SUNDE LAWN SERVICE *
Grass Cutting, Trimming, 4 




29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE IN HOLLYWOOD DELL, 
two to tour bedroom Tromee. some with 
fireplace. Low down payment. NHA 
finance. Telephone Schaefer Builders. 
762-3599 or 762-8998.
__________________m. w, r, s, u
BY OWNER; QUALITY, THREE BED- 
room home with revenue suite. Rea­
sonable offers will bo considered. Apply 
"731 Trench Place, or telephone 762- 
8893. - tl
ACROSS FROM GLENMORE GOLF 
course, two bedroom home with double 
(arete, domestic water, (as and 
sewer, on beautiful, treed lot. Ready 
to move In. Very reasonable. Telephone 
764-4946. M, W, F. tf 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT ON THESE 
homes: Dundee Rd. and Cactus Rd. 
Mortgage can be arranged under NHA. 
For further Inquiries, call F fc K. 
Schrader Construction, 765-6090. tf
NEWER HOME. TREED LOT. MANY 
features. (25,800; 13,800 down; balance 
at 9%; 8183.73 per month P.I. 1755 
Highland Drive North. Telephone 763- 
8165.tf
REDUCED TO (10.506. IDEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement home. New Crest­
wood kitchen cabinets, sink and plumb­
ing. new carpet throughout. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 763-4325. tf
PRIVATE SALE, GLENMORE AREA, 
three bedroom, home, ten years old; half 
basement, hardwood floors. Interior re- 
finished, garage, large lot, (21,000. Low 
down payment. Telephone 768-5267. 181
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE; CARPORT, 
aundeck, full basement. Glenmore area. 
N.H.A. Low down payment. Lou Guldl 
Construction Ltd, 763-3240 or 768-5257.
181
OKANAGAN MISSION, C H 01 C E 
building lot, two blocks from lake. 
Domestic water system. Only (6,200. 
Call 763-6066.182
VIEW OVER RUTLAND — FOUR 
bedroom home, large kitchen, double 
fireplaces, large patio and garage. 
Shag carpet. Telephone 765-8663. 182
PRIVATE SALE, THREE BEDROOM, 
executive home in choice golf course 
area. Appliances and some draperies 





1447 Ellis St. 763-6442
tf
URGENTLY REQUIRE TO LIST FOR 
sale — home In (10,000 to (15,000 range. 
Clients waiting. Ask for Eric Hughes 
at 768-5953. Montreal Trust. 182









NEW UPHOLSTERED GOODS FOR 
sale at wholesale prices. Large selec­
tion In new styles. Terms C.O.D. Tele­
phone 765-7772, Room 19, or leave mes­
sage at switchboard. tf
SELLING AT COST, NEW FIVE 
Style Crest living room chairs by 
Kroehler Manufacturing; three blue, two 
bone white, ribbon velvet. Telephone 
763-3157.■ 181
1971 SONY TC8 TAPE RECORDER 
and player. Excellent condition. Hook 
up to your own stereo and make your 
own eight track tapes. Telephone 762- 
2436. 181
ONE NEW 34’’x72” DARK OAK Ex­
ecutive desk, with Danish oil finish | 
matching credenza, 18"x72". (1.050. 
Telephone 765-8068. 18*
APPROXIMATELY 12 CUBIC FOOT 
refrigerator in good condition. (100. 
Telephone 765-8570. tf
ONE YEAR OLD PORTABLE COLOR 
television, five year warranty. Tele­
phone 762-4903 after 8:00 p.m. 188
COMPLETE SET OF WORLD BOOKS, 
excellent condition, (IDO or best offer. 
Telephone 762-5152 after 3:00 p.m. 182
ONE DRESSER. ONE CHEST OF 
drawera. Very good condition, good 
make. Telephone 764-4933. 1(2
PORTABLE SAUNA BATH. CSA AP- 
proved, never used. Telephone 763-3328. , 
181
STORE SPACE FOK RENT IN SHOP- 
Dera' Village, Rutland. 14’x76’ or can 
divide to suit. Suitable for music store, 
candy ahop, pet shop, dry goods, sports 
shop, etc. or lady's wear—none In the 
area. Telephone 765-7221 or 765-5464 
evenings and weekends. tf
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available in air-conditioned one storey 
building, centrally located. Ample staff 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished if desired. 
Please telephone Mr. J. M. Roberts, 762- 
2002 tf
KITCHEN TABLE AND FIVE CHAIRS. 
(35. Telephone 765-8555. tf
FIREWOOD CUT AND DELIVERED. 
Telephone 762-8416. 182
COMMERCIAL — 1400 SQUARE FOOT 
ground level building ■ in Rutland. 
(235.00 per month. Call Marvin Dick 
at 765-6477 or Cornle Peters 765-6450 or 
Kelowna Realty, 762-4919. 178, 180, 181
LUXURIOUS OFFICE SPACE, 400 TO 
500 square feet. Air conditioned, carpets, 
drapes. 1135 Sutherland Avenue. Tele- 
phone 763-2243 or 762-3146. U 
1.450 SQUARE FEET OF COMMER- 
cial space available Immediately. North- 
gate Plaza. Telephone 763-2732. tf
LOOKING FOR SHOP OR WAREHOUSE 
space on Glenmore Street — will build 
shortly—2.000, 1,300, 1,000 square feet. 
Telephone 763-2965, tf
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE SPACE 
available at 1166 St. Paul Street. ’ Tele­
phone 762-2940. tf
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT, 










M, W, F tf
MASTER SET OF HONOR DRUMS 
with Zildjian cymbals. Excellent con­
dition. Telephone 765-9003. 1(2
WANTED — GOOD. WESTERN. SIX 
string gultsr. Telephone 762-4194 after 
6:00 p.m. 1(1
29B. ANTIQUES
STROHM’S ANTIQUES, 2974 PANDOSY 
Street. Private collection . of paintings 
and .works of art on view. Wanted 
antique furniture. tt
32. WANTED TO BUY
WANTED
COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL or 
warehouse apace, 1,200 os 2,400 square 
feet. Telephone 763-6901. tf
BERNARD AVENUE RETAIL OR 
office space for lease. 2,700 square feet. 
Telephone 762-2477. 181
GARAGE FOR RENT. TELEPHONE 
762-6210.' .183




LARGE STORE. IN EXCELLENT Lo­
cation In Kelowna. Living quarters In­
cluded. Asking (62,950. (Existing mort-, 
gage approximately (38,000 at 714 %), 
For details please phone me, Olivia 
Worsfold, Hoover Realty Ltd., 2-5030, 
eveninga 2-3005. MES).
160, 169, 172, 173. 176, 177, 180, 181
OFFICE BUILDING, COMMERCIAL 
property on Main Street, Weathank. The 
building in 24’x32' on a 50'x00' lot, 
Ollers to Westbank Irrigation District, 
PO Box 228, Wcstbank, Telephone 768- 
5014, ; tl
PROFITABLE HOBBY. RAISE 
unique non-atliiging, alfalfa pollinating 
bee, and earn 300',4 return per year In 
your spare time, Box A 504, The Kel­
owna Dally Courier. 104
SIIECT METAr~MAN~RlcmnRED, 
capable of operating own btislneaa. Will 
supply apace, heavy sheet metal 
equipment, heat and light, Telephone 
704-4385, t(
Logs and Standing Timber 
8" diameter and over. Phone 
542-8293 evenings. 547-3091 daya 
or write Riverside Forest Pro­
ducts Ltd., Box 370, Lumby, . 
B.C. 188
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items. 
Phone us first at 762-5599 




WANTED TO BUY - STURDY USED 
boat trailer for 21 foot wood constructed r 
boat. Telephone 762-2702 or 762-4174 •> 
after- 6:00 p.m. 181 -
WANTED - 10 INCH RADIAL ARM , ’ 
saw in good condition, Telephone 765< 
8768. ' 102 '
CAR FOiFcASH. (TuS'iniE 'in"”ex'- 
cellent condition and priced right. - 
Telephone 763-6615, _____________ 102
33. SCHOOLS^ VOCATIONS 
iilGII SCHOOL AT HOME CANADA’S 
lending school Free brochure, National • 
College. 444 Robson Hl.. Vancouver (Oil- 
4013 W
34JHELP WANTEDp'^ALE 
THE flRITIHH COLUMBIA HUMAN' 
rights act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any 
, person of any class of persons be­
cause ol race, religion, color, na­
tionality, ancestry, place ol origin ur 
against anyone because ol ago be­
tween 44 and 115 years unless the dis­
crimination Is justified hy s bons (Ido 
requirement for the work Involved,
Toy-I'nk Hales Io acrvlco stores In tho 
Okanagan, 'Reply, giving all pertional 
employment amt rdiicullon particulars 
Io Box AMH, The Kelowna Dally 
Courier, l,,:t
35. ’HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
HOUSE OE BEAUTY 
, COIFFURES LTD. 
requires
■ FULLY QUALIFIED ‘ 
STYLIST
Immediately. For interview 
Telephone 762-0708 
181 ,.. . .. ... ..... .
BE AN AVON 
RI’I’RF.SItNTAlIVE!
It's an easy way to moke 
money! nnq hnVc fun In your 
free hour*; Call:
762-8115 or 762-5065 
< 183
WANT ED ■’ HTENOGII M'HER, HtK- i 
lersbly wllh l«g*l experience. Apply 
Frelwell and Mosrrnsn, 1410 St, l*aul 
Hirers. ’ 1(8
LIVE INiibilSKKEEI'EIt'"w 6ahm 
lor Hires and live year old while moth­





O /4 /O MONEY
Ample conventional residential 
mortgage funds available for 
new and existing houses, con­





, MONEY AVAli.AlB.E~ .
For








lent rates We tiny morlgagea amt ngree- 
menu, iiiii Ituiuvi, l.niu-imul lleiiltv 
III I ri la ; y hlieel l( I iwnli, 763- 
4.143. II
IIIOND MOIIHMGI k It HALE, 
worth l(,oo<i. v.‘, nueirsL lor term of 
Hirt« yraia. Telepnonn errninga, 7d'i- 
9071. > If
2B PRODUCE AND MEAT
PI V I RIVI R AND
y OKANAGAN HONEY
\ Bulk or In Contnlil'i'is.
LINDEN APIARIES
1 mile north of the Golf Course 
on Glenmore Drive. 
702-8970
M, W, F If
MiMjrTivTin^l’i it itiV,’’ii.i I' 
phnna 7MH1I alter • P m,
TAGE 12 KELOWNA DAILY COVBIEB, MON., MARCH «, 1W2
36. HELP WANTED . 





are pleased to announce 




We would like to discuss em­
ployment opportunities with 
people interested in:
BOOKS — ART SUPPLIES 
STATIONERY - 
CASHIERING —
STOCK HANDLING - 
Male — Female — Full 
Time and Part Time. Appli­
cants must be available for 
Employment on or around 
March 16th, 1972. Please 
forward resume of experi­
ence to
ATT.: Personnel Manager, 
COLES The Book People,
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
CEDAR SHAKE APPLICATOR. TOP 
work *4 eeasnabte rates: Free esti­
mates. Telephone Mike at H5-CM9 any­
time. MS
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. CALL 
766-1103. Winfield. Reverse Ike charges.
WILL BABY MT, MY HOME. BY 
day. week or month. Telephone 743-
6820 tn
PA1M7KO - INTEBIOH AND EX- 
Urior. Fro* intimates. Ttlephcui KX
Palatial. 76*5271. m. w. r. u
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS 
AND CAMPERS
nOU^E BEDROOM U*xS>* MOBILE 
hems, completely furnished. WUh ex- 
tr*»—television, radio, electric m*wer. 
deep Deezer. drapes, barbecue., etc. 
Green Bay Road, Westbank. 76S-5271.
, _________ • IM
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Childfen welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
70-2*71 tf
CREEN BAY MOBILE ROME PARK. 
Grata 12s» Road off pouebert*. Land- 
neaped loll available in family and re-
tlrement areu. Telephone 768-5541
90 Robson Drive, 
Rexdale, Ontario. 






for the following area:
RUTLAND
। —Hwy. No. 97, Dilworth Rd.
i 
!






EXPERIENCED PRUNERS WANT 
contract work. Telephone 7824084. 183
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
BAY THOROUGHBRED MARE. 18-3 
hands, good disposition. Would msko 
good jumper. Telephone 765-7569. H2
REGISTERED AFGHAN PUPPIES.
Canadian American Champion-sired.
Telephone Vancouver 987-9467. Ill
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre"
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700 
Used Car Lot 763-6060
Carrier must be between the 
' ages 11 to 15 years.
;  tf
DULLER BRUSH COMPANY LTD. RE- 
quire representatives tn Kelowna area. 
Apply D. Sergent, 3600 Kamloops Road, 
,Vernon, or telephone 542-2942. tf




Join Canada's Fastest 
Growing Business.
Prompt Advancement to 
Managerial Positions.
PHONE KEN ALT — 
765-9248 
for Interview and 
Aptitude Appraisal.
183
Pelletier Above, Beyond 
Call Of Cultural Duty
OTTAWA (CP) — State Secre-
tary Gerard Pelletier is, in ef­
fect; Canada’s minister of cul- 
turn.
- But he went far beyond the
repossession-1970 u' x 66' three cultural field last week in seem- 
tbX^°XM<«MoMe.WHa2S7£ ingly enunciating a completely 
7977. u new basis for national policy on
LAMPUGHTER ' HOUSE TRAILER. 48 aH fr°ntS. _
feet long, one year old. Price w.ooo. In a speech at a Montreal Llb- 
Teiephooe 783-4683 between 5 p.m. and eral nomination meeting Feb.
_____________ — 27,xMr. Pelletier suggested that 
oNi-Y JMwo down buys this beau- federal policies are a package 
XbS uSS*________________deal—that acceptance of one
MUST SELL 1H YEAR Old) SAHARA mean
in excellent condition. Telephone 769- acceptance Of all policies.
<627. 1861 The minister linked the ab-
foh sale. I'xis* glendale trail- sence so far of municipal serv­
er. Apply No. 54. Trailpark. Roes Road, ices in French for the large 
_ ------------------- m. 182. 185. 186 French-speaking population of 
Moncton and federal grants to 
46. BOATS, ACCESS. that area under the federal 
_____________________---------- partnient of regional economic 
PRE-OPENING SALE The day after the Montreal
Claude Castonguay, Quebec so­
cial affairs minister, said last 
week he cannot understand why 
Ottawa has not acceded to 
Quebec’s wishes concerning ad­
ministration of family allow­
ances.
Jean Marchand, regional eco­
nomic expansion minister, has 
rejected indirectly Mr. Pelle­
tier’s thesis of packaged federal 
policy.
He said in a speech here that 
grants to New Brunswick would 
not be cut off to force Moncton 
into line linguistically.
Mr. Marchand added that the 
population of a province could 
not be penalized just because 
the executive of one city was 
resisting Ottawa's bilingual pol­
icy.
M, T, W, Th tf speech, Thomas M. Bell, Cob-
immaculate condition. UM bX DeVERN DISTRIBUTORS servative MP for Saint John- 
oidatnubUa Delta st four door. 423 Lancaster, put this question in
On the all new TRI FISHER fl- the Commons: _ ;
nearest offer. Telephone 76J-7617 be- berglass cartop boats and Docs the government sub- 
tween 5:00-6:00 p.m. « SHARK MARK I 16' canoes. !scribe to the statement made by 
1965 falcon two door iiardtop, the secretary of state . . . that
289 cubic inch, four speed, with cam "7ZC ~7LA"J acceptance of the linguistic pol-
»lnwnMbor^AnJ?irh.b.d7™1' /0J-/04/ icy of the government and aid
dutch, aluminum bell houiing* and 181 to the poorer regions are a
other extras. Telephone 762-6210. 185 . ...■, package deal, and that if Monc-
---------------------------------------------------------------- U FOOT SAILBOAT. IN GOOD CON- j,-j1967 BARRACUDA FASTBACK. 273 dluon. Comen with Main, Jib and ton dld not 8et m line Wlth «S 
high performance, four barrel, console Spinnaker. Safe beginner's boat. Tele- linguistic policies the federal 
automatic. Low mileage. Mint condi- phone 767-2638 (Peachland). 185 government might sulk at Uon. New wide oval tires on chromles, -- -------------------------------------------------------------* ° “ ln e 1 Inl6IU SU1K aL„ ------ ------- ---------- jjj them?”radio. 762-5448. 185 22 FOOT CABIN CRUISER,
.......... —..........—.........................-.... . Chrysler marine engine, recently . _
MUST SELL 1970 COUGAR. 25,000 built, includes new 3 b.p. Johnson and 
miles, 351-2V, automaUc, power brakes, tank. Telephone 763-3554, evenings, 
power steering, six tires and wheels, ........ —— .........
184
Mr. .Pelletier replied:
“I think I was just stating the
recommendations of the bilin­
gual districts advisory board for 
10 months but has not yet acted 
On them. Among them is a rec­
ommendation that all of New 
Brunswick be declared a bilin­
gual district.
Mr. Pelletier and Mr. Mar­
chand have been careful to 
paper over any apparent policy 
split between the two.
But neither has backed away 
from his position.
NO DISTRICTS
Oddly, the federal govern­
ment has not yet announced the 
bilingual districts which will be 
.established in Canada. Federal 
services will be provided in two 
languages in these districts.
The government has had the
. ------- obvious.
3S”bX". t. S"- S 48. AUCTION SALES ,/'J Montreal!
------------------------------------------- -- ----------------------------------------  that no one could, in a federal 
^icP0N™fr’ “rteeri^^Md11 A2 kelowna auction dome recular system such as ours, take the 
nH.r----------------------- sale* •VWJ' Wednesd»y. 7:00-p.m. Ws arlVanta0p<; and refuse the nbli-rln 'vcuuSn .'hm w caih ,or complete estates md advantages ana retuse tne odd
older track in trade. CaU 763-6002 after bousehold contents. Telephone 765-5647 gations.
5.00 p.m. ____________ __________ isi Behlnd a,, Drive-In Tbeatre. Highway On the face of it, this appears
1972 ventura ii, one month old, fi North. tf an entirely new. concept of fed-
six cylinder standard, radio, two new — . . :
summer tires and rims. Best offers. . - o TCLlr<enr eral government.
Telephone 769-4161,_________________ 185 49. LEGAL5 & TENDERS Does it mean, for instance,
1964 dodge convebtible, v-8 vrvnr't' ron rRrnn'fmc that Quebec, in receipt of $446 
automatic, one owner (lady). A-l con- WUnLE 1U CKlblJUUKb milUon in federal equalization 
“m75- Te,ePh°“ *f « RUTH ELLEN THRALL, late of grantg in the cur^nt fiscal 
' . ----------- ------------------ Buchanan Road, Peachland, vear must accent federal nolicv
moving—must sell 1968 rambler Province of British Columbia, on famdlv allowances Ind ma/ 
station wagon in immaculate condlUon. , . . . , on ramuy allowances ano man-
Teiephone 766-2884 (Winfield).________« NOTICE is hereby given that power retraining?
one owner 1966 Chevrolet IM- creditors and others having Quebec has been resisting fed- 
paia, two-door hardtop, v-8 automatic, claims against the Estate of the eral policy in both these fields, 
ps. pb, $9oo. Telephone 768-5119. tf above deceased are hereby re- ....... ■ ■ ' .....___________________________ «  
cooper "S", excellent mechan- quired to send them to the un-
leal condlUon. Many extras. Telephone dersigned Executor C-O Fill- 
765-8880'_________ ■______ more, Gilhooly and Company,
1968 DUNE BUGGY with oversize Barristers and Solicitors, P.O. 
rt?r «ceU“t condlUon. Tele- Drawer 730 Kelowna, B.C., on 
phone 763-3554, evenings. 184 ,UY» ‘T.Y * ’ , u“--------------------------------  — or before the 10th day of-April 
1962 OLDSMOBILE. AUTOMATIC, iqyp a ft Ar whirh rintp tho Fv. 
fully equipped. 1972 plates. $325. Tele- after whicn aate uie EX- 
phone 764-4981.----------------------------------- 185 ecutor will distribute the said
1953 ford, good running condi- anJonS the parties enti- 
tion, as is, best offer. Telephone 762- tied thereto having regard only 
4168._________________ _______ 183 to the claims of which he then
1969 CUSTOM RIVERIA HARDTOP, has notice.
±np.°JAMES NELSON WINDSOR, 
pnODC WlDfielug 76o*283o» 182 ExCCUtOC
1971 DUSTER 340, HI PERFORMANCE. -• „... ’ .
four speed. For sale or trade for good BY- Fillmore, GllilOOly and 
used truck. Telephone 762-2738. 181 Company,
' His Solicitors.
42A. MOTORCYCLES
1967 HONDA SL 70 MINI BIKE. USED 















If you're buying your house, you're eligible for a 
special Homeowner Loan at Associates any time you 
need cash.
That means we maybe able to give you a better deal.




• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machines
U Service to all mach­
ines
• Free pick-up, delivery
• Prices to fit your bud­
get .
135 Belgo Rd. 765-8759
The amount you can borrow is limited only by the 
equity you have in your home. $5,000, $10,000, •' 
maybe $25,000 or more.
So if you have high-interest debts outstanding, or 
if you need cash for a second car, a boat, or any other 
good reason, talk to Associates about a low-interest 






ASSOCIATES REALTY CREDIT LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL CORPORA- 
?[*ION requires local represen- 
ative, full or part time, Ex­
perience in insurance or mutual 
Bales not necessary but a de­
finite asset. This man will op­
erate independently and will be 
Responsible for controlling a 
generous budget; He must be 
reliable and well-respected in 
the community. All replies in 
Confidence to Box A-592, The 
Kelowna Daily Courier, or con­
tact D. McDonald 9 ■ - 5, 
762-5242, Monday. 182
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
WANTED — SIX CYLINDER MOTOR 
for 1962 Chevrolet (side mounts). Tele­
phone 765-7340. 181
one four-barbel manifold for 
289 Ford. Telephone 762-6210. 185
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
FOR SALE — 1966 INTERNATIONAL 
logging truck, six cylinder diesel. 25 
ton Evergreen trailer with 8’ bunks. 
For particulars, 762-4315, days. Bids 
will be accepted on the above until
March 30, 1972. tf
1970 GMC HALF TON IN VERY GOOD 
condition, V-8, four «peed, tapedeck 
and tapes. 24,000 miles. Owner must 
sell. $2,400 or best offer. Telephone
762-0444. 185
EXPERIENCED, RELIABLE, LOVING 
day care in my home, Monday through 
'Friday for, working mothers. Contact 
;Joy at 263 Eugene Road, Rutland.
MUST SELL 1968 MERCURY ’i TON; 
V-8. automatic, limited slip, gnod rub­
ber, new power disc brakes, radio, 
stepside. Telephone 765-6781. 185
1969 CHEVROLET HAND1-VAN, SIX 
cylinder automatic, long wheel , base. 
Can. be seen at Tom’s Chevron, Peach-
land or call 767-2720. 181(Arrangements can also be made for ._____________________________________
t.24 hour care Monday through Friday. (962 INTERNATIONAL TRAVELLALL,
tf v-8, four speed, posi-tractlon, radio,
182!—™ ™ - studded tires, $600. 765-5851.
(ONTARIO PHARMACIST WITH BRIT- ----------------- --------------------------- ,■ lasts Columbia licence wishes to re- 1968 DATSUN 1300 PICK-UP. 27.000 
ptocato in Kelowna area. Fourteen years miles. Telephone 768-5757. 182
{experience in retail pharmacy, married, ' ■
'.two children. Reply to Box A 590, The as a MOBILE HOMES{Kelowna Daily Courier. 181 ql>A*
'----------------------------- ----------------AND CAMPERS
’MATURE WOMAN, MOVING TO B.C., _ ____ _______ ,________________ .------------
■desIrei employment as a live In house- 12'xGO' THREE BEDROOM MOBILE 
keeper or companion. Excellent refer- home with 12'x32’ mobile addition.
'cnees. Write Mrs. T, Foneth, 60 Tur- Trailer includes new carpet throughout, 
■Xeon Crescent, Regina, 184 frost-tree refrigerator, electric stove and
‘I............... .........r————————————— bucking waahor and dryer. Heated ad-
ITEN YEARS MANAGEMENT AND dltlon is fully wired and'Insulated and 
, 'sales experience — motel; property, includes rumpus room and store room.
grocery, professional sales. References. This complete home is skirted and set 
Bondable. Call Al at 764-7523, or leave up In trailer park on the lake. Reason- 
message, 181 able price for quick sale. Telephone 768-1 I mm I ............ ■■■mm iiii.i Rft'Tfl
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EXTER- ------ - ---------------———————
■tor. Good workmanship at reasonable 1970 12'x62' TWO BEDROOM DIPLO-
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763- mat mobile home. Asking $9,000 or
45*5 anytime. ■ tf belter. Blds required. Telephone 762-
—^77--------------------------- 2017 for further Information. 183
CARPENTER WILL .DO INTERIOR-------------------------------------------——-
finishing - doors, cabinets, etc, Pre- 21 FOOT SHASTA. 1907, FOUR PIECE 
ferably new houses, Hourly or con- bnth, tandem wheels, ’ radio, like now, 
trad. Telephone 763-3894. tf Telephone 763-5396.  tf
44A. MOBILE HOMES AND CAMPERS
COMMONWEALTH MOBILE
HOMES
at 2 locations to serve you 
1713 HARVEY AVE., KELOWNA &
2 MILES EAST OF PRINCETON ON HWY. 3, 
Offer for the month of March, to everyone purchasing 
a neW home from us, their choice of a Color TV or 
Auto. Washer and Dryer, at no extra charge.
* If you need a home, see us now I We have a fine selection, 
' ranging from Jl' x 1?' to 68' x 12'.
Wo feature the fast selling, popular STATESMAN, 
in many sires to please you, plus our deluxe 
DIPLOMAT and AMBASSADOR which feature 
> standard or reverse aisles.
NOW ON D1SPIAYI '
These units are nil fully .C.S.A. approved. Why settle 
for los» When you can lytvc the best? >
We also have 24’ x 48’ Statesman and1 24’ x 52’ sr.t‘ 
< h' X M' DIPLOMAT and AMBASSADOR.
; FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS ON THE SPOT.
Call in now and view the home of your choice.
? 763-2118, KELOWNA — 295-6610, PRINCETON 
. ■ , 20?
If all your economy car has to offer is economy, 
you’re wasting your money.
Many so-called economy cars aren’t so
economical when it comes down to what yon 
get for what you pay.
Especially when you consider what you get 
with a Corolla. For the same money.
Unlike most other economy cars, the Corolla 
1600 looks good.
Unlike most others, Corolla offers fets of big 
car comforts. Like leg room. Reclining bucket 
seats. A heater that heats. Fresh Flow ventilation. 
Things that would cost extra on theirs, but 
come standard on ours.
Unlike most others, Corolla offers a cross-flow 
engine as standard.The most efficient 1600 cc 
going-' f.:.;.■■■ /;
Unlike most others, Corolla brings a high 
resale value. (Consistently hig 
economy cars.) 









COROLLA 1600 with !02 hp ('loss-Flow enftinc Is available ns 2-door scihn, 4-door sednn, coupe and 
station wagon: optional automatic. COROLLA 1200 with 73 hp Is available as 2-door sedan and coupe.
Hl Toyota cars are sol(l and serviced from coast to coast in Canada and throughout the world
KELOWNA TOYOTA LTD.




MON., TUES. & WED. ONLY
TURKEYS
COTTAGE ROLLS
Ready to Eat. Fletcher’s, 
Half or Whole_____ ...... 89c
GROUND BEEF 69c
Canada Good,,Canada Choice................ lb.
3 lbs. 1.99
IIVFP ^sh■■I w tl\ Baby Beef ...... ......... ’ Ib,









8 ib, 99c 
.....ib. 9c 
___ ib. 29c
... 10 ibs. 1.39
...... . ib. 79c
COCA COLA 26 ozSdop. 4 for 99c
MARGARINE Parkay ....... 2 m 79c 
FLOUR Five Roses ..............20 lb. bag 1.29
COTTAGE CHEESE K 34c
^UEECE Noca Random Cuts, Mild, 
VnCE Medium or Old. 10% OFF REGULAR
TOILET TISSUE C6s,mcre:
LARD Maple Leaf ............. .....
. . . . . 69c 
5 ib,. 99c
PEANUT BUTTER i=r....... 49c
APPLE JUICE sX^i„s.. 2 hr 79c
DOG FOOD S .ms 8 tor 99c
CAKE MIXES i?Tnpkgta“'
TOMATOES
GREEN BEANS £bc^e 
14 oz. tins ..............  .......
DCAMC Heinz, in Tomato Sauce. 
DCfMVd 5 oz. free. 19 oz. tins ....
CnilD ^kirk’s Tomato or 
uUUr Vegetable. 10 oz. tins ....
CRACKERS r;bcZ........ 
a a || tf Canned, Carnation. Partly 
IVIILIV Skimmed. Tall Tins ...... .
.......... 49c
3 lor 89c





EGGS se:. . .. . . . . . . ..2 dl.09
ICING SUGAR. .. 2 it,, cm. 29c 
SALT B.C. Iodized ......... ......... 2 1b. cln'. 19C
DINNERS Pk6 6 tor 99c 
SPAGHETTI ^CARON' ib Pk8:99c 
ORANGE JUICE LI. .i„8 2(ur89c 
SOUP Chicken Noodle .... pkg. 10 for 99c
You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 
and West Kootenay Power bills al Dion's.
WIN A TURKEY
This week, 2 lucky shoppers will each win a 
Turkey. Enter at the checkout, 
oioirs
- OF RUTLAND -
Open 7 Days a Week - 9 to 9
PHONE 765-5152









































burned it. What can be done if
anything?—Mrs. E.D.
takes time.




YOU ABOUT 8 A.M.






















































Dear Dr. Thosleion: Six
negative, 
I’m not extra smart, nor
my girl friend?
I’m not sold on these city
six hearts, and that all he had
to do to win the match was du


































"It would shut Canada down;
world aiid lorce us in the U.S,




ic ties io en
level.
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3. In conten- I24. Expulsion
partner
If your’re willing to abide y
what I say, then abide by what
the health department says.
You’re lucky to have had ne­
gative tests so far, if the girl
friend was as steady as all that.
The TB germ isn t as conta­
gious as. say, the flu or a lot of
every three months for a year
even though the tests have been
extra stupid either, rm smart
enough to know that too many
x-rays aren’t good for anyone.
Are four x-rays a year neces­
sary to find out if I got TB from
health a e p a r t m e nt places.
Seems to me they just want to
keep in practice. I'll abide by
what you say.—N.P.C.
DATLY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it
AXYDLBAAXR 
fa LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is 
tued for the three L’s, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hmt& Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
BVF QVSACYFKQ SZ L NSKKSIFK LKF
LCILRQ L CJBBCF QBkLjuVBFK BVLP
BVSQF SZ L NFUULK, WSKKJQ C
FKPQB (
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: A FRIENDSHIP FOUNDED ON
BUSINESS IS BETTER THAN A BUSINESS FOUNDED ON
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
THE DRAGON SHIP 
LEIF ERICSON SAILED TO
THE NEW WORLD IN 997 IS
ON DISPLAY W DULUTH,MINN 
HAVING REPEATED 
ERKSONS JOURNEY
OFTEN WEAR SNOW'GLASSES 
CONTAINING NO GLASS
ZWY ART MADE Of WOOD, 





N NEW DELHI, INDIA, 
IS ENTERED THROUGH THE MOUTH OF A
HUGE LIKENESS OF THE DEITY TO
WHICH THE TEMPLE IS DEDICATED
His Girl Friend
Contracted TB
By Georre C. TbcstexoD. M.D
months ago my very steady girl 
friend was found to have tuber­
culosis'and the city sept her to
a hospital.
I was given a chest x-ray and 
a test on my arm to see if I had
got TB from her. Both tests
were negative. Three months 
later I had the same two tests
again, both negative, and was
told I’d have to take the tests
do thank your stars
have no sign of TB as
We’ve learned a lot about treat­
ing TB. but it still is a plague of
major proportions. It still sends
people to the hospital and it still
kills people, and I’d quarrel
with the health department if it 
didn’t make mighty sure that
the known contacts of a patient 
with active TB were checked
Dear Dr. Thosteson: If a man
vasectomy, what happens?
They do vasectomies in doctor
offices; why not varicocele sui
gery?—A.R.
Because repair of varicocele-
(large veins in the scrotum) is
not as simple a procedure as
vasectomy. Neither is hydro-
celeffluid in the scrotum).
True, vasectomy is an office
procedure, but trying to do it
with either of those other condi­
tions becomes more compli
cated and usually requires hos
pitalization. The time in the hos
pital is brief, however.
have a sore navel and, although
WS WANT YOU 






W& HAVE* A s 
SUSPSCT!
X MUtJT CM TMR0USH WITH WflH
IT WlUU PSLAN AM5 IN
ASSiWr'KS MAJOR
BUT X HAVE TO PLAY IT
.COOU A 5uiF» NO.VCOCUP ruin twa
EHTia- A5WYO SPY 
DBTU? HERB ON
SUWA!
0», ESCUSEME. I WAS F0R6ETTIN' ME
MANNERS. IN STIR PEY WAS PIS
SOCIETY GIN WOT MURDERED 
MIS WIFE, SEE--------------
THE PEN... PENITENTIARY. ANYWAY, 
THIS GIN LEARNED MG ETIQUETTE
ANP HOW TO TALK. WHEN X PUT MY
MURDERED, 
HER?.. STIR?




others, but it is a persistent 
kind of germ and continued 
close contact is what spreads
I wash it daily, there is an
awful odor. I was told that urine
the disease.
So I give the health depart­
ment credit for being careful,
and also give them credit for
knowing what they are doing.
The TB infection, you know,
doesn’t show up instantly. It
Now about those x-rays.
While, yes, heavy and repeated
exposure is to be avoided, with
modern equipment and expo­
sure for a chest x-ray is only a
tenth of a second or less, and
four of them a year—less than
half a second of exposure—is so
By Phil Interlandi
. ‘Great! Wc gel womens lib and they spring thocoolio j
I look onus'1 •*
WORLD BRIEFS
CRASH KILLS 9
from the bladder seeps through 
the navel. At times the navel
looks and feels as though I
Sometimes a seepage from 
the navel represents only a
local infection and can be
cleared up rather easily. But it
is true also that in some cases,
there is a seepage of urine.
That is because, before birth,
EVE HAS ADDED A PASSENGER 
ON HER CROSS-COUNTRY TRIP IN THE 
BRAND-NEW »SKEETER".
THERE'S A GUEST HOUSE JU9T DOWN THE
ROAD A PIECE. FIGURE I'LL PASS THE NI6HT
SURE. SEE






JS/ l'M STOPPING HERE, 
BUBBA. ISUPPO55 
YOU'LL BE GOING ON!
THERE. AH' MAYBE HITCH ANOTHER RIPE WITH 
YOU IN THE MORNING.
cally. When it does not, symp
toms like yours develop. Sur­
So don’t worry about that. But' is the answer.
gery to close off the connection
CONTRACT BRIDGE
















3 4 Pass 
PassPass 5 4




plicate this result. Instead,
Dornbusch — ever an optimistic 
bidder—bid a grand slam.
He won the club lead in his 
hand, played the ace of hearts
(to guard against the singleton
queen), entered dummy with a
club, and took a heart finesse. 
The finesse succeeded, but he
Had Dornbusch elected to
take two heart finesses through 
East — that is, without leading
the ace first — he would have 
been 2,316 points better off. Fur­
thermore, he would have won
the match instead of losing it.
It is doubtfur whether, in the
long history of bridge, there has 
ever been quite such a dramatic
combination of circumstances
revolving about one deal. Dorn-
busch became goat of the year 
having played one deal and cost
Opening lead—six of clubs. 
The scene was the 1947 Van-
derbuilt team of four champion­
ships. It was the last hand of a 
36-board semifinal-round match
and Dick Frey (South) had left 
after the 35th hand to catch the 
1:30 a.m. train for home. The
late Jigger Dornbusch, a
serve member of the team, took
his place for the last deal of
the match.
Dornbusch, of course, did not
know that his adversaries at the
other table had bid and Ynade
his team the match I Moreover ,
the hand itself became famous
because—though the safety play 
of the ace of hearts looked su­
perficially attractive—it was in
fact a. terrible, blunder.
In trying to protect against 
West’s holding the singleton
queen, Dornbusch in effect ne­
glected to guard against the 
singleton 7, 6, 4 or 2. This latter
possibility was four times as 
likely as the singleton queen, 
and Dornbusch’s ace play at
trick two was therefore decid­
edly against the odds.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
TUESDAY, MARCH 7
Arics (March 21-April 19) 
Your talent speaks for itself;
be outspoken in asking what 
you want for your proficien­
cy .QSnUiusiasm brings return
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Abide by partnership
rangements, but do your own
thinking. Friends complicate
finances whether or not you
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Expect a sudden obstacle to 
day; even less luck with a 
direct approach. Endure a 
brief siege of personal disa­
greement for its own sake,
(June 21>July 22):
Devotion to details helps avert
misunderstandings.
people may hear the same
story nnd get different mean­
Leo (July 23-Augusl 22): 
Avoid speculation, particularly
thought sums up the day's ob­
servation.
Let your feelings and intuition 
work together for guidance.




sident of International Harvest­
er Co., a mu|tl - national com­
pany that .employs (1.000 people 
in four Canadian factories, says
American businessmen are
alarmed and. will fight the Hart-
ke-Burke bill now Wore the
U.S. Congress.
Brooks McCormick of Chicago
expressed his concern over the
. -----...........— - ported Sunday. The painting,
NEW DELHI (API — Nine The Red Tree, is part of an art
persons were killed and 20 in- exhibit sponsored here by the 
jured in the head-on collision of French embassy. Officials said 
passenger bus xml an Indtanl'thc painting 
Air Force truck near Delhi's'about 1200,00(1, 
Palam Airport Monday, police) 
headquarters said. Thirteen of 




VATICAN CITY (API -
FAT THWARTS FREEDOM
VERONA. Italy (API — Prix.
things ,v<ni can gel into by Im 
pulse. If you 
sense of a cohfuscd story, you 
me ahead.
Time mid patience run slowly, 
Give people plenty of space.
Find a diversion for your loved
ones this evening.
Libra (BepL 2j-0h. 22): Ad­
justments Unit seemed improb­
able yesterday now may be
quite simple. Home affairs are 
I due for an entire review.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov
Vatican and Algeria have estah- 
iuhvd diploma!
courage mutual and friendly re­
lations," the Vatican announced
More experienced
pull you up with them. Your
salesmanship talents are near
bill In an interview Friday.
it would raise tariffs around the
to live within our four walls,
lie said,
put quotas on all U.S. Imixirtu 




p ower to prohibit
trmisfcis of capital abroad If
this would result In n not de-
crcaso in employment nt home 
and halt the outflow of American
technology,
Harvester's subsidiary Inter
nation'll Harvester Co. of Cnu>
A l-ITTLB PITCF\uda Ltd. has been In business in 
middle IHMOs, 
In Itl.'i it hud record sales of
IT 
wnwof
high tide,, use them selectively, 
HsKiUarlun (Nov, 22-Dec, 21):
A word for the wise makes a<in<-r Giuseppe Spei aiua proved Kxi fat for freedom Satunlay 
iiighi. Three ‘skinnier t-elhnalcs 
Ihimlgh their windmti 
bars and got awav In climblngl ----------
doeii a rope imulc of knotted! JEHUSALHM • ■ ■-Hann rrcmiMrm I.
bed sheet:.. But when Giovanni Bar-Lciy,. Im .icl s military1
Monday,. I'lic diplomatic ■ ex­
change i> al the ambassadorial great difference for the betlcr. S27f» mill'on and rnnilngs of
HEH
KNOWL'fBPCT CA
took Ida turn the rope broke.
PAINTING SLASHED
JOINS CARINI I
(’lose to home, you may have Sfl.2 million. It cxiHirts 65 per
01= .ATANGEROUO 
THING-Tr
Io < ul back In a previous point farm equipment,
mainly Io the U.S., and GO per
chief of staff upul January, offi­
cially entered politics Sunday ai
Capricorn Hire. 22-Jan. I9)tj™” of 4,!’ hr"'y ri",y ,ruck"'
Use nil your energy to complete n” Ute US.. 
Mr. McCormick snid he hasshort-term joba or dcchiona.
minister of commerce and in- Seek co-ojx;ratlon of family for been told that the Hartkc-Burke
... , - dustry in Premier Golds Melr’a household improvements. bill is "as backward as the
• (API —Someone made a four- cabinet, Bar-Lev, 47. Is known ’ ......................
Inch rator cut In an oil paintim! i<» In* a faithful sqpimrler of
MONTEVIDEO. Uruguay
by Mme C hagall on loan fioma. Mr*-. Men' aixl the <>I<1 guard ao- 
 
French gallery, authorities re-1 ciallsts in the cabinet.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-T’cb 
Teal |>arlnershlpi, business or
Smoot - Hawley tariff* which
. ....... ,,,....... ........ ....... were poised when the U.S, over- 
social eom|>etitlon, but stny the! reacted nnd, broiqjil on llie 
same while doing so. A Reeling world depic:,siou.’*
•!>
YAGB14 H1XDWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., MA1CH 8,1171
HOCKEY
SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
SUNDAY
National
Minnesota 2 Chicago 1 
1 New York 6 Vancouver 1
Los Angeles 2 Boston 0 
Montreal 4 Philadelphia 0
• St Louis 6 Buffalo 2 
• Detroit 6 Pittsburgh 3
American
,• - Nova Scotia 5 Providence 3 
|* Richmond 5 Cleveland 3 
* ■ Baltimore 4 RdclicsTr .!
Central 
Fort Worth 4 Kansas City 2 
- Oklahoma City 4 Tulsa 3 
, . Western
j Portland 5 Phoenix 3 
। International
I Fort Wayne 10 Des Moines 3 
; ' Muskegon 5 Toledo 4 





Shop in person . Shop early! Nophone.mail, or U.O.D. orders. No deliveries.
fl
Dayton 4 Flint 0
Eastern
Syracuse 6 Johnstown 3
Long Island 8 Clinton 6
Charlotte 3 Roanoke 0
Greensboro 11 St. Petersburg
Door Opening Special
"Wonder Bra" Garments
Famous maker's clearance of 
bras, girdles, panty hose
i North Shore
I ' Dalhousie 6 Campbellton 4 | 
’ (Best-of-seven semi-final tied 
‘2-2) I
| United States
! Thunder Bay 5 Sault Ste.
Marie 4’ , ,
Westcih International
l
Spokane 4 Cranbrook 2 
(Spokane leads best-of-seven 
semi-final 1-0) .
New Brunswick Junior
Sussex 6 Moncton 5 
.Sussex leads best-of-seven 
final 1-0
Quebec Junior
Cornwall 7 Shawinigan 1
Quebec 7 Verdun 3
Drummondville 6 St. Jerome
3
Sorel 5 Sherbrooke 1 
Central Junior




< seven semi-final 3-2) .
‘ Smiths Falls 5 firockville 2
. (Smiths Falls wins best-of- 




Toronto 12 Oshawa 5
; Kitchener 8 Niagara Falls 0
• Montreal 10 St Catharines 5
Southern Ontario Junior
Detroit 6 Chatham 3
holders. Broken 
styles and sizes. $1
' Women's Wear_ |
Ladies' Cardigans
Washable acrylic, 2 front pockets and
belt. Extra long length. Blue, 
beige and white. Sizes S.M.L.
Ladies' Blazers
Acrylic wool, single breasted 
I button front closing and 
pockets. Sizes 12-18. Navy only.
Knit Shirts




in colors navy, rust and brown. 




"Pep" shirt by Stanfield's or 
sweatshirt by Penmans. Long 
sleeve or short. Assorted colors. 
Fortrel/cotton blend. ©Q
Sizes S-M-L-XL. V*
ffiMMiBWi mm...................... . .......
Men's Wear
Sweater Vest*
By Jantzen, men’s belted sweater vests 
in an acrylic and wool blend. Machine 
wash and dry. Blue only. ©C
Sizes M-L.
Cartoon Shirt*
Visit our vibrations shop for young men’s
assorted knit shirts. Including the car­
toon look. Long sleeves, ©A
sleeves in many colors.
$6 Men's Shirts





Nylon or cotton briefs, floral 
or plain, lace trim. Q M 
2-6X and 8-14. V for I
(ups and Saucers
Bone China, assorted M 
delightful floral patterns, Ipl
Hand Towels
Quality hand towels in floral,
stripe or 
Plain shades. Ea. $1
Children's Wear
Infants' Crawlers
Corduroy crawlers, with 
in assorted colors.
12 to 24 mo.
T-Shirts











2 cup size. $1
Blanket*
Blend blankets, satin bound ends. Good 
color selection,
80x100. 56 72x84. 54
■' (Detroit leads best-of-seven*I 
i semi-finals 2-0) I
[ Guelph 8 St. Thomas 4 II 
. (Guelph wins best-of-seven'I 
j semi-finals 4-0) i|
Northern Ontario Junior I
’ ’.Sault Ste. Marie 7 North Bay I
i 5 I
- Manitoba Junior 1
• St James 8 Winnipeg 3 I 
! (St James leads best-of-seven I
t quarter-final 2-1) I
r . Dauphin 9 Selkirk 4 I
' (Dauphin leads best-of-seven I
, quarter-final 3-0) I
- West Kildqnan 6 St. Boniface I
Cotton knit shirts, long sleeves, scoop 
neckline; Contrast stitchng. ©e 
Sizes S and M. 09
Ladies' Tops 
100% polyester. Hand or machine
Washable. Several attractive styles ©A 
in assorted prints. Sizes 34-38. 0“
Ladies' Shirts
Lovely prints in 65% cotton and 35% 
polyester. Long sleeves, long shirt tall. 
Assorted prints in red, white ©ft 
and blue. Size? 32-38. 0W
Ladies' Shirts
75% cotton, 25% polyester permanent 
press in gingham checks. Long sleeve 
with 2-button cuff. Blue, ©ft
red and brow. Sizes 32-38. 0W
Ladies' Blouses
Miracle blend fortrel and cotton fabric.
blue, .beige, gold, green or orange or 
striped shirts in green and blue, ©E
All permanent press. Broken sizes, yw
Men's Shirts
Long sleeve sports shirts by Hickok. 
Guaranteed washable. Many different 
colors and patterns. One QR
button cuff. Sizes S-M-L. v®
Men's Dress Shirts
Styled in versatile permanent press 
stripes with a two-button cuff. Pink,
Boys’ and girls’ assorted cottons ©ft 
and corduroy pants. Sizes 2-3X. V"
Boys' Shirts
Fine knit interlock undershirt, white
and colors. 3 for $1Sizes 2J-6X.
Boys' Pants
Hard wearing cotton pants. Assorted
stripes and colors. Sizes 4-6X.
Boys' Pants
Lightweight lined cord* 'pants with flare
‘S’ ' .
‘ , (West Kfldonan leads best-of- 
»seven quarter-final 3-0)
* < Alberta Junior
1 Drumheller 8 Edmonton Leafs 
IS' ■ ■
Long sleeves and collar. Colors red, ©E 
gold, brown and white. Sizes 12-18. 0 V
Ladies' Knit Shirt 
100% texturized* nylon. Short sleeves,
zipper front opening.
Vibrant prints. Sizes S-M-L.
yellow, blue, orange and 
green. Sizes 1414-17.
Men's Shirts
Short sleeve sport shirts in a 
cotton blend. Plains and 




High fashion ties in various widths,
patterns and colors.
Men's Socks
100% nylon stretch socks, stretch size
4pr$3$3 Several colors.
Men's Socks
leg. Green, red, navy, 
brown. Sizes 3-6X.
Girls' T-Shirts
For that “lively look” wear a 
shirt. Perma-press knit, short
Purple, red-, white, blue, 
yellow. Sizes 4-6X. .
Girls' T-Shirts 
100% nylon, fine quality 
stripes, red, navy or 
purple. Sizes 4-6X.
Girls' Pants 
lu0% nylon, flare leg 














Of brown glazed pottery. Makes 5 




Just the right size for family use! ©4
Will keep its lustrous shine. V*
Sauce Server
Set of 3 brass colored aluminum con-
tainers and serving spoons. 
Wooden stand.
Steak Knives 
4-pce. stainless steel, 
with rosewood handles.
Dish Drainer and Rack
$1
Set $1




Practical kitchen gadget 







Single or double bed* size. Homespun ©ft 
bedspreads. Multi-stripe only. Ea. 09
Cushions
















Standard size pillow cases. White with 
colored borders or all ©4
floral pattern. Pr. V"
Western Canada
* Saskatoon 6 Victoria 2 
“Swift Current 7 Medicine Hat
5
Edmonton 7 Brandon 4
Winnipeg 7 Regina 1
Calgary 8 New Westminster 2
British Columbia Junior
Vernon 7 Richmond 6
Penticton 6 Kamloops 1
Blended acrylic'with long sleeves TN AsBorted socks in executive length. ©4 Mdf scoop neckli^ Brow, ae ' colors- Stretch *1s i l .
black, navy. Sizes S-M-L. . spU Men's Briefs
Skirt* Your choice of bikini briefs in Antron
Skirts for the young miss. Various ©Q nylon or low rise X-20 briefs. Both
styles and colors.-Sizes 5-13. 00 from Stanfields. Several ©4
, .. . _ ' colors. Broken sizes. 01Ladies' Pant* 
100% polyester double knit Flare leg. 
Elastic waistband. Machine washable.
assorted styles and 
colors. Sizes 4-6X. 
Boys' Pyjamas 






With knife sharpener, attaches easily ©4 
to wall for convenient use. $1
Aluminum Frypan
In 9” in diameter. Black metal handle.
Boxer Shorts
HOAX DELAYS PLANE I 
MELBOURNE (Reuter) — A I 
plane carrying 51 New York po-1 
Ucemen and their wives to all 
goodwill tour of Australia cir- II 
cled the Melbourne airport for I 
nearly ,an hour Monday after a l 
bomb scare. A man with a l 
strong American accent phoned I 
a newspaper and said the po-1 
licemen's plane would explode I 
on landing. It turned out to be a l 
hoax and the aircraft landed I 
safely. II
Navy, mauve, brown and 
white. Sizes 8-18.
Jeans
Men’s shorts in several colons and
©C patterns. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
V® Men's Pyjamas
Hipster blue denim jeans, two patch
100% cotton pyjamas. Assorted patterns
100% nylon stretch, short 
T-shirt in assorted stripes 
and colors. Sizes 4-6X.
Boys' Underwear













... . No more guess work.
Minimum Handy for barbecues.
Ironing Pad and Cover Set3 for $1
51
pockets, bell loops, button 
front. Sizes 7/8 - 15/16. t 
Ladies' Baby Dolls 
Easy care cotton perma press 
pastel colors or vibrant 
prints. Sizes S-M-L.
Ladies' Gowns






Kroy wool and nylon combinations. Long 
sleeves or short.
Opaque nylon tricot with fancy 
trim. Pastel shades of pink,
lace
Pillows
Chicken and* goose feathers, ft ©E
Blue stripe ticking. ft for 09
Pillow* 
All chicken feather pillows, ft ©ft
Good quality ticking. ft for 09
Pillow Protector*
All cotton protectors. Standard* pillow ©4
size, zipper closure. White. Pr. 01
Mattress Covers








32 Orchard Park Shopping
Centre
763-7777
Unique in Western Canada 
"Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shop!"
Watch for our “Doghouse” 
Specials.
blue and yellow. Sizes 
Ladies' Gowns 
Cotton no iron. Dainty 
colors in pink, mauve, 






Guaranteed not to shrink.
.Work Gloves ,
* Men’s leather work gloves in a 
kangaroo tan. Sizes S-M-L.
Handkerchiefs
Men’s brightly colored handkerchiefs 







Ladies' Baby Doll Pyjamas
Opaque nylon with dainty lace and em­
broidery trim. Soft shades of pink, ©ft. 
green, mauve and blue. S-M-L. V" 
Ladies* Bras
Seml-sheer nylon tricot-mesh. TranJk 
parent nylon lining. Soft, natural shap*
Men's Jewelry
Fashionable cuff links from Hickok. ©A
Various up-to-date colors and styles. 0®w
Key Chains
Attractive ornamental, ft ©ft
you'll be proud* to own. ft for 0W
ing. White and skintone.
Sizes 32-36, A, B, C.
Bra and Girdle Shampoo
$3
Gently conditions and‘freshens all fine 
fabrics that come next to your skin. ©4 
Prolongs garment life. > 0*
C Footwear
Ladies' Hiking and Apres-Ski Boots
Built (or comfort! World famous Tyrol 
with combination suede and leather 
tippers. Vulcanized surc-grip ©IC
soles. Sizes 5 to,9. 0IO
Ladies' Apres-Ski Bool*
Train for Rcscrvatlonist, 11 For warmth and comfort. Imitation seal- 
Passcnger Agents, (age 20 I I akin front with light composition ©ft 
to 28), Station Agents, Com- I l sole. Assorted sizes.
munlcatlonlsts, etc. Good I I Children'* Boot*
starting salaries, pleasant I I hnilatioii neul-sklii with deep pile lining,
working condition*, excel- III Natural erojw sole In 4 eyelet ©ft
lent chance for 'advance-11 atyling. Sizes 8 to 3. 00
fte^Jtn5riv “nnd■ 11 Child'* Slush Mold
tV’ XzmnteteS \3!‘a d 2 I I W‘88CS ln- molded vinyl boolI I Available in sizes .1-4.
Jtautto Lir I I lllnrk, brown or amber, today about our training, 11 „ •
program. Mall coupon today I I Boy* Harnos* Boots 
to: . | | Waterproof slush mold Mn> civil
niTPT I I styling. Deep pile lining;
I I 111 assorted alzef IL5. 
AIRLINKS TRAINING I I ..
III Liners .
UlylMWI, I I „ ideal inserts for Ihe ii'ndWWntoile ’lioot.
Atlantic School, l|v^'l-iuui4» Caiuullan felt |inera are ©ft
Box A-536, c/o Kelowna! I available inchildren's sizes. 00 
Dallv Courier. I I Fe,t ,n,0,caL . ... I I Assorted sizes from children's 12 to
Brochure FREE, “12 Ways I I men’s 12. Fell Irisoles ft , ©4







<3ty A Province .....----------
PhMO ........... Ago_ |r
Education . ..................................
All Protector
Give* maximum protection Io your foot­
wear, Repels anoy*', slush, stains and 
water. Sillcone spray ' ©ft
in 7 o«. tin.
Shoe Shine Spray
Brand name shoo shine spray to enhance 
shoo elegance. Colors of brown, ©4 
black and neutral, 6% <»i. tin. vl
Garment Bags , 
Black vinyl garment bags with full 
length zipper. Great for the
2-piece flare leg pull on stripe pant and 
short sleeve plain top with matching ©w 
trim. Navy or red. Sizes 7-14. .
Girls' Pants 
100% cotton pre-shrunk d*enim jeans, 
flare leg, zipper front, two ft ae 
front pockets. Sizes 7-14. ft pr.
Girls' Pants
Nylon stretch pull-on pant, ribbed or 
plain, in today’s most wanted* on 
colors. Sizes 7-14.
Girls' Pants
Cotton corduroy flare leg panto, wide 
belt loops, zipper front, patch pockets. 
Black, brown, navy. ft «e 
Sizes 10 and 12. ft pr, $9
Girls' T-Shirts
100% stretch nylon T-shirts, short sleeves, 
ribbed knit, mock neck, front ft ©ft 
opening. Sizes 7-14. ft for 
Girls' Briefs
100% cotton terry, highly absorbent, full 
cut, pink, yellow, blue and n ©4 
white. Sizes 2-4-6. V pr. $1
Teflon treated cover is heat reflecting/ 
provides faster, effortless ironing. Twin 





good qual-g * 53
man on the go.
SocksOCKS
0 I Boys’ or girls' socks, ankle
' length in various colors. •
Sundries
■
Boys’ or girls' crew sbeks, stretch nylon. 
Assorted colors. ft ©4
6-8% and 9-11. ■ pri^l,
Kindness Underarm Shaver 
Includes one kindness per shave 
conditioning deodorant.
Hand and Body Lotion
Desert Flower, ft
17 fluid ozs. ft
Nivea Creme
Ideal for night cream and 





With herbs for naturally beautiful hair.




















. Mennen's Skin Bracer 
Aftershave, 
4 fluid or, , 
Super Stainless Blades 
Schick. > 

















Holds notes firmly to stove, refrigerator, 
steel cabinets, etc.
9 magnets per card. Card v ■
Paper Towel Holders
Are chrome plated, spring loading. Get 












Heavy duty vinyl. To save your rug or 
floor. Waterproof, etc. a
Size 27" wide 6’ long. ft for 01
Floor Tiles
Place n’ press Armstrong floor tile in 
assorted patterns and colors. 12x12” 
tilCS. 'ft ©E '








Soft bath mats' and seat 
Pile fabric with fringe. 
Good color selection.
Tea Towels






Colorful cotton pot holders. 
Contrast bias binding.
Oven Mitts 








Drapery fabrics suitable for ©4 
rumpus rooms, etc. 45" wide. Yd. 01
Kitchen Drapery: Kitchen
Boys' Sportshirts
Ixmg sleeve, perma press, body ©A 
fit, assorted colors. Sizes 8-16, $ft 
Eye-Catching Knit Shirts
Short sleeve, hl-ncck with zipper1 













Assorted styles in ivgular nnd> 
wide wale corduroy. Sizes 8-1(1.
Tce-Kccs Jeans
Dcniin flarc, front patch pocket. 
Sizes 10-16, 
Donim Jeans
Half boxer, fronl mid hack 









Wool blend stretch socks In ft ©4 
s variety of colors. Sizes 7-11. ft for 01 
Boys' Socks \
Cotton or orlon blend in assprted colors.
Stretch elzes ft ©4




Mouthwash and gargle for sore throats Polyester and cotton, double scat briefs, 
due to (>ol<1* and bail breath. ©4 White only. ft ©a
Largo size. 01 Sizes S-M-L, u for 0ft
............................   i ........... i- . i. i i ir. . .... ,..... - ■ . ■ ■ . . ...........
Men's Timex Watches 




Smooth grain, patents and* 














36" cotton velveteen, 








Pennywise and Magic-fit, Mocha, beige
or cocoa. 




Dear foam Slippers 
100% washable pile orlon. 
Sizes sinnll, medium and
Polaroid Film
Black and white




Tote bags for beach or travel.






Moirs Seclcllon or Pot of Gold and
Laura Record Miniatures,
R oz, and 12 or. $1
Terry Cloth
54"-(*o" "So Soft" -atretch terry. ©ft 
Navy, white, yellow, orange. Y<L V®
Foam Chips
The Ideal toy and cushion filler. ©4
1 lb. poly bags. $1
USE YOUR BAY 
CREDIT ACCOUNT
3jubsotfs35a]i dbmpanjj
WE ARE OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY Till 9 P.M.
l
